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FOREWORD

Vifty years ago the Freer Gallery of Art of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion was opened in Washington, D.C. From the outset the avow ed pur-

pose of the Ciallery was the promotion of the finest ideals of beauty as

seen in the civilizations of the East. The means by which this purpose

was to be maintained and safeguarded were clearly set forth by the

donor, Charles Lang F>eer. It would be difficult to exaggerate his fore-

sight and perseverance in focussing attention on that vital area of the

world which was then only slightly known in the United States. Equally

important was the emphasis Air. Freer placed on continuing research to

furtiier increase our understanding of the cultures of the East.

Air. Freer's magnanimous gift \vas one of the first major presciitations

of art to the people of the United States. It is fitting that the museum
that bears his name is situated in the Nation's capital, for during subse-

quent N'ears the Freer Gallery of Art has come to assume a leading role

in ever> aspect of Oriental art. The collections, research programs, pub-

lications, and public services of the Gallery all have continued to expand

so that they are recognized and respected both at home and abroad.

A series of special exhibitions and symposia have been planned to mark

the fiftieth anniversary of the Gallery. This catalogue of a special exhi-

bition of Chinese figure painting in the collection is the second publica-

tion of the anniversary celebration. It is the first major exhibition devoted

to this theme ever held in an American museum.

China, the most populous nation in the world, has alw ax s been blessed

b\' its people—a magnificent resource. The Chinese of past generations

have left behind a great legac\' of art \\'hich has immcnsel)' enriched the

cultures and civilizations of all people.

Alan is but an element of the cosmos and-the place of the human within

the organization of an harmonious world has often overshadowed his

true importance. In (.'hina man's place was defined and nature and the

elements dominate him. Wnh no intention of upsetting the delicate

balance, this exhibition and the catalogue prepared by Thomas Eawton
and Hin-cheung Lovell exanune the human manifestation in the (Chinese

painting tradition.

A true friend of C'harles Freer and the Gallery he founded was Agnes
E. Aleyer, who pioneered in Chinese painting studies. Her work on Li

Kung-lin was one of the first monographs in a Western language seriously

devoted to a Chinese artist. The present catalogue is dedicated to her

memory through a grant made by her children, Airs. Ruth Epstein,

Airs. Katharine Graham, Airs. Elizabeth Lorentz and Dr. Eugene Aleyer.

Freer Gallery of Art harold p. stern
September, 1973 Director
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PREFACE

Figure painting had attained the status of a fully developed genre in

China long before landscape was regarded as an independent subject.

In spite of the chronological precedence enjoyed by figure painting, no

major exhibition relating solely to that subject has ever been held by a

Western museum, although there have been a number of special exhibi-

tions dealing w ith various aspects of landscape painting.

There are several reasons for the relative lack of attention given to

Chinese figure painting. Perhaps the most obvious one is the scarcity of

original examples of early work. It is no exaggeration to say that no

genuine examples of paintings by the great traditional masters of figure

painting are still extant. Nonetheless, on the basis of later copies of their

work and from those paintings executed by later artists in the acknowl-

edged style of the ear]\- masters, it is still possible to reconstruct the

contributions made by the earl\' artists and to discuss their stylistic inno-

vations. In recent months, some newly unearthed, precisely datable,

archaeological material has further supplemented our understanding of

early developments in figure painting.

Another problem hampering research on the subject is that later Chi-

nese artists and theoreticians generallx' preferred to place figure painting

on a considerably lower artistic level than landscape. AVhile there is

an historical basis for the gradual decline of figure painting from its

pinnacle during the T'ang d\'nast>', the theories of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang

(
1
555-1 636) were particularly influential in the emergence of the con-

descending attitude tow ard figure painting that has prevailed in China

from the seventeenth century to the present. Consequently, paintings of

such subjects as landscape, bamboo, plum, and pine were generally

regarded as being the products of artists, in contrast to artisans and,

therefore, of a higher order. The same general attitude continues to the

present day.

Understandabl)' then, there is a corresponding lack of literature on
(>hinese figure painting from those periods when the most informative

catalogues were compiled. Aside from the biographies of individual

artists in standard Chinese biographical dictionaries, and some brief

pamphlets, there are no basic studies of Chinese figure painting available

in C'hinese, Japanese, or Western languages. In recent years, several doc-

toral dissertations have explored themes that relate to Clfinesc figure

painting, usuall\' constructed around a particularl\' important painting

and taking into account an assemblage of lesser satellite paintings. Among
these are Richard Barnhart's Li K/mg-lhfs Hsiao-ching t'u ( JUiistratiovs

of the Classic of Filial Piety ) ,
Princeton, 1 969; Ellen J. Laing's Scholars and

Saifcs: A St//dy in Chinese Figure Pai/itiuiy, University of iMichigan,

1967; and Robert A. Rorex's Eighteen Songs of a Noviad Flute: The
Story of Tsai Wen-chi, Princeton, 1973.

A comprehensive history of Chinese figure painting remains to be

written. Such a history should include precise discussions of the great

masters, their contributions to the development of the genre, and detailed

analyses of those paintings currently attributed to them. This catalogue

makes no claim to be such a history. It is presented, rather, as but one

step toward such a comprehensive study. The introduction of the cata-

logue presents a brief discussion of basic developments in the history of

Chinese figure painting from the late neolithic period to the Ch'ing

dynasty. Tlie paintings discussed in greater detail in the body of the
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catalogue are in the collection of the Freer Gallery of Art. Catalogue

entries are arranged in a basically chronological sequence within the four

general categories: narrative, Buddhist and Taoist, portraits, and genre.

Inevitably, some paintings have defied precise categorization and minor

adjustments had to be made. Some of the paintings are of extraordinarily

high quality, others less so. In making the selection, an effort was made
to choose paintings that would be representative of the various schools

in the development of Chinese figure painting. Some decisions may seem

arbitrary and, quite honestly, some selections or omissions were made
on a purely subjective basis. But for the most part, the paintings do

provide as well balanced a development as is possible under the circum-

stances.

The length of individual catalogue entries varies considerably, accord-

ing to the importance of the particular painting and to the relevant

material available. Inevitably, a number of problems remain to be solved.

Some questions have been overlooked, while others have not been ex-

amined for the simple reason that both knowledge and time were lacking.

Whenever possible, citations to Chinese texts and catalogues refer to the

most recent reprints, so that those who use the catalogue would be able

to locate the original references with relative ease.

The enormity of the task of preparing the catalogue became increas-

ingly apparent as the work progressed. Throughout the work, the assist-

ance provided by the information in the folder sheets at the Freer Gallery

has been eloquent proof of the research carried on by staff members
during the past fifty years. Dr. Richard Barnhart, of Yale University,

has been a constant source of encouragement, just as his writings on

Chinese figure painting have been a guide for literary style and scholarly

accuracy. Dr. Robert J. Alaeda, of Brandeis University, offered valuable

advice and suggestions during discussions of individual paintings. iMori-

taka Matsumoto of the University of British Columbia, generously fur-

nished references that were essential in writing entry 17. Mrs. Alyson

Waley graciously granted permission to quote the translation of the

Lo-shev fu from Arthur Waley 's Introduction to Chinese Faulting.

RayuK^nd Sch^\'artz, Ursula Pariser, and James Hayden, of the Freer

Photographic Department responded with good humor to seemingly end-

less requests for photographs. Lloyd Langford saw the manuscript

through the printing and helped correct a number of inconsistencies of

spelling and layout. Joseph A I. Upton read the entire manuscript with

meticulous care and clarified sentences that might otherwise have defied

understanding. The index was prepared by Cclia Hu with characteristic

cheerful thoroughness.

During every phase of the preparation of the catalogue, Hin-cheung

Lovell has provided corrections of faltering translations, pointed out

instances of dubious reasoning and helped untangle contorted English.

Only her steadfast refusal prevented her name being listed as co-author

of the catalogue. I should point out, however, that all responsibility for

shortcomings or error is my own.

Freer Gallery of Art thomas lawton
September, 1973 Assistant Director
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CHINESE FIGURE PAINTING

The earliest representations of man in China appear on late neolithic

painted pottery, that is to say, at the very outset of art itself, since no

artifact made in China before that time can seriously be described as art.

Occasionally stick-like figures were painted on neolithic urns of the

type usually classified as transitional between the Pan-shan and Ala-ch'ang

cultures/ More striking arc the three-dimensional heads in the Museum
of Far Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm, which possibly served as covers

for the large painted funerary urns."

With the advent of bronze casting during the Shang dynasty, pottery

was relegated to a secondary position. Throughout Shang and Western

Chou, representations of man on bronze ritual vessels and \\'eapons are

relatively few.' In these instances, the human face, wiiich is the most

characteristic feature, is emphasized, while the body is reduced to a

schematic design or simply fused with animal claws or serpent coils.

Whenever man is depicted, he is overshadowed by the hybrid creatures

that have thus far defied precise interpretation.

The slow, rather unsystematic development of representations of the

human figure during Shang and Western Chou intensified during Eastern

Chou. While earlier artists appear to have had but a passing interest in

depicting man, the artists of Eastern Chou approached the problem with

new vigor. ^ This may have been a reflection of what was, to use Arthur

Waley's phrase, "a gradual inward turning of Chinese thought and its

preoccupation with self and the perfection of self."''

The earliest extant examples of Chinese figure painting on silk also

date from late Eastern Chou. A painting now preserved in the Hunan
Provincial Museum was unearthed at Ch'en-chia ta-shan near Ch'ang-sha,

Hunan province, in 1949." The human figure is represented in profile, in

a conceptual rather than a perceptual way. The close relationship be-

tween sculpture and painting during this period is apparent \\'hen the

painted figure is compared with the small wooden human figures that

were also found at Ch'ang-sha.'

More problematical is the so-called "Ch'u silk mamiscript," \\'hich was

unearthed at Ch'ang-sha in the 1930's and is now in the Arthur Sackler

collection.'' The twelve figures drawn around the edges of the manu-

script apparentlx' depict mythical creatures that were endowed w^ith

divine po^^'ers; each one seems to have presided over a month of the

year. In depicting these creatures, the artist made only oblique reference

to the human form, demonstrating the fantasy that characterizes so much
of the art from the state of Ch'u.

The change from purely ideographic representations of the human
figure to images that actually seem capable of movement and emotion

apparently had its beginnings in the AVestern Han dynasty. Examples

from the period are admittedl>' rare, but a few firmly datable monuments

have survived. One of the most extraordinary examples of Han dynasty

figure painting was unearthed in a tomb at Ma-wang-tui, on the out-

skirts of Ch'ang-sha, in 1972.'* On the basis of impressed seal inscriptions

the tomb has been dated to the second century B.C. Of particular inter-

est in the development of Chinese figure painting is the group in the

center register of the funerary shroud found atop the innermost sarcoph-

agus. All six figures are shown in profile and their facial features are

essentially the same. Attention focuses on the central figure whose larger

size and sumptuous clothing indicate higher social status. The figure
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stoops slightl>' and leans on a walking stick. x\pparcntl\' the artist in-

tended the bent posture as an indication of age. This is the first known
instance of what is to become a standard feature in Chinese figure paint-

ing—a dependence upon characteristic stance and gesture rather than on

individualized facial details to achieve a dramatic effect.

An important Eastern Han example is the so-called "painted basket,"

which was excavated in 1932 at Lo-lang, Korea^" and can be dated to

the late first or early second centurv^ A.D. The ninety-four figures en-

framed by the abstract designs represent paragons of filial piety, historical

figures and early emperors. Careful study of the figures reveals a num-
ber of significant features. The artist differentiates between young and

old; some figures are drawn frontally, others in three-quarter view and

still others are shown in poses that suggest careful observation of nature.

Faces and hands are outlined with thin lines, while the draperies are

defined with much heavier brush strokes. The figures are related to each

other as they turn their heads and gesticulate. Although the figures are

dra\\'n on a single plane beneath swags of textile and with only an

occasional prop, such as a diagonal screen, their twisting and turning is

sufficient to indicate spatial depth. Particularly notable are the standing

figures in the four c(^rncrs, which are imbued with remarkable energy.

Some of the most famous examples of early Chinese figure paintings

are found on the tiles w hich make up the pediment and lintel in the

collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston." The paintings are

damaged and some areas are so defaced as to be almost irretraceable.

Consequently, a number of different opinions have been expressed about

their original character. One recent study places the Boston tiles in the

first century A.D.^" This is based on a comparison of the tiles with a

series of wall paintings showing many similar features in a Han tomb

near the old city of Loyang excavated in 1957.^^^

The well-known reliefs on the stone offering shrines of the AVu family

bear inscribed dates ranging from 147 to 167 A.D." As Alexander Soper

has pointed out, the Wu family cemetery is located in southwestern

Shantung province, approximately 50 miles west of the site of the famous

Ling-kuang Hall, which w^as constructed in the middle of the second

century B.C. by Liu Yii, Prince Kung of Lu and son of Han Ching-ti

(reigned 1 56-141 B.C.).^'^ It is possible that the illustrative scheme of

the carved reliefs on the AVu family shrines may have been based on, or

at least influenced b\ , tlie painted mural decorations of the Ling-kuang

Hall. In a society guided by Confucian thought, the didactic nature of

the various subjects nuist have made them ideal decorations for either a

palace or a fannl\' shrine.

A broad range of scenes is depicted in the Wu family shrines; some

compositions, sucli as the miraculous feat of the archer I and the at-

tempted assassination of Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, are repeated several times.

A difference in the sophistication of compositional organization and in

narrative techniques can be detected in the various scenes. Perhaps the

most archaic one is that portraying the youthful King Ch'eng being

attended by the Duke of Chou and other courtiers."' In contrast, the

panel representing Ching K'o attempting to assassinate Ch'in Shih-huang-

ti shows considerable technical advance.^' In spite of the complexity of

the scene, the artist succeeded in organizing the numerous figures in a

readily understandable composition.

In recent years, excavations in many parts of China have brought to

light examples of Han dynasty funerary reliefs. Many of the motifs

that decorate these tiles are identical with those at the Wu Liang tz'u.
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Individiuil dct;iils arc so close as to suggest that sketches or cop\' l)ooks

w ere available to artists in different parts of the country. Comparison of

the formalized, restrained images from Shantung and the dynamic, yet

astonishingly realistic, representations from Szechwan indicates that the

concern for naturalism apparently developed earlier in the south than

in the north. The innovative tcndeiicies of artists working in south China

were to be characteristic of (Chinese figure painting throughout its forma-

tive period.

It w as during the Han dynast\- that individual artists began to emerge

from the anonymity of mere artisanship and to be mentioned by name
in texts. The man who executed the figures on the Liang tz'u shrines

recorded his achievement with obvious pride, "the able artisan Wei Kai

carved the designs." Throughout the subsequent history of Chinese

paintiiig, artists w ere recorded in surprising detail, with attention given

to their sty listic idios\ iicracies as w ell as their persoiial foibles.

Chinese texts treating of figure painting invariably cite the names of

and titles of paintings by such classical masters as Ku K'ai-chih (ca. 344-

ca. 406), Lu T'an-wei (active ca. 465-472), Chang Seng-yu (active ca.

500-550), Yen Li-te (died 656), Yen Li-pen (died 673), \Vu Tao-tzu

(active ca. 720-76:), Chang Hsiian (active 713-741) and Chou Fang

(active 780-S10). \ct not one genuine work from the hand of any one

of these masters has survived. To determine what their paintings were

like and what their individual contributions might have been, one must

turn to works bearing traditional attributions and to copies b\' later

artists.

The man universally acclaimed as being the greatest of the early figure

painters was Ku K'ai-chih.'" Two paintings are usually referred to as

providing some indication of his artistic achievement: the Admonitions

of the hiiperial Instructress and the Nyviph of the Lo River. While

recognizing the importance of these paintings, it is prudent to begin

an\' discussion of them by pointing out that tlicy were not associated

with Ku K'ai-chih in Chinese texts until the Sung dynasty and by em-

phasizing their tenuous relationship to him.

The Admonitions handscroll in the British Museum"" illustrates a text

by Chang Hua (A.D. 232-300), and like so many early Chinese figure

paintings, is infused wdth the Confucian concern for moral edification.

The attenuated elegance of the female figures, with their elongated faces,

is typical of what is often described as the "Six Dynasties style." Al-

though there is a token interplay of the figures, it is the vitality of the

swirling draperies, rather than any physical gestures, that conveys an

impression of movement. The abstract patterns of those drapery

streamers, depicted as if caught in the w ind, are an outgrowth of Han
traditions, where forms are a subtle union of purely abstract ornamen-

tation and naturalistically rendered details. Fine, even brush strokes de-

fine the rounded drapery forms and the carefully closed contours. Occa-

sionally some areas are heavily shaded. The combination of line, forms

and color is at once restrained, decorous and graceful. Judging from the

style of the calligraphy and the information provided by the seals and

colophons, it is reasonable to date the handscroll to the late T'ang

dynasty.

Two versions of the Nymph of the l.o River are discussed at length

in the catalogue (Nos. i and 2). In contrast to the representation of

figures with a minimum or complete absence of setting in the Admoni-
tions scroll, the figures in the Nymph of the Lo River are showni in

landscapes with some attempt made by the artist to achieve a convincing
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relationship in the scale of figures and background.

Two recent archaeological finds furnish corroborative material for the

paintings traditionally attributed to Ku K'ai-ciiih and are important for

an understanding of developments during this initial period. In i960,

tw o large figure panels were unearthed in an early Six Dynasties brick

tomb at Hsi-shan-ch'iao, near Nanking."' They depict the Seven Sages

of the Bamboo Grove and Jung Ch'i-ch'i, one of the legendary contem-

poraries of Confucius. The composition was apparently first painted,

then subdivided and carved with raised lines on a series of wooden
blocks each of which was then stamped into wet clay. The bricks were

subsequently numbered, fired and reassembled. In 1965, fragments of a

painted lacquer screen were recovered from the tomb of Ssu-ma Chin-

lung (died 484) near Ta-t'ung, Shansi province." The figures on the

screen are of virtuous women and paragons of filial piety, arranged in

registers with identifying inscriptions in cartouches. The Nanking panels,

the lacquer screen, as well as the Adinanitions and the Ny/npb of the

Lo River handscrolls are governed b\' the same artistic conventions, such

as the coiling, involuted linear rhythms of ribbons, rounded skirts and

garment hems, w hich can be described as the "Six Dynasties style."

Throughout the historx' of (Chinese figure painting, these same conven-

tions appear whenever artists allude to the Six Dynasties style.

The stone Sarcopbaj^^iis of Filiiil Ficty in the Nelson Gallery, Kansas

City, has been convincingly dated ca. 525 on the basis of stylistic com-
parison with dated Buddhist reliefs and stelae. While the figures in the

sarcophagus reliefs are still closel\' related to styles that were current at

the beginning of the fifth ccntur\% the relationship betw^een the figures

and the landscape details show s remarkable change. There is still rela-

tively little feeling of depth, but the proportion of the figures to the

rocks and trees has become nuich more naturalistic. In each of the scenes

on the sarcophagus, the figures are presented with new insight into their

psychological relationship. This is especially apparent in the stor>' of

the filial son, Tung Yung, where the ungainl\' angularity of the youth

is certainly an attempt to indicate iiis uneasiness on meeting tiie Spinning

Maiden, who is show n as poised and elegant."^

The refined linear technique traditionally associated with Ku K'ai-

chih continued to dominate Chinese figure painting into the early \Tars

of the T'ang dynasty.-'' The role of the line in this style is essentially to

define form. Individual variations in line are subordinated and never

allowed to intrude. The most famous T'ang artist working in that con-

servative tradition was Yen Li-pen."'^ He and his brother. Yen Li-te,

designed the fourteen standing stone images of foreigners which lined

the entrance way of Chao-ling, the mausoleum of T'ang T'ai-tsung

(reigned 627-649). According to Chang Yen-yiian, the drawings for the

stone images were still extant in 818;"' but neither the drawings nor the

stone images have survived.

Still remaining from Chao-ling are the six bas-reliefs of the various

chargers ridden by T'ai-tsung during his important military campaigns,

wdiich are traditionally said to be the work of Yen Li-pen."^ Only one of

the six compositions includes a human figure. Although the forms are

carved in relief, it is the artist's use of taut, curving lines to define

nuiscles, reins and drapery folds that imparts a dynamic sense of tension

betwaxn man and horse. Set wnthin shallow recessed borders, these bas-

reliefs are actually paintings recorded in stone. The six compositions

provide the most reliable examples of Yen Li-pen's work now extant.

In 642 Yen Li-pen painted the portraits of twenty-four meritorious
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officials in the Ling-\ cn I lall in ('h\ing-an. Although the paintings them-

selves have long since vanished, the compositions were copied in stone

in 1090. Even in rubbings taken from the eleventh-century engravings,

\^'ithout the bright color that must have added considerably to tiie

effectiveness of the original paintings, it is still pc^ssible to visualize the

penetrating portraits and admire the subtle descriptiveness of Yen Li-

pen's brushwork.'"

In addition to the fragments of Yen Li-pen's w ork preserved in stone,

there are a number of paintings attributed to him. Perivaps the finest of

these is the handscroll. Scholars of Northern Chi Collitthi^ Texts, in the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.'"' The fine, precise lines which are evident

in the rubbings of portraits from the Ling-yen Hall are also present in

the Scholars handscroll. In addition, the artist used color to organize

patterns and to suggest transparent fal)rics. Although the present com-

position is incomplete, the group of scholars is shown as a self-contained

unit. The Boston handscroll is probably a tenth-century copy of an

early T'ang composition having close affiliations with the Yen Li-pcn

tradition.

xA second handscroll in the .Museum of Fine Arts, traditionall\' attrib-

uted to Yen Li-pen, is the famous Thirteen Emperors scroll depicting

Han, Six Dynasties and Sui rulers.
'^'^ The Yen Li-pen attribution does not

seem to date earlier than the eleventh century, but the painting style

certainly reflects early T'ang achievements. The servant girls attending

Emperor Wen-ti of the Ch'en dynasty are related to figural styles seen

in those scrolls attributed to Ku K'ai-chih. The animation of the attend-

ants forms a contrast with the relative immobility of the emperors, and

the artist skilfully utilized that contrast to avoid monotony. One girl

turns to smile coquettishly at the male retainers in the preceding portrait.

This lends a sense of continuity to the handscroll and avoids the staccato

effect inherent in a series of separate portraits.

A composition similar to those in the Emperors handscroll occurs in

another painting attributed to Yen Li-pen, the hnper'nil Palanquin now
in the Palace Museum, Peking. '^^ Painted in ink and color on silk, the

scroll depicts T'ang T'ai-tsung seated on a palanquin attended by a group

of court ladies receiving Lu-tung-tsan, an envoy of the King of Turfan.

The slender figure of the envoy, dressed in an elaborately ornate robe,

stands betw een two Chinese court officials. According to a careful study

of the painting, the work is an carl\' Northern Sung cop>' of a painting

b\' \'en Li-pen.'^
'

Yen Li-pen's paintings of foreigners, as seen in the Peking scroll, are

frequently mentioned in Chinese texts. Another painting, entitled So-

chien t'li ( Adfjionishino^ in Chains), is recorded in Chang Yen-yiian's

Li-tai wing-hiia chi (cf. Cat. No. 10):'* The painting illustrates the meri-

torious official Ch'en Yiian-ta admonishing Liu Ts'ung. Once again the

subject is historical and in this instance illustrates the civilizing effects of

Chinese culture on Turkic barbarians.

The introduction of Buddhism to China from Lidia and Central xAsia

brought a host of new ideas and images. No doubt many artists from

the areas along the route from India to China were responsible for trans-

mitting those new ideas, but few^ are recorded. One Chinese artist whose

work was influenced by AVestern traditions is Chang Seng-yu (ca. 480-

ca. 54S) of the Liang d\'nasty.'^"' He is said to have employed a form of

shading in his paintings of Buddhist subjects to give them a sense of

physical bulk, and his figures are described as rather fleshy. The only

painting having even the remotest relationship with Chang Seng-yu is
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the Five Flancts and Tzi-ciny-fonr Constellations Ivandscroll now in the

Osaka City Aliisenni.'" The artist used shading to render the figures,

several of wliom are corpulent and have a foreign cast. In spite of the

similarity" of the painting with descriptions of (]hang Seng-yu's work,

varying opinions have been expressed about the authorship of the paint-

ing, which does not appear to date earlier than the Yiian dynasty."

The painting of Vaisravana, Guardian of the North, in the Freer

Gallery (Cat. No. j)) bears a traditional attribution to Wei-ch'ih I-seng

(late 7th-earl\' 8th century), a Central Asian painter who appears to

have worked most of his life in China. The musicians and dancer in

the lower section of the Freer painting are virtually identical with figures

in a handscroU in the Berenson collection also attributed to \Vei-ch'ih

I-seng.'^^ No doubt the attribution of both paintings was in part based on

the fact that the subject matter is Central Asian in origin. But equally

distinctive is the curious curling treatment of drapery patterns that is

associated with the Wei-ch'ih I-seng tradition. The convention may well

be derived from a rendering of Indian drapery forms that was transmitted

through sketches to Central Asia and China.^"

Some further indication of experiments in modeling form that are

usually associated w ith (Central Asian influence is provided by a scroll

in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, which is signed

Ch'en Yung-chih.^^ The artist was a prominent academician in the Jen-

tsung era (1023-63), and is mentioned in a number of texts as a specialist

in Buddhist and Taoist subjects. The most unusual feature of the Boston

painting of Sakyainiini Under the Mano^o Tree is the way brilliant miii-

eral pigment was piled up in lay ers on the silk so that the modeling was

in fact executed in three dimensions.

For the (liinese, experiments in the use of shading, or of actual pig-

ment to create the illusion of light and shade, or of three-dimensional

bulk, did not appear to have been acceptable. Probably a major factor

was an unw illingness tf) obscure the basic linear calligraphic tradition

which, even at the beginning of the T'ang dynasty, was already time-

honored in Cliina. Artists sought other solutions that \\'ould enable them

to describe form w ithout abandoning the calligraphic line. Although

some tentative attempts to solve the problem had been made earlier, it

remained for the extraordinary Wu Tao-tzu to provide a solution.^" Sig-

nificantly, \V\\ Tao-t/.u began his career as a student of a sculptor named
Chang Hsiao-shih. 1 hat early training may help to explain his achieve-

ment of a painting style that broke through the earlier tradition and

permitted him to use line to describe form.'*'^

Although W'u Tao-tzu is one of the most celebrated Chinese artists,

not one of his innumerable Buddiiist and Taoist wall paintings men-

tioned in literature has survived. Onh' a few rubbings of compositions

that are said to have been b\' him and were later carved on stone remain

to help visualize what his achievement might have been. A rubbing of

a demon figure from an engraving on the y\'all of the terrace in front of

the Tung-yiieh Temple in Ch'ii-yang, Hopei province, is especially im-

portant.^"* Every muscle of the demon's body is contorted and its mouth

is opened in a grotesque cry. Even the shock of hair bristles. In contrast

to early figure paintings dominated by the Ku K'ai-chih and Yen Li-pen

traditions, in which forms were defined with lines of even width, Wu
Tao-tzu used uneven thick and thin lines that do not always fully en-

close the forms. By frequently breaking the outlines he described form

and thereby added to the visual impression of dynamic movement. The
artist's choice of such dramatic subject matter as the demon further
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enabled him to display his technical virtuosity.

While the single demon figure provides a tantalizing glimpse of AVu
Tao-tzu's figural st\'le, it only hints at the complexity of his many \\'all

paintings depicting Buddhist and Taoist pantheons. A clearer under-

standing of that aspect of Wu Tao-tzu's achievement can be gained from

a handscroU of the Five Heavenly Rulers, attributed to AVu Tsung-yiian

(died 1050), one of the artists who followed his tradition.'' The influ-

ence of \\\\ Tao-tzu's st\'le in the handscroU is so pronounced that the

painting has at times served as an example of his style. The composition

is incomplete, and it has been suggested that it is part of a reduced

sketch of a large composition that originally covered four \\'alls.^" The
artist used thin lines for the faces of the figures while representing the

drapery with blunt, darker lines. This contrast emphasizes the pattern

of abstract shapes and it is the pattern of lines and forms rather than any

concern for structural, logical space that dominates the handscroU. In

that sense, Wu Tsung-\ uan is working in an extremely old-fashioned

style.

At the same time that Wu Tao-tzu was covering temple walls with

Buddhist and Taoist spectacles, other artists were portraying the quieter

activities of court life. In recent years, a series of T'ang dynasty imperial

tombs lias been excavated. I he Avail paintings and designs preserved in

stone reveal the extraordinarily high level of figure painting. Perhaps

the most impressive of those tombs is that of Princess Yung-t'ai (685-

701), completed in 706.^' The w^W paintings were all composed \y'\x\\

little concern for space. The artist constructed linear harmonies and

surface patterns by repeating parallel lines and by the simple juxtaposition

of forms. The figures on the paintings and stone engravings in the

tomb are of plump ladies having full faces and elaborate headdresses, a

type usually associated with Yang Kuci-fei, the concubine of T'ang

Ming-huang (reigned 713-756). However, Yang Kuei-fei died in 756,

half a centurs' after the tomb of Yung-t'ai \y?LS built. This indicates that

the plump figure st\ le was already in vogue at least a generation earlier.

While the name of the artist \y\\o painted the murals in the tomb of

Princess Yung-t'ai is not recorded, several T'ang dynasty artists who
specialized in painting court scenes are documented. But once again,

onl>' a glimpse of their accomplishments is possible. Chang Hsiian (active

713-741) was one of the most famous of those court painters.^* A Sung

copy of one of his compositions is in the collection of the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston.^" The painting, attributed to Sung Hui-tsung (reigned

1 101-26) in an inscription by Chin Chang-tsung (reigned 1 190-1208),

depicts court ladies preparing silk, and appears to be a faithful copy of

Chang Hsiian's original composition, so much so that it tells a great deal

about eighth-century court painting and remarkably little about the

painting style of Hui-tsung. Individual forms are characterized by a

meticulous neatness that inhibited any of the spontaneity that is evident

in the wall paintings of the tomb of Princess Yung-t'ai. Nonetheless, the

painting reveals Chang Hsiian to have been a master of quiet, psychologi-

cal drama. Much of the effectiveness of the Boston painting depends

upon the artist's ability to emphasize particularly characteristic gestures,

since the faces of the figures are devoid of expression. Each group is

organized as a separately enclosed and complete composition. Another
composition attributed to Chang Hsiian, with the forms arranged in two
separate groups, depicts lAidy Kno-kiio and Her Sisters on a Spring

Outing. It is preserved in several later copies, also alleged to be by Sung

Hui-tsung.''"
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Chou Fang (active 780-810) is the best-known follower of Chang
Hsiian.^^ In addition to painting court ladies, he is also said to have ex-

ecuted Buddhist subjects with a less austere, more Chinese flavor. He is

traditionally regarded as being the first artist to depict the Bodhisattva

Kuan-yin in the informal pose usually referred to as Kuan-yin of the

Water Moon (cf. Cat. No. 16). A number of texts also record erotic

paintings by Chou Fang.'''

Of the many figure paintings attributed to Chou Fang, the handscrolls

entitled Drinking Tea and Tuning the Lute in the Nelson Gallery, Kan-
sas City,''"'^ the Women Evihroidering in the Palace Museum, Peking,''*

the Ladies with Flowers in their Hair in the Liaoning Museum,'''' and the

Ladies Playing Double Sixes in the Freer Gallery (Cat. No. f/) give

the most convincing indication of the quiet, slightly melancholic air that

is characteristic of his work.

\Vith the decline of the T'ang dynasty, the center of figure painting

moved from Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang to the court of Southern T'ang at

Nanking. Until Southern T'ang ^^'as absorbed by the Sung in 975, an

important group of artists carried on T'ang figure painting traditions

and developed even further a concern for realism in genre painting that

Wis ended by changes during the Northern Sung.

One of the most famous of the artists who served as a painter-in-

attendancc at the Southern T'ang court was Ku Hung-chung (active

943-960).'" The well-known handscroll entitled the Night Revels of

Han Hsi-tsai in the Palace Museum, Peking, is the one work still seri-

ously associated with his name.''' In its present form, the handscroll con-

sists of five sections, fewer than recorded versions which included erotic

scenes. The slender proportions of the women and the flowing lines of

the go\\ns, as well as the complicated drawing of drapery folds with

angular turns and hooks, are still descriptive and logical. No doubt the

extraordinary realism of the various interiors preserves the sophisticated

genre tradition that attained such a high point during the tenth century.

However, such details as the screen paintings that occur in the handscroll

indicate that it is a twelfth-century copy. This painting provides the

best indication now available of the degree of realism that occupied

artists of the Southern T'ang court. It is the culmination of a tradition

that began centuries earlier in late Eastern Chou.

A fellow painter-in-attendance of Ku Hung-chung at the court of

Li Hou-chu was Chou Wen-chii (active 961-975).^^ Two album leaves

in the Freer Gallery (Cat. Nos. )2 and 55) are traditionally attributed

to him. What is lacking in those paintings, however, is any indication of

the use of chan-pi, or "tremulous brush strokes," that is always noted in

Chinese texts as a conspicuous characteristic of Chou Wen-chii's paint-

ing style. In fact. Mi Fei (1051-1 107) states that this is the only feature

which distinguishes the work of Chou AVen-chii from that of Chou
Fang."'"' No doubt the use of "tremulous brush strokes" developed as one

more refinement in reahsm, for in those paintings reflecting tenth-cen-

tury traditions (Cat. Nos. j, 12 and /^) the irregular, slightly animated

strokes lend a degree of naturalism to the rendering of the folds of fabric.

Chou Wen-chii is supposed to have borrowed the tremulous brush

strokes from the calligraphy of Li Yii, the emperor whom he served. In

the hands of later artists, this descriptive brush technique became a mere

mannerism.

Chou Wen-chii's direct borrowing of Li Yii's idiosyncratic tremulous

calligraphic line for figure painting is an example of the unusually close

relationship between calligraphy and figure painting. Other instances
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are more subtle and equally significant. This relationship is an essential

aspect of Chinese figure painting which remains to be more fully ex-

plored.

Important for the understanding of Chou AVcn-chii's contribution to

Chinese figure painting are the fragments of a handscroll depicting

Court Ladies, now dispersed in the Fogg Museum, the Pennsylvania

University Museum, the Bcrenson collection, and the collection of Mrs.

John D. RiddcU, London."" The painting is on silk and the figures are

rendered in pai-miao with slight touches of vermilion and ink wash. The
forms are defined by a sharp, thin line that varies only slightly when the

artist introduces tremulous brush strokes. Although attributed to Chou
Wen-chii, the scroll apparently was executed by an anonymous North-

ern Sung artist sometime before 1 140.

While discussing Chou Wen-chii and Southern T'ang painting, note

should be taken of the short handscroll depicting the FLWthi^ of S/i W//

and Li Livg, now in the National Palace Museum, Taiwan."^ The Chou
Wen-chii signature on the painting is obviously a later addition. Further,

the theme and style of the scroll appear to be more closely related to

Liao traditions, an area of Chinese painting that remains as yet relatively

unexplored.''" The scroll is of special importance because it raises the

question of the representation of emotion in Chinese painting. Nowhere
in the history of Chinese painting is there anything comparable to the

po\\crful psychological dramas that characterize some of the greatest

works by such ^Vcstern artists as Rembrandt and Rubens. Admittedly,

some Chinese themes, such as the Farting of S?/ Wii and Li Ling and

Lady Wcii-c]?i's Return to China do evoke a mood of sadness and melan-

choly. But there is a minimum of emotion visible in representations of

those themes. A simple gesture or specific juxtaposition of figures was
sufiicient to identify the story. Such understatement was possible ^^'hen

themes were so familiar and because any additional details considered

important by the artist could be provided more easily in his inscription

or in colophons added by others. It is precisely in the artist's inscriptions

or in the colophons of contemporaries that the full expression of emo-

tion is to be found.

The emotional restraint that informs Chinese figure painting through-

out its history may, in large part, be a legacy from its didactic begin-

nings. The Confucian preoccupation with moral teaching placed a

premium on decorum and emotional control. At the same time, those

paintings commissioned by lay Buddhists or by temples also tended to be

formal and hieratic. Occasionally there were some satirical or secular

touches, but they \vere usually relegated to the background. Similarly,

those artists who worked at court were expected to depict an ideal exist-

ence. Any touches of irony or melancholy were the exception rather

than the rule. Never was any overt expression of unhappiness allowed

to breach the harmony of court life.

Chinese figure painting developed and enjoyed its greatest period un-

der Confucian, Buddhist and imperial patronage. At first, Chinese artists

were concerned \\'ith telling a story that embodied a moral, or in depict-

ing legendary rulers, meritorious officials or paragons of filial piety.

Once these themes had become a standard part of the Chinese cultural

tradition, it was possible for later artists to depict them, either in their

entirety or in part, in a kind of art-historical shorthand without fear of

confusion. For later avant-garde artists, however, the original signifi-

cance or implications of the themes were no longer a primary concern.

Ancient themes were important to them only in so far as they could be
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reinterpreted as meaningful statements about contemporary society.

The first significant change in attitude toward ancient themes in Chi-

nese figure painting was made by Li Kung-Hn (ca. 1049-1106). The
frequent references to him in the various entries of this catalogue indicate

his profound inliuence on later Chinese figure painting. He emerges as

a pivotal figure marking the change from the earlier period when themes

and styles were used in a straightforward manner to the later period

when they were usually employed obliquely as allusions.

Records mention an extremely wide range of subjects depicted by
Li Kung-lin,"'' but only two scrolls generally agreed to have been painted

by liim have survived to the twentieth century. The Five Horses hand-

scroll was part of the Ch'ing imperial collection.''^ Later the painting

was taken to Japan where purportedly it was destroyed during World
War n. The painting, which depicts five horses that were presented as

tribute to the Emperor between 1086 and 1089, is neither signed nor

dated. Huang T'ing-chien (1045-1105), who wrote the first colophon,

discusses the painting as a work of Li Kung-lin; in the following colo-

phon dated 1131, Tseng Yu (i 073-1 135) stated that he had seen the

painting forty years earlier. Consequently, the scroll must have been

executed some time between 1089 and 1090. Both the horses and the

grooms that accompany them are outstanding examples of late Northern
Sung realism. Although Li Kung-lin is noted for his antiquarian interests

and for his studies of the noted T'ang horse painter Han Kan (active

742-756), his horses and figures have a subtlety that is quite foreign to

those paintings now associated with the T'ang master. The representa-

tion of the horses and grooms is much more indebted to the achieve-

ments of Ku K'ai-chih and Yen Li-pen, ^^'hile the realism develops from

that of Southern T'ang artists.

In the Classic of Filial Piety now in the Princeton University Museum,
landscape details, buildings and human figures are combined in a series

of illustrations. As in the Five Horses scroll, Li Kung-lin displays a

characteristic vocabulary for rendering drapery that owes something to

such earlier artists as Ku K'ai-chih and Yen Li-pen. But the pronounced

angularity is new and of special significance in the context of techniques

that were subsequently evolved by Southern Sung academy painters.

Alany Sung literati were serious students of Ch'an Buddhism and it

is not surprising that some artists turned anew to such subjects as Sakya-

muni and Lohan, or created totall>' new images (Cat. Nos. 21-2^). Li

Kung-lin continued the sinification of some Ch'an Buddhist images: in

painting Lohan he is said to have evolved a more Chinese and, incident-

ally, a more secular type (cf. Cat. No. 20) that replaced the formidable

foreign images of the Kuan-iisiu tradition. He is also credited with

having introduced completely new, informal representations of Kuan-
yin. The more gentle, introspective Buddhist images painted by Li

Kung-lin contrasted sharply with those of the Wu Tao-tzu tradition

which liad dominated Chinese figure painting for nearly four centuries.

Some indication of the Li Kung-lin tradition is also evident in the

well known set of 500 Lohan originally in the Daitokuji (Cat. Nos.

18 and 19). Because the paintings can be dated precisely in the Southern

Sung period, they provide a particularly important summary of Buddhist

painting after Li Kung-lin. During the late Southern Sung and early

Yiian dynasty, Lu Hsin-chung (13th century) continued that tradition,

adding, as his own innovation, an even greater emphasis on facial indi-

viduality.'"'

Because of Li Kung-lin's subsequent position as one of the founders
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of the literati tradition, his painting style and the subjects he chose to

paint were extraordinarily influential. Calligraphy and figure painting

were joined in intimate relationship in his \\'ork. His fondness for render-

ing forms in pai-iiiiao, a painting technique that merges almost indis-

tinguishably with calligraphy, bestowed totally new connotations on the

technique. No longer ^^'as pcti-uiiao merely one of the modes available

to an artist. It became, instead, the technique most favored by literati

painters.

Some conservative artists perpetuated Li Kung-lin's st\'le \\\x\\ rela-

tively little change {Cat. No. 54). Among his more creative followers

during Southern Sung was Chia Shih-ku (active ca. 1130-60), who in

turn transmitted Li's influence to Liang K'ai (died after 1246).''' Liang

K'ai's paintings of Buddhist subjects are characterized by broad, bold

brushwork and are among the most impressive examples of thirteenth-

century figure painting still extant. His portrait of the T'ang dynasty

poet Li Po in the Tokyo National Museum is astonishingly simple."" It

is difficult to imagine how such simplicity could have been achieved

without the pai-vihw paintings of Li Kung-lin.

Many artists working in the imperial painting academy at Hangchou
w ere influenced by the flamboyant brushwork associated with AVu Tao-
t/Ai. So important were the various types of brush strokes used by
Southern Sung artists that a wide variety of descriptive terms were

developed to describe the individual variations. Among the most famous

of those artists was Ma Ho-chih (active ca. 1 131-62)."" The humiliating

circumstances of the fall of Northern Sung and the ensuing flight to

the south made it understandable that themes of melancholy, longing and

return would often be painted by court artists. On a number of occa-

sions. Ma Ho-chih painted illustrations of poems from the Sbih-chiii^

(cf. Cat. No. 6) by the emperor Kao-tsung (reigned i 127-62). Although

Ma's characteristic "orchid leaf" line is ultimately derived from the Wu
Tao-tzu tradition, it is considerably more subdued.

Important for developments during the Yiian dynasty and indeed for

the remainder of Chinese figure painting history were Ch'ien Hsiian

(ca. 1239-after 1300)'" and Chao Meng-fu (1254-1522).'' Once again

the achievements of both men must be seen in relationship to their in-

debtedness to Li Kung-lin. Ch'ien Hsiian's figure paintings have already

been examined.'" In his depiction of Yaii^ K/iei-fei Moiiiitm{r a Horse

(Cat. No. ./5), the complexity of Yiiaii painting is apparent. Ch'ien

Hsiian's debt to T'ang achievements and to those of Li Kung-lin are

visible in his composition and use of line. The subject itself refers to

the T'ang dynasty. But the satirical implications in the artist's inscription

lend the painting a political interpretation that is quite new. By choosing

to couch his discontent in a seemingly harmless, time-honored theme,

the artist was able to be perilously outspoken, although admittedly his

message w as ujiderstood by relatively few like-minded men.

In Chao Meng-fu's representation of a Sheep and Goat, a similar com-

plexity has been admirably unraveled by Chu-tsing Li.^'' Some stress

should be placed on the importance of inscriptions and colophons for

an understanding of the "correct" interpretation of the many-layered

meaning of themes in later Ciiinese painting. Style itself docs not impart

subtle ironies or biting criticism. For those implications, the written

characters were essential. An important example of this dependence on

inscriptions and colophons for understanding the import of a scroll is

Kung K'ai's (1222-ca. 1304) representation of Chung Knei Traveling

(Cat. No. ^j).
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During the early >'cars of the A ling dynasty, court painters were
content to produce portraits of rulers and to decorate palaces with di-

dactic narrative paintings.'* When the Hsiian-te emperor (reigned 1426-

35) ascended the throne, court painting acquired an important patron

and soon began to develop in quite new directions. Hsiian-te was a

practising artist who assembled a group of painters at his court. For the

most part, the artists developed eclectic styles that were strongly influ-

enced by those of the Southern Sung academy. It was ultimately the

influence of the Wu Tao-tzu tradition as interpreted by Southern Sung
artists that was further reinterpreted by the Ming dynasty court artists

and those men w^ho followed them. Characteristic of the school, known
as the Che school,' ' was the emphasis on brush technique. The Che
school artists exploited bold washes of ink and strong outlines in rework-

ing traditional themes on a scale that went far beyond the moderate size

of Southern Sung. Display of technical virtuosity had been important

in Southern Sung, but never did it reach the degree seen in paintings of

the fifteenth and sixteenth century, when form \\'as often sacrificed to

technical displa>'. In subject matter genre scenes became prominent, sec-

ond to landscape, and in these a kind of earthy humor played an im-

portant part (CiU. No. jp). Among the Che school artists represented

in the catalogue arc Chang Lu (1464-1538) (C^it. No. jp) and Cheng
Ticn-hsicn (active late i5th-early i6th century) (Cnt. No. ^o).

Partially as a reaction to the inordinate emphasis on technical virtuosity

that characterized Che school painting, artists such as Shen Chou (1427-
1509)''' and Wen Cheng-ming ( 1470-1 559),' ' the best known of those

literati artists to be included in the Wu school, turned to the structural

achievements of the great Yiian masters. Understandably, the emphasis

in the Wu school was on landscape. AVhen Wu school artists did paint

figures, the\- were investigating a traditional style rather than indulging

in political or social innuendo. Two of Wen Cheng-ming's paintings

illustrate the themes of Cbinig I\ nei'^ and the Lady mid Mistress of the

Hsiau^r River. ''^ In the former, a theme traditionally first associated with

Wu Tao-tzu and subsequently reinterpreted by Kung K'ai, the influence

of AVu Tao-tzu is obvious. In the latter, the curving lines that define the

Lady and Mistress of the Hsiang River stem ultimately from the Ku K'ai-

chih tradition. There is no indication in his inscriptions on the two
paintings that AVen Cheng-ming was concerned ^^'ith anything more

than interpreting two ancient themes in the painting styles traditionally

associated with them. Here the images carry none of the satirical or

political overtones that were discussed in the work of Ch'ien Hsiian and

Chao Meng-fu. The paintings should be seen as exercises in art historical

investigation.

Chou Ch'en (ca. 1450-after 1535),*^" an artist who was associated

neither with the court nor with the literati, painted some studies of

street people in which physical deformities are unflinchingly repre-

sented.'" Realism of this type is not common in Chinese figure painting,

although some precedent can be found in details of Buddhist works.

Both T'ang Yin (
1
470-

1
5 2 3 ) and Ch'iu Ying ( ca. 1 5 i o-ca. 1552)^*

had close contact with Chou Ch'en early in their careers and their tech-

nical skill certainly reveals indebtedness to him. T'ang Yin's fictionalized

dissolute behavior has made him something of a folk hero and his paint-

ings of romantic encounters are particularly well known. His controlled,

precise depictions of well-bred ladies {Cat. No. ^S) and the bold ink

studies of individual figures provide further indications of the varied

aspects of his oeiivre. The technical skill of Ch'iu Ying and his ability to
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render faithful copies of traditional compositions arc features that are

always mentioned in evaluations of his \\'ork. But Ch'iu Ying's intimate

contact with Aling literati leaders and his mastery of the terse pai-miao

style are clearly demonstrated by his illustrations for six famous calli-

graphic studies (Cat. No. p).

During the late Ming dynasty, two masters, Ch'en Hung-shou (1599-
1652)^"' and Ts'ui Tzu-chung (died 1644),^" were noted for the archa-

istic tendencies that characterize their paintings. Both men were keenly

aware of past traditions in evolving their own styles. (>h'en's forms arc

defined \\'ith precise curving outhnes (Cat. Nos. ]/ and ^5;); whereas

Ts'ui utilized tremulous brush strokes and more gentle color (Cat. No.

30).

During the ('h'ing dynasty, a number of literati and court artists de-

voted part of their energies to depicting the human figure. Some are

powerfully moving statements, others are merely playful dabbling. One
of the finest examples of Ch'ing figure painting is the self-portrait of

Tao-chi (i 641 -17 14), dated 1674 when the artist was 33 years old;^^

it is equal to the best figure painting from any period. By contrast, the

sketches by artists on the fringes of the literati tradition arc little more

than caricatures.

Two contemporaneous works in the catalogue give some idea of the

varying attitudes towards tradition that prevailed during the eighteenth

century. Huang Shen's (1687-ca. 1768) sketchy painting of an Old

Gentleman Gazing; at Magiiolias (Cat. No. )o) is characteristic of the

individualistic expression of the eccentric artists of the Yangchou school

who sought to free themselves of any indebtedness to tradition. The
second example shows the meticulous representations of a scene from

the Roiinmce of Western Chamber (Cat. No. 1 s) by an anonymous
eighteenth-century artist, and it demonstrates the persistence of the tra-

dition that began in the Six Dynasties. As is customary with such late

academic paintings, the technical skill is impressive, but the quickening

touch of human emotion is totally absent.

The two paintings represent opposing extremes in attitude to\^'ard

Chinese figure painting tradition. However, it should be pointed out

that during the Ch'ing dynasty, as with most periods of Chinese paint-

ing, there were artists who cannot be neatly characterized as either con-

servative or avant-garde, yet whose work was clearly influenced by
both traditions.

All of the traditions discussed briefly have been perpetuated to the

present day. Chinese artists continue to work in a ^\'ide variety of figural

styles and to proudly proclaim their debt to the great masters of the

past. The number of traditional themes is remarkably small and, as was

noted in the discussion of Wen Cheng-ming, a particular style is often

associated with a certain theme. Inscriptions and colophons still invoke

the names of such traditional masters as Ku K'ai-chih, Lu T'an-wei,

Wu Tao-tzu and Li Kung-lin. Understandably, the precise differentia-

tion between the various traditions has tended to blur somewhat with

time, but regardless of how transformed by the interpretations of later

artists, some vestige of the original master remains. The extraordinary

continuit\' of Chinese figure painting allows the discerning viewer to

identify the various intervening contributions and to arrive finally at

the artist's own statement. This cumulative fusing of imagery, style

and the written word lends Chinese figure painting an artistic and in-

tellectual dcptli that is unique.
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NOTES
^ Nils Palmgren, Kausii Mortuary Urns of the Pan-shan and Ma-cb'ang

Groups (Peking, 1934), pi. XIII, nos. 2 and 3.

-Two of these heads {Ibid., pi. XIX, nos. 7 and 8) Mere acquired by J. G.
Andersson in China and the third {Ibid., no. 9) was purchased in Paris. It is rea-

sonable to assume that all three came originally from the Pan-shan area of Kansu
province. Another human head, modeled with the same spontaneity, occurs on
the outer surface of a fragment of red pottery found at Fu-feng, Shensi, in 1959
and linked with the Yang-shao tradition. See: Kaogii, 1959, no. 11, pi. VIII-i,

p. 589-
^ Some of the most notable examples are; a mask from An-yang, now in the

Academia Sinica, Taiwan (Cheng Te-k'un, Archaeology in CI?iiia, vol. II, Shaiig

China, Toronto, i960, pi. XXXVIII, a); a fang-tiiig with a human mask on each

side, said to have been found at Ning-hsiang, Hunan {Sekai bijutsu taikei, Tok>'o,

1963, vol. I, p. 49, pi. 45); the Ssii-mii fang-ting {Ibid., p. 36, pi. 9); a hu in the

Cernuschi A'luseum (Alfred Salmony, Asiastische Kunst Aiisstelhtng Koln, 1926,

Alunicli, i(;:9, pis. 26-29), ^"^ i" tlic Freer Gallery of Art {The Freer Chinese

Bronzes, vol. 1, no. 39, pi. 3g, p. 225, hg. 33, p. 227); on weapons (Max Loehr,

Chinese Bronze Age Weapons, Ann Arbor, 1956, figs. 96-97, pi. XXXV, no. 80,

85).
^ Ludwig Bachliofer, "Bronze Figures of the Late Chou Period," Art Bulletin,

vol. XXIII, no. 4 (December, 1941 ), pp. 317-331.
•^ Arthur Wale\-, The Way and Its Foiver (New Ycn-k, 195H), p. 43.

'"'A copv of the painting is reproduced in Arts of China, Recent Discoveries

(Tokyo, 1968), pi. 200.

' Ch'avg-sha Ma-rcang-tui i-hao Han inu fa-chiieh chien-pao (Peking, 1972),

pis. 14-15.

* Problems relating to the manuscript are discussed by Noel Barnard, "The
Ch'u Silk Manuscript and Other Archaeological Documents," Early Chinese Art

and Its Possible Influence in the Pacific Basin (New York, 1972), vol. I, pp. 77-82.
^ Ch'ang-sha Ma-u-ang-tui . . . ,

pis. 1-2.

^" The To?7ib of the Painted Basket of Lo-lang (Kei)o, 1934), pis. 41-50.
" Kojird Tomita, Portfolio of Chinese Painting in the .Museum: Han to

Sung Periods (Boston, 1938), pis. 1-8.

^-Jonathan Chaves, "A Han Painted Toml) at Loyang," Artihus Asiae, vol.

XXX, no. I (1968), pp. 5-27.
''^ K'ao-ku hsiieh'pao, 1964, no. 2, pp. 107-125 and appended plates; and

Wen-n'ii ching-hua. III, 1964, p. 2 and plates.

Edouard Chavannes, Mission archeolo(yique dans la Chine septentrionale

(Paris, 1913), pis. XXXIIT.XXVI.
Alexander C. Soper, "Life Motion and the Sense of Space in Early Chinese

Representational Art," Art Bulletin, vol. XXX, no.
3

(September, 1948), p. 174.

^''Chavannes, op. cit., pi. LXIV.
" Ibid., p. LX.
''^Hsio-yen Shih, "I-nan and Related Tombs," Artibits Asiae, vol. XXII, no.

4 (1959), pp. 277-313; and Richard Rudolph and Wen Yii, Han Tomb of West

China (Berkeley, 195 i).

If A great deal has been written about Ku K'ai-chih. Arthur Waley's chapter

in his Introduction to the Study of Chinese Painting, pp. 45-66, provides an ex-

cellent summary. Ku's biography from the Chin shu has been translated by Ch'en

Shih-hsiang, Biography of Ku Kai-chih (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1953). Re-

cent studies of his paintings include P'an T'ien-shou, Ku Kai-chih (Shanghai,

1^58); A'la Ts'ai, Ku K\n-chih yen-chin (Shanghai, 1958); and Yii Chien-hua,

Lo Shu-tzu and Wen Chao-t'ung, Ku Kai-chih yen-chiu tzu-liao (Peking, 1962).
-" A color facsimile of the scroll was published by the British Museum in

1966, with a booklet by Basil Gray in w hich an account of the history of the

painting is presented. Kohara Hironobu has examined the scroll in his study,

''Joshishin zukan,'" Kokka, no. 908 (November, 1967), pp. 17-33 '^'""^ i^"- 9^9
(December, 1967), pp. 13-27.

-1 ''Nan-ching Hsi-shan-ch'iao Nan-ch''ao mu chi ch'i chuan-Wo pi-hua,'"

Wen-wu, i960, nos. 8-9, pp. 37-42. See also, Alexander C. Soper, "A New Chinese

Tomb Discovery: the Earliest Representation of a Famous Literary Theme,"
Artibus Asiae, vol. XXIV, no. 2 (1961), pp. 79-86; and Nagahiro Toshio, "Shinso
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kan no chikurhi Shichikev to Eikeiki no gazii,'" Kokka, no. 857 (August, 1963),

pp. 15-21.

"Tj-/V///c; Fei Wei Ssii-fm Chiii-lii/iQ; 'dhi,'' Wen-wu, 1Q72, no. i, p. 83,

pi. 13; ;ind '"Shiin-hsi Ta-fung Shih-chia-tsai I'ci ]Vci Ssu-via Chin-lung mn^"
]Ven-w/i, u)j2, no. 3, pp. 20-29, P^s- 12-13.

Osvald Siren, Chivese Fainting: Leadi??g Alcisters and Frinciples, vol. Ill,

pis. 24-28. Laurence Sickman has proposed a date of ca. 525 for the sarcophagus

in Art aiid Architecture of China (Harmondsworth, 1968), p. 68.

Siren, Chinese Fainti7ig: Leading Masters . . . , vol. Ill, pi. 28.

For a discussion of the role of the Ku K'ai-chih tradition in later Chinese

figure painting, see Richard Barnhart, "Survivals, Revivals, and the Classical Tra-

dition of Chinese Figure Painting," Froceedings of the International Syviposiinn

on Chinese Fainting (Taipei, 1972), pp. 143-250.

-"A convenient summar\' of the information regarding Yen Li-pen and his

paintings is provided in T\ing Sung hita-chia jcn-ming tzu-ticn (Peking, 1958),

pp. 363-366.

Chang Yen-\'uan, Li-tai 7ning-Ij/ia chi, chiian 9.

Chavannes, op. cit., pis. 440-445.

-''Chin Wei-no, ''Fu-nien fu yii Ling-yen-ko kung ch'cn fii'" Weii-ivii,

1962, no. 10, pp. I ^- 1 6.

^" Kojird Tomita, "Scholars of the Northern CIVi Dx nast}' Collating the

Classics," Bulletin of the Aluscinn of Fine Arts, Boston, vol. XXIX, no. 174
(August, 1931), pp. 58-63.

^^ Kojiro Tomita, "Portraits of the Emperors, a Chinese Scroll Painting

Attributed to Yen Li-pen," Bulletin of the Musemn of Fine Arts, Boston, vol.

XXX, no. 177 (February, 1932), pp. 1-8.

Ku'knng po-zvu-yiian ts\ing-hua, vol. II, Sui-T'ang, pis. 5-8.

^^ Chin Wei-no, op. cit.

Chang Yen-yiian, op. cit., chiian 9.

•''^ Wu Shih-ch'u, Chang Seng-yu (Shanghai, 1963).

Soraikan kinsho (Osaka, 1930), vol. II, pis. 1-17.
^'^ Some indication of the varying opinions on the authorship of the scroll

can be seen from the final section of An Ch'i's entry in Mo-yiian hui-kuan (pref-

ace 1742), painting supplement: "After [the painting] on paper, there are two
colophons by Tung Ssu-pai [Tung Ch'i-ch'ang] and Ch'en iMei-kung [Ch'en

Chi-)u|. One considers the painting to be hy Wu Tao-t/u, the other by Yen
Li-pen. Both are w rong. The painting is more like a copy b\' a T'ang dynasty

artist. If not, then it was done by [Liang
|

Ling-tsan."

Toshio Nagahiro, "On Wei-ch'ih I-seng, a Painter of the F,arl\- T'ang

Dynasty," Oriental Art, NS, vol. i, no. 2 (Summer, 1956), pp. 70-74; Osvald

Siren, "Central Asian Influence in Chinese Painting of the T'ang Dynasty," Ars

Asiatiqnes, vol. Ill, no. i (1956), pp. 3-21.

Siren, "Central Asian Influence . . .
," figs. 2-3.

^" Eiichi Matsumoto, Tonkd-ga no kenkyil, vol. II, pi. 128. See also, Benjamin

Rowland, "Indian Images in Chinese Sculpture," Artibiis Asiae, vol. X (1947),

pp. 5-20.
^'^ Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Boston, 1969), pi. 73.

Wang Po-min, Wu Tao-tzu (Shanghai, 1958).

^^A particularly informative statement on the brushwork of Ku K'ai-chih,

Lu T'an-wei, Cliang Seng-yu and Wu Tao-tzu, from Li-tai mivg-hua chi, has

been translated b\' William Acker in his Some T'ang and Fre-T'ang Texts on

Chinese Fainting (Leiden, 1954), pp. 177-184. Acker renders the terms mi and

shu as "detailed" and "free." A clearer rendering of those key terms might be

"defining" and "describing." Benjamin Rowland, "A Note on Wu Tao-tzu,"

Art Quarterly, vol. XVII, no. 2 (Summer, 1954), points out a sketch of a Bodhi-

sattva painted in ink on coarse cloth, preserved in the Shosoin, that he suggests

as preserving some indication of Wu Tao-tzu's painting style. The Birth and Fre-

sentation of the Buddha handscroU in the Osaka Municipal Museum (reproduced,

Soraikan kinsho, vol. II, pis. 18-21), is probably a copy dating no earlier than

the Ming dynasty.

Siren, Chinese Fainting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. Ill, pi. 88.

Diff'erent details from the handscroll have been reproduced by: Siren,

Chinese Fainting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. I, facing p. 160; Sherman E. Lee,

A History of Far Eastern Art (New York, 1964), p. 267; Chung-kuo ku-tai hui-

hiia hsiian chi (Peking, 1963), pi. 31; T'ang-tai jen-imi hua (Peking, 1958), p. 25;
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and Wefi-ivii, 1956, no. 22, pp. 54-5^
"^ Hsii Pang-ta, '^Tsiiiig pi-hiia jit-pen hsiao-yaug shuo tao Hang cbiiaii

Sung hua, Chao yiian hsien chang fii''' Wen-nxu ts'an-k'ao tzii-liao, 1956, no. 2,

pp. 57-58.
^' T\rng Yirng-fai kiiiig-cbu-inu pi-biia chi (Peking, 1963); "'T'ang Yung-fai

kung-chii-ifui fa-chneb cbicii cbi,^' ]\\'n-u-u, 1964, no. i, pp. 7-33.

A concise presentation of the information concerning Chang Hslian and

his work is provided in T\v}g S/n/g bna-cbia jen-inhig tzn-tien (Peking, 1958),

pp. 241-242.

Tomita, Portfolio of Chinese Paintmgs . . . ,
pL 46a.

One painting is in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taiwan
(a detail is reproduced by James F. Cahill, Chinese Painting [Ascona, 1960],

p. 20). The second version is in the Liaoning Museum (reproduced, Liao-ning

sheng po-wii-ki/aii ts'ang hua chi [Peking, 1962], vol. I, pis. 36-3H). The Liaoning

version is discussed by Chang An-chih, "Kiio-kiio fit-jeJi yii-cFiiii t^ii,'" Wen-r:ii.,

1 96 1, no. 12, pp. 67-68.
^'^ Wang Po-min, Chou Fang (Shanghai, 1958).

A painting entitled Ch'nn-hsiao pi-hsi fti is included in the painting sup-

plement of An Ch'i's Mo-yiian hiti-kium. A similar painting recorded in Wu
Ch'i-chen's Sbii-hna chi (ca. 1677) caused the work to be banned during the

Ch'ien-lung literary inquisition.

^^ Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. Ill, pi. no. A later

version of the same composition is in the Freer collection (accession number

16.231).

Ku-knng po-vcii-y iian ts\rng-hiia chi (Peking, 1962), pis. 9-15.
"-'^^ Liao-ning . . . , vol. I, pis. 13-15.
^" A summary concerning Ku Hung-chung and his work is provided in T'ang

Sung hua-cbia jen-ining tzu-tien, pp. 399-400.

Chung-kuo I?ua, vol. XVI, pis. 6-7, 10-13, 16-17, 19; vol. XVII, pis. 8, 10-

II. See also, Kohara Hironobu, ''Kan Kitai Yaenzu ko,'' Kokka, no. 884 (No-
vember, 1965), pp. 5-10; no. 888 (March, 1966), pp. 5-12.

'^ A summary of the information concerning Chou Wen-chii and his work
is provided in T'ang Sung hua-cbia jen-niing tzu-tien, pp. 1 39-141.

Mi Fei, Hua-shih. See, Nicole Vandier-Nicolas, Le Houa-che de Mi Fou
(Paris, 1964), p. 108, entry 115.

The various fragments of the painting have been discussed in several arti-

cles by Yashiro Yukio in Bijutsu kenkyii: "'So mo Shu Bunkyo kyfichu zu" (Jan-

uary, 1934), no. 25, pp. 1-12, pis. 1-2, 7-8; "So mo Shu Bunkyo kyfichfi zu no

shindanpen'' (August, 1936), no. 16, pp. 313-316, pis. 3-4; ''Saisetsu So mo Shu
Bunkyo kyfichfi zif (May, 1952), no. 169, pp. 157-162, pis. 1-4.

'''^ Ku-kung ming hua (Taipei, 1966), vol. 11, pi. 14.

The most impressive groups of Liao paintings are those found on the

walls of the imperial mausolea at Ch'ing-ling, in Eastern A-longolia (reproduced,

Tamura Jitsuzo and Kobayashi Yukio, Tombs and Mural Paintings of Ch'ing-ling

[Kyoto, 1952]). Several other paintings that can be considered in the Liao cate-

gory are the two hanging scrolls depicting deer in an autumn forest ( reproduced,

Kii-kung san-pai chiing, pis. 58-59), and two album leaves attributed to Hu Huai
(reproduced, Chinese Art Treasures^ entries 7-8).

James F. Cahill, in Encyclopedia of World Art, vol. IX, columns 247-252;

Richard Barnhart, Li Kung-liifs Hsiao-ching t'u (Illustrations of the Classic of

Filial Piety), unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1967; Chou
Wu, Li Kung-lin (Shanghai, 1959).

Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. Ill, pis. 191-192.

"^Kohara Hironobu, "Shikydzu to Kokyozu (Illustrations of the Shih-ching

and Hsiao-ching),'" Bijiitsushi (March, 1969), vol. XVIII, no. 4, pp. 109-126.
'^^ A number of examples of Lu Hsin-chung's paintings are still extant. Fif-

teen paintings of Lohan are in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Tomita, Port-

folio . . . , pis. 1 10-124). Other examples of his work are illustrated in the follow-

ing numbers of Kokka: 175, 255, 322, 459 and 878.

Liang K'ai's life and paintings are discussed by Sherman E. Lee in Ency-
clopedia of World Art, vol. Ill, columns 239-244.

•'^ Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. Ill, pis. 330-331.

A concise presentation of the information concerning Ma Flo-chih and

his work is provided in T'ang Su7ig hna-chia jen-ming tzu-tien, pp. 177-179.

Several articles discussing Ch'ien Hsi_ian and various aspects of his work are
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available: Richard Edwards, "Ch'ien Hsi.ian and 'Early Autumn'," Archives of

the Chinese Art Society of America, vol. VII (1953), pp. 71-^3; James F. Cahill,

"Ch'ien Hsiian and His Figure Paintings," Archives of the Chinese Art Society

of America, vol. XIII (1958), pp. 11-29; Wen Fong, "The Problem of Ch'ien

Hsiian," Art Bulletin, vol. XLII (September, i960), pp. 173-189.
"^^ A concise presentation of information concerning Chao Meng-fu and his

work is provided by Cliu-tsing Li, The Aiitiivin Colors on the Ch'iao and Htia

Mountains (Ascona, 1965).

James F. Cahill, "Ch'ien Hsiian and His Figure Paintings," op. cit.

'^ Chu-tsing Li, "The Freer Sheep and Goat and Chao Meng-fu's Horse

Paintings," Artibiis Asiae, vol. XXX, no. 4 (1968), pp. 279-326.

An excellent discussion of problems relating to early Ming court painting

is provided by Harrie Vanderstappen, "Painters at the early Ming court (136S-

1435) and the problem of a Aiing painting academy," Monmuenta Serica, vol.

XV, fasc. 2 (1956), pp. 259-302; vol. XVI, fasc. 1-2 (1957), pp. 315-346.

The best study of the origins and development of the Che school is Su-

zuki Kei's Mindai kaiga-shi kenkyi'i sekiha (Tokyo, 1968).
^'^ Richard Edwards, The Field of Stones; a Study of the Art of Shen Chou

(1427-1509) (Washington, 1962). Cheng Ping-shan, Shen Shih-fien (Shanghai,

1958)-

'

''"^ Chang An-chih, Wen Cheng-ming (Shanghai, 1959). Chiang Chao-shen

discusses Wen Cheng-ming and the Suchou school in a series of articles in Ku-
knng chi-k'an, vol. V, no. 4, pp. 39-88; vol. VI, no. i, pp. 31-80; vol. W, no. 2,

pp. 45-75; vol. VI, no. 3, pp. 49-80; vol. VI, no. 4, pp. 67-104; vol. VII, no i,

pp. 75-108.
"'^ Arts of China: Paintings in Chinese Museums (Tokyo, 1970), frontispiece

in color and pi. 76.

Ku-kung san-pai chung, pi. 240.

Thomas La\vton, "Scholar and Servants," National Palace Museinn Bulle-

tin, vol. 1, no. 5 (November, 1966), pp. 8-11.

The paintings were mounted as a handscroll and now have been separated

into two sections. One section is in the Honolulu Academy of Arts, the other is

in the Cleveland Museum of Art. Reproduced, Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading

Masters . . . , vol. VI, pi. 234; Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art, vol.

LIII, no. 1 (January, 1966), pp. 6-9; and Gustav Ecke, Chinese Painting in Ha-
waii (Honolulu, 1965), pi. LX.

A particularly close comparison is provided by the figures in the lower

section of a Lohan painting in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Tomita, Port-

folio . . .
,

pi. 79.

Chiang Chao-shen has studied T'ang Yin and his paintings in a series of

articles in Ku-kung chi-k'an, vol. II, no. 4, pp. 15-32; vol. Ill, no. 1, pp. 33-60;

vol. Ill, no. 2, pp. 31-71; vol. Ill, no. 3, pp. 35-79.

Martie Wing "S'oung, The Paintings of Ch'iu Ying: A Preliminary Study,

unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Harvard University, 1961.
'^^ Huang Yung-ch'iian, Clfen Hung-shou (Shanghai, 1958).

Both Ch'en Hung-shou and Ts'ui Tzu-chung are discussed by Wai-kam
Ho, "Nan Ch'en Pei Ts'ui," Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art, vol.

XLIX, no. 1 (January, 1962), pp. 2-11.
^" Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading Masters . . . , vol. VI, pi. 388a. A number

of problems relating to various versions of the portrait are discussed by Wen
Fong, "A Letter from Shih-t'ao to Pa-ta-shan-jen and the Problem of Shih-t'ao's

Chronolog)'," Archives of the Chinese Art Society of America, vol. XIII (1959),

p. 46.
^^'^ A summar\ of information concerning Huang Shen and liis painting is in-

cluded in Ku Lin-wen's Yang-chou pa-chia shih-liao (Shanghai, 1962), pp. 12-23.
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Nyviph of the Lo River i4-53

Sung dynasty, 12 th- 13 th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 24.0 cm. (9 7/16 in.); length: 310.0 cm. (122 1/16 in.)

The juxtaposition of human figures with those of semi-human and

those of totally bizarre creatures immediately introduces an element of

fantasy that is one of the dominant themes of the painting. Throughout

the handscroll, the narrative develops in a series of tableaux which blend

the human world with that of the supernatural.

The figures, whether human or supernatural, arc drawn with the

same fine, even-width lines that enclose the curvilinear forms. Light

washes of color, with some occasional shading, are confined within these

outlines. It is the particular stance of the individual figures in the paint-

ing rather than any subtlety of facial expression that conveys their mood,

emotion or role. Any indication of action is implied by the linear pat-

terns of billowing scarves and ribbons, or by the flowing sleeves and

hems.

The proportion of the figures to the landscape has still not been

successfully resolved. But there is little doubt from the care with which

the landscape is presented that the artist was feeling his way toward a

more satisfying representation of nature. At this stage in the develop-

ment of Chinese landscape painting, artists were still experimenting with

various ways to depict trees, mountains and clouds. The graceful

fragility of these two-dimensional forms reveals a dependence upon the

abstract designs evolved during the late Chou and the Han periods.

More than five centuries would elapse before Chinese artists could

formulate an artistic vocabulary that would enable them to depict

massive mountain peaks and sturdy trees. By the time that development

had been completed, landscape had replaced figures as the principal

theme in the repertoire of avant-garde artists.

Entitled the Lo-sheii fii, usually translated as the Nymph of the Lo
River, the handscroll is a pictorial illustration of a famous prose-poem,

the Lo-shen fii. The /// was written in A.D. 222 by Ts'ao Chih (192-



232), the third son of Ts'ao Ts'ao (155-220) and the younger brother

of Ts'ao P'ei (188-227), who, on the father's death in A.D. 220, had

declared himself emperor of the Kingdom of Wei in the Three King-

doms Period. In a number of early surveys of Chinese painting, writers

had some difficulty identifying the story narrated in the Freer painting,

although some of them did relate it to Ts'ao Chih's fn. Arthur Walcy
was the first to study the f/i in connection with the painting, and he gives

a partial translation of it in his characteristic, inimitably elegant English

(All Introduction to the Study of Chinese Faiiitino^ London, 1923, pp.

60-62).

In conformity with the literary convention of the ///, the work opens

with a prose preface explaining the circumstances under which the fu

was composed. "In the third year of the reign of Huang-ch'u [A.D.

222], I visited the capital [at Loyang], and on returning had to cross

the Lo River. It had been said by the ancients that the goddess of this

river was Fu-fei. Remembering Sung Yii's [4th century B.C.] fu on the

encounter of the King [Hsiang] of the Ch'u with a river goddess, I w as

moved to compose the following f//." In the jii proper, the poet tells

how, after a long day of wearisome travel, he and his party were about

to camp at sunset by the shore of the Lo River when suddenly he saw
the figure of a woman moving along the edge of the cliff. Waley's trans-

lation picks up the story at this point.

"Who could she be, so fair a lady in so desolate a place? 'They

say,' said his charioteer, 'that there is a goddess of this fiver whose

name is the Lady Fu. Perhaps it is she whom my lord sees. But tell

me first what face and form are hers, and I will tell you if she is the

goddess or no.' Then I said, 'She moves lightly as a bird on the wing;

delicately as the rain-elves at their play; she is more radiant than the

sun-flowers of autumn, more verdurous than the pine-woods of the

spring. Dimly I see her, like a light cloud that lies across the moon;
fitfully as swirls a snow-wreath in the straying wind.'

"Now far away, she glimmers like sunshine peeping through the

morning mist. Now near, she glistens like a young lotus, a bud new-
risen above the waters of the lake. . . .



Section 4

"Her shoulders arc as chiselled statuary; her waist is like a

bundle of silk. Her body is anointed not with perfumes, nor is her

face dabbed with pow der. The coils of her hair are like cloud-heaps

stacked in the air. Her long eyebrows join their slim curves. . . .

"I was enamoured of her beauty; my heart w as shaking and would

not rest. There was no matchmaker to lead us to our joy; so to the

little waves of the stream I gave a message for her ear. After that I

might forthwith give a pledge of kindness, I took a pendant from

my girdle and cast it to her.

"She sighed acceptance of my vows, of my gift and my fair

words. With jasper she requited me and with the milk-\\'hite Stone

of Truth; she pointed into the river depths in token that there she

would meet me. Then I was afraid, for I thought, 'Should I be

joined in amity with her, then might this Goddess despoil and delude

me.' For I remembered how Chiao-fu [Cheng Chiao-fu] once was

deceived. I was cunningly forearmed and wary as a fox. I hardened

my heart, I looked sternly upon her, I held her back from me.

"Then the Lady of the River was ashamed; piteously she havered.

The flames of her godhead glimmered fitfull\'; on tiptoe she stood,

tense as a bird that in a minute will have flown away. At last, as she

turned to go, she uttered a cr\' of sorrow so fierce and desolate that

at the sound of her voice all the Spirits of the river came flocking

down the stream, some splashing in the clear waves, some \\'inging

through the haunted islands. One stooped to pluck from the waters

a many-coloured stone; another, to cull a halcvon-feather from the

shore. Then, to move the stranger's heart, they sang the doleful

song of the Ladle-star that knows no mate, and the ballad of the

Herdboy's lonely place. . . .

"The Lady of the River raised the silken flutterings of her light

mantle, covered her long sleeves, and for a moment paused. Then,

swift as a hawk in flight, again a Goddess, she sped upon her way;

and as she skimmed the waters, wave-spray like a fine dust flecked

her damask shoes. . . .

"The Storm-god lulled the winds to rest; the Lord of Waters
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stilled the waves. P'ing-i beat his drum; the fairy Nii-wo sang with

shrill, clear voice. She summoned the Fish King from the depths and

bade him guard the Lady's flight; she called upon the Jade Phoenix

to flutter by the Lady's side.

"Then dragons, six abreast in flawless line, were harnessed to her

chariot of cloud. The whale and the dolphin gambolled at her

wheel-side. Water-fowl lent winged escort to her train.

"She has crossed the Northern Rivulet, passed over the Southern

Mound . . . and now she turns her white neck, gazes back with clear

brow. Moves her red lips, speaks quietly; speaks of Love and the

Great Chain that binds men heart to heart; 'Alas that between men
and gods no converse can endure! Alas that they arc vanished,

those lusty days of mortal youth!'. . . .

"Suddenly I could not see lier; her bright divinit\' was changed

to darkness and all that radiant vision folded up in night."

Waley's translation stops here, but that is not the end of the poem.

"She raised her silken sleeve to cover her tears; copioush' they

flowed upon her lapel as she lamented the end of the encounter and

mourned for those who died in strange lands. As a small token of

her love she sent her jade earrings, saying, 'Though I dwell in

eternal darkness, my heart is forever with my lord. Pray com-
prehend what it costs me to forsake you, for my sorrow is such

that it shrouds me from light.'

"Then, turning my back on Ling-kao, I departed, leaving be-

hind my nymph, for I was rapt in thoughts on love lost and all my
longings were suffused with sadness. Hoping that her ethereal form
might again assume bodily shape I sailed the boat upstream. The
farther I sailed the more my thoughts dwelt on that vision. The
night was long and un>'ielding, and sleep eluded me as dawn brought

its abundant dew. I summoned the driver and mounted the carriage,

for the return route stretched to the east. Gathering the reins I

desisted from making a decision as hesitation overcame me and I

could not depart."
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On the simplest level, the Lo-sben fn describes an encounter between

a man of high position with a bewitching river goddess who first over-

whelms him with her beauty and then eludes him. The theme was first

explored in Sung Yii's Sbcu-nii fu, and in the preface to the Lo-shen fn,

Ts'ao Chih acknowledges that as the source of his inspiration. But unlike

the Shen-iiii fz/, which is no more than an attempt to captivate the reader

with a mildly erotic catalogue of feminine charms, the Lo-shai fn is in-

comparably richer in texture, and embodies several levels of meaning.

As a love story with an unhappy ending, it is told in beautifully modu-
lated musical movements. The poet's startled joy at the sight of the

goddess is followed by a lyrical descriptive passage of her charms and

beauty. This leads to the poet's inevitable declaration of love, the god-

dess' acceptance of it and her proposal for an assignation in the watery

depths. The proposal marks the turning out of the story. Doubt and

suspicion swiftly set in, followed by the poet's rejection of the goddess.

Bitterly disillusioned, she disappears with her retinue of fantastic beasts

and attendants. The drama spent, the poet is left with remorse and a

deep sense of loss, and the ending is extremely moving in its poignancy.

On another level, some readers may see the story as a moral tale. The
poet's loss was the result of his suspicion and his lack of trust. On yet

another level, the story becomes a tragedy because the poet and the

goddess are of different worlds, the one earth-bound and terrestial, the

other a creature of the watery depths. "Alas that between men and gods

no converse can endure."

In addition, there are autobiographical implications in the ///. Ts'ao

Chih had from an early age suffered from sibling rivalry with his older

brother Ts'ao P'ei. Their relationship did not improve with age. In his

youth Ts'ao Chih had fallen in love with a daughter of Chen I, a magis-

trate of the Shang-ts'ai District in Honan province. The lady w^as sub-

sequently married to Yiian Hsi, a son of Yiian Chao, a general in the

Eastern Han army. After Yiian Chao was defeated in battle by Ts'ao

Ts'ao, the lady was taken as wife by Ts'ao P'ei, and received the title of

Empress Chen when Ts'ai P'ei became Wei Wen-ti in A.D. 220. She

bore the emperor two children, a son who was to succeed to the throne
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as VVci Aling-ti in A.D. 227, and a daughter, the Princess Tung-hsiang.

After falling from favor Empress Chen was executed in A.D. 221.

While visiting the capital in the year 222, Ts'ao Chih was given by

the emperor the jewelry which had belonged to the empress, an event

which must have caused the poet considerable anguish. The \^riting

of the Lo-sben fii, which in essence was the story of his own un-

happy love affair, impersonalized and transformed into an allegory, \\'as

probably an act of exorcism. In the preface of the ///, Ts'ao Chih did not

reveal the whole truth, doubtless because it was not possible for him to

do so. According to the annotation in Wen-hsiiau {chiian 19), the fit

was originally entitled the Kav Chen fit and it was Wei iMing-ti, the son

of Wei Wcn-ti and the Empress Chen, who had the title changed to Lo-

shen fit.

In any discussion of Chinese figure painting, Ku K'ai-chih (ca. 344-ca.

406) is cited as one of the great early innovators. Two handscroUs, the

Nyjnpb of the Lo River in the Freer Gallery and the Aihiiouitions of

the hiiperial Instructress in the British Museum, are invariably referred

to as providing the best indication of Ku\s painting style. Although both

paintings are faithful early copies of compositions that may well date

from the time when Ku K'ai-chih lived, it should be stressed that his

name is not specifically associated with the subject of either scroll in

Chinese texts until the Sung dynasty.

The Freer Nymph of the Lo River is incomplete, comprising probably

slightly less than one half its original length. In the present beginning of

the scroll, the story has already reached a climax. The poet has rejected

the goddess and wdth a shrill cry she summons her diverse helpers to

come and accompany her on her dramatic departure. In th'e last section

of the scroll, the poet is seated on a dais in a landscape setting, and be-

side him are a pair of lighted candles, indicating that the time is night.

Comparison of the Freer scroll with other versions of the story reveals

exactly how much has been lost. The composition of the missing first

half of the story, which depicts the poet's encounter with the goddess

and follows the story up to the scene where he pledges his love by
giving her a jade pendant, is preserved in a pai-vtiao version on paper,
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also in the Freer Gallery (Cat. No. 2), and in one of the Peking versions

(reproduced: Ma Ts'ai, Kii Kai-chib yen chin [Shanghai, 1958]). That

Peking version appears to be the most complete rendition extant, preserv-

ing, with one minor lacunae, not only the first sections of the story but

also the three terminal tableaux as narrated in the f//. These are: ( i) the

poet sailing on the river searching for the goddess, (2) the poet seated

disconsolate by candlelight, and (3) the poet eventually returning home
in his carriage. It is evident that the ultimate section is missing from the

Freer silk scroll and the penultimate section is missing from the Freer

pai-miao scroll on paper.

The earliest extant colophon on the Freer silk scroll is by Tung Ch'i-

ch'ang (1555-1636). "Most of the paintings in the imperial collection

have no inscriptions or colophons by earlier people for they were cut

off when they entered the palace lest they contained seditious material

and disrespectful sentiments. This painting was given in lieu of official

salary by the emperor at the time the Chu family set up the [Ming]

dynasty. At the beginning of the painting there was a title reading 'The

Lo-shev f ii by Ku K'ai-chih,' but it had been lost by the time the

painting got to me. The painting had been in the collection of Li Po-shih

[Li Kung-lin ca. 1 049-1 106]. The seals Hsi-yii-ch'ih and Limg-hsi can

be detected. Of Ku Ch'ang-k'ang's [Ku K'ai-chih's] paintings, only this

and the Nil-shih cheii [The Adinonitiovs Scroll] in the collection of

Hsiang [Yiian-pien] are extant. They are indeed a pair of treasures. In-

scribed by Tung Ch'i-ch'ang."

The second colophon reads, "The loftiness and antiquity of this paint-

ing are so obvious that there is no need to pause and praise it. The reason

given by Hsiang-kuang [Tung Ch'i-ch'ang] to account for the absence

of inscriptions and colophons is not false. However, I checked Chang
Huai-kuan's Hiia-tuan, and among thirty or so paintings by Hu-t'ou [Ku
K'ai-chih] there is no Lo-shen t'li. P'ei Hsiao-yiian's Chen-kiiau kung-
ssii hna-shih [preface dated 639] records seventeen paintings [by Ku K'ai-

chih] and again there is no such \\'ork. Among the nine paintings

[by Ku] recorded in Hsi'ian-ho hita-p'ii [1120] is the Nii-shih chev

t\i but no Lo-shcn f 11. Yet when Hsiang-kuang stated that the paint-
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ing was in the imperial collection, he indicated the imperial collec-

tion of the T'ang and Sung dynasties as well. In Chcu-kiitw hiia-shih

there is a record of a Lo-sben f// f ii by Chin Ming-ti. Can it be that the

composition was originally by him and attributed [in error] to Hu-t'ou?

The title by Liang Chiao-lin [Liang Ch'ing-piao] at the beginning of the

painting also attributes the painting to Ku so that people coming after

him [Liang] could not come up with a different opinion. Third month,

t'mg-wei year in the reign of Kuang-hsii [1907], Yang Shou-ching of

I-tu." Yang Shou-ching was the famous bibliophile who served in the

Chinese Embassy in Japan from 1880 to 1884.

The remaining colophons are brief statements to the effect that the

painting was seen by Li Pao-hsiin on a day corresponding to December

16, 1907; by Inukai Tsuyoshi (1855-1932) on a day between November
28 and December 28, 1907; by Nonomura Kinsaku, Odagiri iMasunosuke

(1868-
1 934), and Jissoji Sadahiko in 19 10; and by Irluang Llin on a day

between December 22, 1909 and January 19, 19 10.

In his colophon Tung Ch'i-ch'ang stated by implication that the seals

Hsi-yii-ch''ih and Lung^-hsi were seals of Li Kung-lin. The present dating

of the painting to the t\\'elfth or thirteenth century, based in part on the

style of the small hanging scroll in the boat near the end of the composi-

tion, is rather too late to accommodate convincingly seals of Li Kung-lin,

who died in 1 106. But there is a tradition that Li Kung-lin painted a copy

of the Lo-shen f ii, presumably in the pai-miao technique whicli he so

favored.

As Yang Shou-ching pointed out in his colophon of 1907, Tung Ch'i-

ch'ang's unqualified acceptance of the painting as being from the hand

of Ku K'ai-chih is arrived at without reference to textual sources. The
association of a painting entitled Lo-shen fii with Ku K'ai-chih in texts

is not as early as is generally supposed and it cannot be emphasized too

strongly that there is little early textual evidence for siK:h an attribution.

There is no extant record of such a painting by that specific title by Ku
K'ai-chih in any text earlier than the thirteenth century, 900 years after

Ku K'ai-chih lived. The only possible earlier reference to such a painting

occurs in Li-tai ming hna chi (completed 847), chiiau 5, in which a scroll

illustrating Ch'en Ssu-wang's poem is listed as having been painted by
Ku K'ai-chih. Ts'ao Chih was enfeoffed as Ch'en Ssu-wang' in 232, and

it is conceivable that the poem in question may have been his Lo-shen f//,

but in no edition of Li-tai ming hiia chi is the character shih replaced by
fz/, so that it is impossible to make any definite statement concerning the

subject of that painting.

The earliest textual reference definitely linking Ku K'ai-chih and the

Lo-shen t'li occurs in Shu hna mii In compiled by Wang Yiin (1227-

1307), with a preface dated 1276. This work is a list of the paintings

and calligraphy in the Yiian imperial collection seen by Wang Yiin. The
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next record in which Ku K'ai-chih's name is associated with the painting

is T'ang Hou's Hiia cbien, a text w hich can he dated by internal evidence

to ca. 1350. From the seventeenth century onwards, records of a paint-

ing entitled the Lo-sbcn f 11 firml\' attributed to Ku K'ai-chih became
increasingly frequent.

While there is a considerable amount of information available about

Ku K'ai-chih, his life and personality, there is no reason to attribute

paintings to him when no support for these attributions can be found

in Chinese texts. Consequently, instead of being designated as "after a

4th or 5th century design attributed to Ku K'ai-chih," paintings of the

Nymph of the Lo River should be described as "after a 4th century de-

sign." As for the Freer version specificall\', instead of "in the style of

Ku K'ai-chih," it should be labelled "in the style of the Chin dynasty."

As pointed out by Yang Shou-ching, it is more than likely that Ssu-ma

Chao (A.D. 299-325) was the first artist to have painted a Lo-sben fii.

Ssu-ma Chao reigned as Aling-ti of the Chin dynasty from 322 to 325,

and therefore preceded Ku K'ai-chih by several decades. Tradition avers

that Ssu-ma Chao studied painting under Wang I, and the titles of his

paintings in early texts indicate that he painted Buddhist subjects, human
figures and narrative scrolls. Both Chev-kiian k////i!;-ssn bi/a-shih and Li-

tai Jimig hua chi list a Lo-shci/ fii under his name.

Ssu-ma Chao lived only one century after Ts'ao Chih when the I.o-

shejj fii was probably still considered quite new and evocative. For a

Chin dynasty artist, it must have been an extraordinary challenge to

illustrate the groups of human figures, various mythical creatures and

changing landscape settings that are part of the complex imagery of the

/>/. Regardless of who created the original composition, its influence was

so powerful that practically every detail was faithfull\' repeated by gen-

erations of artists with surprisingly few changes.

A number of early versions of the Lo-sheii fit are still extant, and it

seems appropriate to review them briefly. A handscroU in the Palace

Museum, Peking, has already been cited. This painting is recorded in

Shih-ch""// pao-chi, p. 1075, where it is attributed to Ku K'ai-chih. Ac-
cording to the entry, there arc four seals of Chin Chang-tsung (reigned

1 190-1288) affixed to the handscroll. The five colophons are bv Chao
Aieng-fu ( 1 2 54-1 3 2 2 ), dated 1 299; by Li K'an ( 1 245-1 320), dated 1307;

by Shen Tu (i 357-1434), dated 141 7; b\' AWi K'uan (1435-1504),
dated 1470; and by the Ch'ien-lung emperor (reigned 1736-95), dated

1 74 1. The painting is executed in ink and color on silk, and measures

25.5 cm. high and 541.5 cm. long. Except for one missing section, the

composition of this painting is intact. The missing section is the scene

where the poet declares his love to the goddess by giving her a jade

pendant. The loss is confirmed by an abrupt break in the composition
visible on plate 5 in iMa Ts'ai's book.
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Another version in the Palace Museum, Peking, is recorded in Sbib-

cjya pao-chi, p. 1060; it is also painted in ink and color on silk, and
measures 45.4 cm. high and 1 091.0 cm. long. Each section is accompanied
by a passage from the Lo-shen jii. The editors of Shih-cF/i pao-cbi list

the painting as ''Lo-shen cbiian-f // by an anonymous T'ang artist." The
painting is mentioned by P'an T'ien-shou in his book, K// K\v-cbib
(Shanghai, 1958), p. 28.

There is yet another version in the Liaoning Museum (reproduced:

Liao-mug sbeug po-wii-kiian ts'mig biia cbi, pis. i - 1 2 ) . The scroll is

recorded in Sbib-cb'it pao-cbi bsii-pieii, pp. 320-324, as a "Sung copy of

Ku K'ai-chih's Lo-sben t^uT The painting is in ink and color on silk, and

measures 24.2 cm. high and 606.0 cm. long. The composition is arranged

in 2 2 sections, each accompanied by a passage from the Lo-shen jii. One
short section is missing at the beginning of the scroll and another just

before the poet rejects the nymph's proposal of a descent into the depths

of the river. A colophon by Wang To (1592-1652) is dated 1643, and

is followed by two of his seals. There are also c<^lophons by the Ch'ien-

lung emperor, dated 1786, and by the compilers of Shih-cb'Ti pao-cbi

hsii-pien. The title slip of the Liaoning scroll, written by Liang Ch'ing-

piao (1620-91), states that the painting was by Ku K'ai-chih and the

calligraphy by Wang Hsien-chih (344-388). Hs/ian-ho and Shao-bsing

seals are affixed to the scroll; these are considered to be spurious by the

editors of the Liaoning catalogue. Also affixed to the scroll are the seals

of Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-90), Yeh K'o and Liang Ch'ing-piao.

A version illustrated in Bimjin gasev, compiled by Omura Seiga ( 192 1-

22), II/ 3-4, is there described as being "in the collection of Wan-yiian
Ching-hsien of Peking." Omura states that the painting is a "T'ang copy
of the Lo-shen T'lr and in very poor condition. Only three fragments

are reproduced in Cbilgok?/ vieigasbfi (1935), I/1-3.

There are also fragments of the Lo-sben f it composition in the Na-
tional Palace A4useum (reproduced: Kn-kung viing-bna san-pai cbnng,

pis. 33 and 176) and in private collections. A late version in the British

Museum has not been published.
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Nyviph of the Lo River 68.12 and 68.22

Ming dynasty, i6th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 24.1 cm. (9 1/2 in.); length: 527.4 cm. (207 1^2 in.)

Gift of FAigene and Agnes \\. Meyer

Among those recorded paintings by Li Kung-lin (ca. 1 049-1 106)

based on older prototypes, the title of Lo-shen fii occurs a number of

times. In some texts, the copy is specifically identified as having been

based on a work by Ku K'ai-chih. In the preceding entry the problems

relating to the Lo-sheii fu and Ku K'ai-chih have already been discussed.

Unfortunately, no extant version of the Lo-shen fii can be seriously

considered as from the hand' of Li Kung-lin. The figures in those few

paintings that do appear to be original works (reproduced: Osvald Siren,

Chhiese Fahn'mgs: Leading /Masters and Principles, vol. Ill, pis. 191-192;

and Kohara Hironobu, ''Shikyozn to Kdkydzii,'" Bijiitsushi, vol. 18, no.

4 [March, 1969], pp. 109-126) provide some basis for distinguishing a

figure painting style that can be associated with Li Kung-lin, a style

which continued to exert an extraordinary influence on figure paintings

by literati artists throughout history.

The figures in this pai-viiao handscroll of the Lo-shen t'li belong to the

Li Kung-lin tradition, albeit separated from Northern Sung prototypes

by several centuries. The gradual transformation of the austere, un-

adorned Northern Sung pai-miao figure painting tradition towards an

increasingly more relaxed, ornamental interpretation may be traced in

such works as the handscroll of the Lady and Mistress of the Hsiang

River attributed to Chang Tun-li (active 13th century) in Boston (re-

produced: Bulletin of the Musewn of Fine Arts, October, 1937, pp.

60-68), the handscroll by AIou I (1178-after 1240) in the National
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Palace Museum (reproduced: Kii-kiin{r iu'wir-hiia san-pcti chiin^r, pi. 119),

the Nine Souirs handscroll by Chang Wu (active 1335-65) in the

Cleveland Museum (reproduced: Sherman E. Lee and Wai-kam Ho,

Chinese Art Under the Mongols, Cleveland, 1968, entry 187), and the

Nyviph of the Lo River by Wei Chiu-ting (active 14th century) in the

National Palace Museum (reproduced: Kit-k/ino; vnn{y-hiia san-pai chimg,

pi. 176).

In the Freer pai-miao handscroll the figures are drawn with a greater

interest in emphasizing linear rhythms than in simply delineating the

individual forms. This interest is apparent in such details as the scalloped

hems of the robes and modulated brush strokes of the twisting streamers,

as well as in the curling ginko leaves, clouds and waves. A comparison

of the two versions of the Lo-sheti fn in the Freer Gallery also shows

that the artist of the pai-iniao handscroll was remarkably sophisticated

in his application of ts'nn, or texture strokes, on the rocks and tree trunks.

In addition, he portrayed the various fantastic creatures surrounding the

nymph's boat with an unexpected sleekness. Gone is the archaic awk-

wardness that is so obvious a feature of the Sung version. Although

the Ming artist certainly was copying an earlier composition, he was
unable to refrain from "improving" some forms so that they would have

more appeal to his contemporaries.

The pai-7}nao handscroll, formerly in the Meyer collection, is com-
posed of two parts, accessioned separately as 68.12 and 68.22, which
had been mounted as a handscroll and a hanging scroll respectively. The
paintings bore different titles but both were attributed to the T'ang
dynasty artist Lu T'an-wei (active late 5th century). On examination,

they were found to be parts of the same painting and in January, 197 i,

they were incorporated into one handscroll with a space left between
the two parts to indicate that a section is still missing. This is the section
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which depicts the pcnuhimate scene in the story of the Lo-sheii fit where

the poet is seated in a landscape setting at night, a scene \\^hich is pre-

served in the early Freer version. The final section of the pai-?niao

handscroll is considerably darker than the rest of the painting because

it was subjected to longer exposure due to its format as a hanging scroll

after its severance from the rest of the painting. This rejoined painting

is of particular interest in that, as it now stands, the composition is very

nearly complete.

The Freer pai-Diiao version of the Lo-shen { ii does not appear to be

recorded in any catalogue. There are two labels, one title, three colophons

and forty-six seals on the component accessioned 68.12. The colophons

are by Wei Chi (1374-1471), dated 1434; by Sung Lo (1634-1713); and

by Liu Yung (1720-1805), the famous Ch'ing dynasty calligrapher. Liu

Yung's tzii was Shih-an, and one of the three seals on the short component

accessioned 68.22 reads Shih-aii chieu-shmig chih y'ni, which furnishes

a further link between the two parts of the handscroll. Wei Chi's colo-

phon, which identifies the painting as being an illustration of the Chiii-ko

("The Nine Songs") without any attribution to artist, probably once

belonged to another painting. \\\ her book, Chinese Fainting as Reflected

in the Thought and Art of Li Lung-mien (New York, 1923), p. 298,

Agnes Meyer raises a question regarding the subject matter of the Freer

Gallery Lo-shen t'n (Cat. No. /). Her doubts were probably caused by
the misidentification of the subject matter of her handscroll as an illustra-

tion of the Chiu-ko. Sung Lo's colophon is decidedly spurious because

it relates that he purchased the painting on a day in the seventh month
in the fifty-third year in the reign of K'ang-hsi, corresponding with a

day in the period August lo-September 8, 17 14. Sung I.o had died on

November 3, 17 13. The colophon has no bearing at all on the painting,



and is couched in such general terms that it could be attached to any

work. Liu Yung attributes the painting to Lu T'an-wei, and the labels,

probably written after Liu's colophon, follow this erroneous attribution.

Because of the presence of the seal Shih-an ch'ien-shang chih yin on

68.2 2, we may be reasonably certain that the cut along the present left

edge of 68.12 occurred sometime after Liu Yung's ownership of the

painting. This renders suspect all the seals along that edge which purport

to antedate Liu Yung. These include the T'ien-U seal, an official Yiian

dynasty seal of the iiieu-hao (1329-30) used by both iMing-tsung and

Wen-ti; a Wen Cheng-ming (1470-1559) seal; and two Hsiang Yiian-

pien (152 5-1 590) seals. By extension, all the other Hsiang Yiian-pieii

seals on the painting, of which there are six, become equally questionable.

The style of the painting points to a Ming date of execution, probably

in the sixteenth century. Apart from its intrinsic interest, the painting is

an invaluable document in the study of the problem of the Lo-sbei] t' 11

and it complements admirably the other Nyinpb of the Lo River in the

Freer collection.
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Soiitheru T^mi^r Emperor Flciyhi^i^ Wei-ch''i 1 1-195

Sung dynasty, 1 1 th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 31.3 cm. (12 5/16 in.); length: 50.0 cm. (19 11/16 in.)

Four men are seated on a low couch in the center of the composition;

two arc playing ivei-ch'"i while the other two watch. A servant stands at

the right. On the couch behind the men is a narrow-necked vase with

arrows used for the game of "pitch pot." Painted on the large screen in

the upper left of the composition is a domestic scene in which an old

gentleman is attended by four women; all of the figures are enframed

by a large tripartite screen decorated with landscapes.

The furniture and appurtenances are indicated by brush strokes of

even \\'idth, \\'hile some variation in the different surfaces is suggested

by textures and shading. The drapery folds are rendered with a cba7i-pi,

or "tremulous brush," that gives the garments a characteristically restless

appearance. The artist's interest in illusionism is apparent in the rendering

of the gauze hats worn by the four central figures.

The first colophon, dated September 29, 1503, bears the signature of

Wu K'uan (1435-1504), but the calligraphy is not altogether con-

vincing. According to the colophon, the painting is exactly like one

Wu K'uan had seen as a youth attributed to the Southern T'ang artist

Chou Wen-chii (active 961-975) and said to depict Li Yii (reigned
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Detail of 1 1.195

961-976), the last ruler of the Southern T'ang dynasty, watching a

game of wei-cFi. On the basis of the similarity between the two paint-

ings, Wu K'uan assigned the same title to the scroll now in the Freer

Gallery and attributed it to Chou Wen-chii.



A different opinion is provided by Lu Hsin-yiian (1834-94), who
composed the third colophon on the Freer painting, dated November

19-December 18, 1892. The colophon was written by Li Yen-shih be-

tween September 18 and October 17, 1906. Lu Hsin-yiian identifies the

central figure as Li Ying (reigned 943-961), the father of Li Yii. The

other three men are brothers of Li Ying. Lu based his identification on

comments made by Wang Ming-ch'ing (1127-12 14) in Hui-ch\ni sail

///, chiian 3:i7a-b. Wang speaks of having seen the same composition

mounted as a hanging scroll ^^'ith a poem by Po Chii-i written at the top

of the painting by the Sung emperor Hui-tsung (reigned 1 101-26). Po

Chii-i's poem can be rendered:

"Placing my \\'ine cup on my writing desk,

I pillow my head on my arm before the brazier.

In my old age I am fond of pondering sleep,

So indolently I am constantly nodding.

My wife urges me to take off my black hat.

And the servant girls spread the green coverlet.

Then the scene is like that on a screen.

Why take the trouble to paint an ancient sage?"

The scene depicted on the screen in the Freer scroll apparently illustrates

Po Chii-i's poem. AVhen Lu Hsin-yiian was recording the painting in

his catalogue, Jn/io^-Ii-k/in/i kuo-yen hi (completed 1892), supplement

chiiau 1: 5, he rejected the title suggested by Wu K'uan and retained the

original title Ciyn/iii-lihio, fii ("The Double Screen").

In addition to the colophons by Wu K'uan and Lu Hsin-yiian is one

by Sa-ying-a (chii-jcji 1808) in which he records having seen the paint-

ing in 1842.

Affixed to the handscroll are seals of the Sung emperor Kao-tsung

(reigned 1 131-62), K'o Chiu-ssu (1312-65), Wu K'uan, Lu Shu-sheng

(1509-1605), Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-90), Chu Chih-ch'ih, Wang Li-

heng, Wang Shih-chen (1634-17 11), Sa-ying-a and Li Yen-shih (late

i9th-early 20th century).

A painting very similar to the Freer version is in the Palace Museum,
Peking (reproduced: Chiing-kiio hi/a, 1959, no. 4, p. 41). Although

the two paintings are virtually identical in composition, there are a

number of minor differences in detail. In the Freer version, a warming
vessel encircles the ewer by the reclining figure, and the couch at the

right has a mat covering. The screen within a screen has a larger right

panel, and the landscapes on the panels are perfunctorily painted. Most
significantly, the "tremulous brush" technique in which the four principal

figures are executed is less mannered, suggesting that the Freer version

is the earlier work.

The Peking painting was in the Ch'ing imperial collection and is
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recorded in Shih-cJf /i pao-chib san-pien (completed l8i6), p. 476, and

in Hu Ching's Hsi Ch'tng cha chi (completed 1816), pp. 251-253. Its

loss from the Imperial collection is recorded in Kji-kimg i-i shii-chi shit

hita mu-ln ssu-chung (Peking, 1934), p. loa. Appended to the Peking

version are colophons by Shen Tu (i 357-1434), dated 143 1, and by
Wen Cheng-ming (1470-1559), dated 15 18.

Another version of the composition is recorded in the 1841 catalogue

Hs'm-ch'' oil hsiao-hsia chi by Wu Jung-kuang (1773-1843), pp. 207-209.

That painting was a hanging scroll on silk. Three colophons are tran-

scribed. The first, written on the shih-fang, is by Chuang Hu-sun. He
attributes the painting to Chou Wen-chii and goes on to describe the

composition, making it clear that the work is much the same as the Freer

and the Peking versions. He also cites the same literary references as

Lu Hsin-yiian in his colophon on the Freer painting. Chuang adds, "In

the ting-hm year of the Shun-chih period [1647], my late father the

hmg-chan [the chief education supervisor of the Heir Apparent] was
promoted to a position in the HanHn Academy; hence he acquired this

painting at the capital. He stored it in his luggage and it accompanied

him on his many trips. It has been 50 years since I inherited it. On good
days in the spring and autumn I would burn some incense and look at

the painting; it is one of my pleasures in life. For generations the family

has produced scholars and has no worldly possessions except for several

paintings and specimens of calligraphy. It is hoped that sons and grand-

sons will treasure it. Inscribed by Chuang Hu-sun on Buddha's Bath

Day in the chi-mao year [iMay 7, 1699]."

The second colophon begins with the usual praise for the painting,

and goes on, "Mr. Lu Shu-ch'eng of Chin-ling [Nanking] purchased

this painting for me, and it is the best among the figure paintings in my
collection. Inscribed by Hsia I-chii, Feng-huang shan-ch'iao, at the Shen-
ssu-chai in the 6th month of the ting-tuei year in the reign of Yung-
cheng [July 19-August 16, 1727]."

The last colophon is by Wu Jung-kuang himself. "On the screen is

written in small seal-script characters:

'Look not at what is contrary to propriety;

Listen not to what is contrary to propriety;

Speak not what is contrary to propriety;

Make no movement which is contrary to propriety'

[Legge, Analects, XII, i, 2, xiii], so faint as to be hardly decipherable.

The painting is a copy, done by a Sung artist."

Apart from some seals of Chuang Hu-sun and Hsia I-chii, there are

seals of Pi Lung, the eighteenth-century scholar. The present where-

abouts of the painting is unknown.
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Section i

T'ao Yiiaii-vi'ni{r Returning to Seclusion 19. 119

Sung dynasty, 12th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 37.0 cm. (14 9/ 16 in.); length 51S.5 cm. (204 316 in.)

In the year 406, after serving as magistrate of P'eng-tsc in Kiangsi

province for Ko days, T'ao Yiian-ming (365-427) retired from public

office and returned to his home. His poem Kiiei-ch''u-lai is a moving

record of his thoughts and emotions on his return, his sense of release

from the petty frustrations of official life and the joys of the pastoral

Iffe of the cultivated scholar recluse. Beloved of every literate Chinese,

the poem has been used by innumerable painters and calligraphers

throughout the succeeding centuries.

The present composition, reassembled in 1926, combines the paint-

ings, texts and colophons of two handscrolls acquired by Charles Lang

Freer in 19 19. In its present form, which was also the original form, the

complete text of the Ki/ei-ch'ii-lai poem is divided into seven sections,

each followed by an appropriate pictorial illustration. Before the re-

assembly, one handscroll had consisted of the title and one section of

text and one illustration, and the other handscroll had consisted of six

sections of text and six illustrations, as well as the colophons.

The calligraphy of the Knei-ch'ii-lai text bears a strong resemblance

to that of the first colophon, signed by Li P'eng and dated in corre-

spondence with March 26, 1 1 10. It is tempting to suggest that they were

from the same hand. However, Li P'eng does not mention having tran-

scribed the text of Kuei-cbli-lai onto the handscroll. The colophon

reads: "Once, in the home of Shan-ku [Huang T'ing-chien, 1 050-1 1 10]

I saw a small screen by Li Po-shih illustrating the Kiiei-cld ii-lai. Its touch

was light but its flavor subtle, and it is quite similar to this painting. . . .

Wang Hsing, a gentleman of Ju-yin, sho\\Td me this painting. Seeing
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the pleasures of fields and garden, I feel that this old gentleman [T'ao

Yiian-ming] is not far removed. The fifth day of the third month,

fourth year of Ta-kuan. Li P'eng, Shang-lao, of Xan-shan."

Li's colophon is written on silk different from that of the illustrations,

and this has caused some scholars to suggest that the colophon was not

originally part of the Freer handscroll. However, the similarity in the

style of the calligraphy in the colophon and the text justifies extending

the early twelfth century date to the text, even if it is not possible to

suggest that both were written by Li P'eng.

The traditional attribution of the Freer handscroll to Li Kung-lin must

remain open to further study. Comparison of the figures with those in

the well-known Five Horses handscroll (reproduced: Osvald Siren,

Chinese Fainting: Leadini^ Masters and Principles, vol. Ill, pis. 1 91-192)

or with the figures, architecture and landscape details in the Hsiao-ching

handscroll in the Princeton University Aluseum (partially reproduced

by Kohara Hironobu, ''Shikyozii to Kdkydzii,'" Bijntsiishi, vol. XVIII
[March, 1969], pp. 109-26), does not support the assumption that all

three works are by the same hand. However the drawing of individual

figures in these paintings, in short angular brush strokes, is sufficiently

similar to support a contemporaneous date. The representation of trees

and rocks in the Freer handscroll is varied, with some of the forms

being modelled in unusual detail. Landscape details in the Princeton

scroll are more austerely handled. Other paintings that might be com-
pared with these twelfth-century scrolls are the three sections of Lady
Wen-chis Capture and Return to China in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston (reproduced: Kojiro Tomita, Portfolio of Chinese Paintings in

the Mnseimi: Han to Sung Periods, Cambridge, 1933, pis. 61-64).

The five-character title on the Freer scroll, Yiian-viing kiiei-yin t'li

("T'ao Yiian-ming Returning to Seclusion"), was written by the

Ch'ing dynasty collector and connoisseur, AVeng Fang-kang (1733-
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Section 3

18 18). The calligraphy at the beginning of the first illustration is fol-

lowed by a seal T'ieh-ti n-ai-sbib. In the lower left corner of the illustra-

tion are seals of the nineteentli-century collector, Tai Chih. Following

each of the inscriptions are affixed two seals, variously reading Hsi-shih

chih pao, T'ich-ti wai-sbih and Yiiii-hsi lao-jen. In the lower left corner

of the last illustration are affixed the seals of Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-

90) and Liang Chang-chii (i 775-1 849). Liang Chang-chii's seals also

appear on the silk mounting following the last illustration together with

three unidentified seals reading, Hsi'i Chl/i-cb\i shang chiev yiiu Shiii-

ch'mg Uang-shmi-jaiig cheu-ts'ang and ? cho chih y'm. On another

piece of silk mounting, immediately following, is a short inscription by
Weng Fang-kang, \^'ith a statement about the calligraphy of Li P'eng.

Also appended to the Freer handscroll is the complete text of the

K?iei-cF/i-hii poem with the signature of Shcn Hao (active mid- 17th

century), as well as colophons bearing the signatures of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang

(1555- 163 6) and ^Vang Shih-hung (1658-172 3). The transcription and

both colophons appear to be spurious.

Another version of this composition is in a private American col-

lection.
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Section 5
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Section i

5 Illustrated Stories of Forvier Eviperors mid Their Subjects 70.37

Ch'ing dynasty, 17th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 24.1 cm. (9 1/2 in.); length: 299.40^11. (117 3/4 in.)

Gift of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

Among the titles of paintings listed in Chinese catalogues under the

name of the Northern Sung dynasty artist Li Kung-lin (ca. 1 049-1 106)

is the Ch^ien-tai cbiin-cb'en k/i-shih f ii, or Illustrated Stories of Former
Emperors and their Subjects. There is some variation in records re-

garding the sequence of the individual illustrations, the artist's signature,

and the colophons, w hich indicates the existence of more than one

version. The most complete version was formerly in the Ch'ing dynasty

imperial collection and is recorded in Shih-ch'ii pao-chi san-pien, pp.

1437-39. According to Ch'en Jen-t'ao in his Kii-kinig i-i shu hua mii

chiao-chu, that painting is now in the Liaoning Museum.
The Liaoning version was discussed in detail by Agnes E. Meyer as

early as 1923 in her book entitled Chinese fainting as Reflected in the

Thought and Art of Li Lnng-mien, pp. 275-281. Comparison of the

Freer handscroll with the san-pien record of the Liaoning version shows

the former to be missing two of the eight illustrations. Mrs. Meyer's

evaluation of the Freer painting, which she then owned, is given in a

single sentence at the close of her discussion, "A fine copy (not an

original) of this [i.e. the Liaoning] scroll with pictures i, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

preserved, and corresponding to the above descriptions, is now in the

Meyer collection."

The tradition of illustrating historical events or stories which demon-
strate the humanizing force of Confucianism goes back to the very be-

ginnings of Chinese figure painting. Since Li Kung-lin concerned

himself with the achievements of earlier artists, it is not surprising that

he became famous for such time-honored, didactic themes. Although

this handscroll is somewhat damaged and incomplete, the arrangement

of individual figures compositions and the fine, tautly handled brush
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strokes still retain some vestige of the original. Until such time as the

Liaoning version is published, the Freer handscroll provides an in-

valuable record of Li Kung-lin's compositions.

The first illustration depicts the famous encounter between Kao-tsu

(reigned 202-195 B.C.), first emperor of the Han dynasty, and his Con-

fucian strategist Li Lchi. The story is recorded in the official biography

of Kao-tsu in the Sbih-cbi, chi'imi 8:i2a-b, and in the Ch'ieii Hmi-shii,

chiian 43: ib-2a. The pertinent section of Kao-tsu's biography has been

translated by Edouard Chavannes, Les Memoires historiqnes, vol. II,

pp. 344-345; and by Burton Watson, Records of the Grand Historia?i

of Chhm, vol. I, pp. 86-87. The follo\^'ing translation of the inscription

on the Meyer painting, as well as those of the other five inscriptions,

are taken, with a few minor changes, from Agnes E. Meyer's book on

Li Kung-lin.

The inscription to the left of the first illustration reads:

"The Governor of P'ei went westward by way of Kao-yang. Li

I-chi, the village gatekeeper, remarked, 'Many have been the gen-

erals passing by here, but I see that the Governor of P'ei is the most

liberal and open-minded of these.' So he sought to have an audience

with the Governor. When admitted, he found the Governor sitting

on a couch, having his feet bathed by two girls. Master Li would
not salute him with a profound obeisance, but simply bowed to him,

saying, 'If you desire to punish and bring to an end the inhuman
and unprincipled Ch'in dynasty, you should not receive an elderly

gentleman sitting.' \Vith this the Governor arose and after having

set his dress in order, offered his apologies. Then Li was invited to

take the seat of honor."

The second section of the handscroll depicts an incident from the

life of Ho Kuang (died 68 B.C.), younger half-brother of the celebra-

ted Han dynasty general Ho Ch'ii-ping (145-1 17 B.C.). The inscription

to the left of the illustration, based on the entry in the Ch'ien Him-shu,

chiimi 68: 3a, reads:
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"When Ho Kuang first assisted the Emperor Chao-ti [reigned 86-

74 B.C.] in ruHng the country, he took it upon himself, to the

astonishment of the empire, to direct the government. For some

time there had been a supernatural appearance in the palace. One
night the officers on duty were stricken with sudden terror. Ho
Kuang sent to the Keeper of the Royal Seal demanding the seal,

which, however, the Keeper refused to surrender to him. Kuang
was about to have the seal forcibly taken from him when the keeper

drew his sword and protested, saying, 'iMy head you may take, but

not the seal.' Ho Kuang was lost in admiration of the officer and the

next day an imperial edict was issued that the Keeper of the Royal

Seal be promoted to a rank two grades higher. For this act all the

people gave Ho Kuang much credit."

In the third section of the scroll the hermit AVang iMeng (A.D. 325-

375) is depicted squashing lice. The inscription, based on the entry in

the Chin-shii, cbiiaii 114: 2 3b-
2 4a, reads:

"Wang Meng of the Chin dynast\', whose tzii \\'as Ching-liieh, was

very noble and prepossessing in appearance. A man of broad learn-

ing, he was particularly fond of studying books on war. Being great

in nature and lofty in ambition, he was held in contempt and laughed

at by all those gentlemen who give more attention to superficial

glory and splendor. However, he was quite self-contented and never

bothered his mind about such trifles. He lived a secluded life on

Hua-yin Mountain. Although he cherished the desire to render

help in the \\'orld, he was only waiting for the proper moment to

make a move. Consequently, when Huan Wen [A.D. 312-373]

entered the Pass, Wang Aleng, in a rustic coat of coarse clothes,

came to see him. While pouring forth torrents of words in a dis-

cussion of the world situation, Wang kept on mashing lice with one

hand under his coat, as if he were alone. This caused Huan Wen to

find him unusual, and so he presented to Wang carriages and horses.
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Section 3

and offered him appointments of high rank, with the request that

Wang go away with him to the south. However, Wang Meng went
back to the mountain."

The fourth section of the handscroll depicts the story of the T'ang
dynasty emperor, Ming-huang (reigned A.D. 715-756) looking into a

mirror. The inscription to the left of the illustration, taken from the

Hsiii T'ang-shu, chi'imi 126:21a, reads:

"Emperor Ming-huang of T'ang fell silent and became very un-

happy after looking at himself in a mirror. His attendant said, 'Your

majesty has not passed a single happy day since Han Hsiu [A.D.

673-740] came to the court. Why does n()t your majesty free

yourself of such worries by sending him away?' The emperor re-

plied, 'Although I have become thin, the empire is getting fat.'
"

The fifth section of the handscroll illustrates the drunken revelry of

Shan Chien (x\.D. 253-312), son of the celebrated official Shan T'ao

(A.D. 205-2S3). The inscription at the left of the illustration, taken

from the official biography of Shan Chien in the Ch'm-shit, ch/'um 43:7b,

reads:

"During the (]hin dynasty, in the third year of Yung-chia [A.D.

309], Shan Chien was at Hsiang-yang. At the time the empire was

rife with revolts and other disturbances. However, Shan Chien

passed his time in a leisurely and pleasant manner. He did nothing

but give himself up to the wine-cup. The most prominent family,

named Hsi, had many gardens with ponds in the Ching-ch'u region.

When Shan Chien went out for recreation, he would go to one of

these ponds, then he would call for wine and drink until he was

half intoxicated. He called the pond the 'Kao-yang Pond.' At that

time there was a children's ditty that went.

Where is Sire Shan going?

He is going to the Kao-yang Pond.
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Evening sees him carried back,

He is drunk as a lord;

Sometimes he manages to hold himself on horseback.

With his white cap upside do\Mi.

Then, with his whip lifted, he questions Ko Chiang,

'How do I compare with the men of Ping-chour'
"

The sixth section relates a story in the tempestuous relationship be-

tween T'ang Ming-huang" and his favorite concubine, Yang Kuei-fei

(died A.D. 756). According to the official biography of Yang Kuei-fei

in the Chhi T'ang-shii, chi'ian 51:20b, and in the Hs'm T'aug-shii, chiimi

76:28a, the incident illustrated in the handscroll marked the second in-

stance of royal discord. The first clash of temperaments came in A.D.

746. Although the reason for the quarrel is not stated, Howard S. Levy,

in his article entitled "The Career of Yang Kuei-fei," in T'oiiiig-pao,

vol. XLV (1957), pp. 451-489, suggests that Yang Kuei-fei was dis-

turbed by the Emperor's attention to other women in the harem. The
reason for the second quarrel, in A.D. 750, is also omitted from the

official history; Levy, ibid., p. 468, cites several sources to the effect that

Yang Kuei-fei was expelled for covertly playing a flute belonging to a

brother of the Emperor.

The inscription reads:

"Emperor Aling-huang \\'as infatuated with Yang Kuei-fei. In the

ninth year of T'ien-pao [A.D. 750], having done something con-

trary to the emperor's wish, she was sent away to a residence outside

the palace. Chi Wen was on good terms with the eunuchs in the

palace, so he memorialized the emperor saying, 'Owing to her

poverty of intellect, the woman has no doubt acted in direct opposi-

tion to your majesty's feelings; but the Kuei-fei has been long in

favor; why, then, grudge her a little place in the palace?' The
emperor sent the palace messenger Chang T'ao-kuang to her with

imperial dishes; and the Kuei-fei, in tears, voiced her sentiment
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Section 5

through the messenger thus, 'I, your slave, have been guilty of dis-

obedience to your majesty. My deserved penalty should be ten

thousand deaths. With the exception of my raiment, which was

conferred upon me by your favor, the only thing I can claim as my
own is my hair and skin, which have been given to me by my
parents.' Thereupon, she took a knife with which she cut off a

lock of hair. This she had presented to the emperor. On seeing it,

Ming-huang was lost in amazement and sent Kao Li-shih to bring

her back at once."

The sixteen-character inscription at the end of the handscroll reads,

""Yiiaii-yu san-nien erh-yiieh ssii-jih Li Po-shih wei Lin Chii-cbi shii

[Li Po-shih painted for Liu Chii-chi on the fourth day, second month
of the third year of Yiian-yu, (corresponding with February 28, 1088)]."

Chii-chi is the tzii of Liu Ching {chin-shih of the Hsi-ning period [A.D.

1068-77]). Liu was a native of Chicn-yang, Szechwan, and was noted

for his paintings of bamboo, rocks and trees.

The two missing sections of the Freer handscroll showed Chang
Shih-chih advising the Han ruler Wen-ti (reigned 179-157 B.C.) against

furnishing a mausoleum at Pa-ling, in Shensi province, \\\x\\ valuables

if he hoped it to remain untouched by vandals; and the bravery of Lady
Feng, who interposed her own body between that of Yiian-ti (reigned

48-33 B.C.) and a rampaging bear. The story of Lady Feng^nd the bear

is also depicted on the Ad?)iomtioiis of the h)iperial Instructress hand-

scroll in the British Museum.
The seals of Kung Hsiang-lin (165 8-1 73 3) and Lo Chen-yii (1866-

1940) are affixed at the end of the handscroll. The title slip on the out-

side wrapper is written in small, slightly elongated calligraphy similar

to that of Lo Chen-yii.
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lllnstratioiis of the Odes of Pin 19-172

Sung dx nasty, 13 th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 28.7 cm. (11 5/16 in.); length: 4H.4 cm. (19 3/16 in.)

During the Sung d\'nast\-, all the Classics were thoroughly re-examined

and were given proper Confucian political interpretations in the new
commentaries. Each of the eight sections in the handscroll illustrates a

selection from the F'w-fenir ("Odes of Pin"), which describe the oc-

cupations of the seasons of the year. The Odes of Pin are part of the

Sbib-chhig, one of the Five Classics and the earliest (Chinese poems

extant. Such illustrations were meant to serve as moral precepts and to

bring the peasants into the strata of Confucian order.

Stanzas from the Odes are written at the right of each illustration on

a separate piece of heavier paper. According to the colophon by Wang
Chih-teng (1535-16 12), the stanzas were written by the Sung emperor

Kao-tsung (reigned 1 1 27-62). A number of scrolls in which the Emperor
added his calligraphy to illustrations of classical poetry do exist, and

more are recorded in Chinese catalogues. However, the calligraphy on

this scroll differs from those examples firmly attributable to him (repro-

duced: Shodo zenshfi, Tokyo, 1955, Sung, vol. II, pis. 1-25).

The artist exhibits varying degrees of success in his representation of

elements in the composition. The drawing of the figures tends to be

awkward and characterless, the description of architectural details is

handled with considerable skill, while the landscapes have both strength

and quality. The illustrations are traditionally attributed to Ma Ho-chih

(active 113 1-62), who did execute illustrations for the Odes of Pin
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that bore the calHgraphy of Sung Kao-tsnng. However, the figures in

this scroll are drawn in fine pai-iJiicto with a touch of naivete often

associated with figure paintings of the Li Kung-lin school. There is no

indication in the figures of the fluctuating lineament, the so-called

"orchid-leaf strokes" that Ma Ho-chih used to enliven his forms in his

standaiid works. Those paintings that are generally accepted as being

from Ma Ho-chih's hand include the illustrations of the Twelve Odes
of T'ang in the Ta-ya section of the Shib-ching in Japan (reproduced:

Yiirhi taikmi, I, pis. 51-52), and the illustrations of six of the Odes of

P'ei in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (reproduced: Osvald Siren,

Chinese Fahit'mg: Leading Masters and Principles, vol III, pis. 275-278).

Only eight illustrations are preserved in the handscroll, although it is

conceivable that there may originally have been others. The text passages

do not precisely follow the order of the Pin-feng, and may have been

interchanged accidentally in a subsequent remounting. The passages

selected for illustration are:

(1) In the days of the third month they plough;

In the days of the fourth month I step forth,

Along with my wife and children,

Carrying food to the southern acre.

The surveyor of the fields comes and is glad.

(2) In the days of the first month the frosts are sharp;

In the days of the second month the wind is cold.
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Without coats, without woolen clothes.

How can we finish the year?

(3) In the seventh month the shrike is heard;

In the eighth month they begin to spin.

They make dark threads and yellow.

Their red dye is very brilliant.

It is for the robes of the young princes.

(4) In the days of the first month they go after badgers.

And take foxes and wild cats,

To make furs for the young princes.

In the days of the second month they hold a general hunt,

And practise the exercises of war.

The one-year-old boars are for themselves;

The three-year-olds are for the prince.

(5) In the fifth month the locust moves its legs;

In the sixth month the grasshopper shakes its wings.

In the seventh month in the fields;

In the eighth month at the farm;

In the ninth month at the door;

In the tenth month the cricket goes under the beds.

(6) Chinks are filled up and rats are smoked out;

Windows are stopped up,

And doors are plastered over.

"Come wife and children.

The change of the year is at hand.

Enter and dwell in this house."

(7) In the daytime gather the thatch-reeds.
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Section 3

And in the evening tw ist thcni into ropes;

Then get up quickly onto the roofs.

(8) In the days of the second month they cut the ice with harmonious

blows;

In the days of the third month they bring it to the icehouse,

In the days of the fourth month, early in the morning.

They offer a sacrifice of lamb and garlic.

As Chang Hsi-keng (1801-61) points out in liis colophon, dated

Spring of 1856, the present illustration for section (2) has no relation

to the passage from the Pin-fev{r that is written to the right. Chang sug-

gests that the illustration might be based on the lines:

In the silkworm month they strip the mulberry branches of

their leaves.

And take their axes and hatchets,

To lop off those branches that are distant and high;

Only stripping the trees of their tender leaves.

The four-character seal-script title, Pin-feiiQ; cbi/i-knan ("Antique

renderings of the Odes of Pin"), is followed by the signature and seals

of Wen Cheng-ming ( 1470- 1 559). The characters are very poorly writ-

ten and it seems unlikely that they are from the hand of the Aling dynasty

calligraphcr. However, there is a colophon by Wen Cheng-ming, dated

Spring of 1555, appended to the handscroll that appears genuine.

Two seals arc affixed on each of the junctures between the right edges

of the illustrations and the left edges of the paper on which the stanzas

are written: Hsi-chih hoit-i and Tzii-tzii sini-sim ynn^ pao yim^ bsian^.

The wording of the seals indicates that the owner was a descendent of
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the noted calligmphcr AVang Hsi-chih (307-365), but he has not been

identified. On the last juncture is an oval seal reading Chiin-yii chim^-pi,

a seal of the Chin emperor Chang-tsung (reigned 1 190-1209). If genuine,

it would indicate that the scroll had been in the Chin imperial collection.
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Section 5, 54.20

Keng f u, "Rice Culture" 54--

1

By Ch'cng Ch'i (active 13th century)

Yiian dynasty

Handscroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 32.6 cm. (12 13/16 in.); length: 1034 (407 1/8 in.)

Ch'ih fii, "Sericulture" 54-2o

By Ch'eng Ch'i (active 13th century)

Yiian dynasty

Handscroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 31.9 cm. (12 9/16 in.); length: 1249.3 cm. (492 in.)

The pair of handscrolls depict two of the activities basic to the liveli-

hood of the Chinese people. This type of painting stems ultimately from

illustrations of the occupations of the different seasons of the year as

described in the Shib-cbhig. As is customary, these illustrations describe

none of the physical hardships attendant upon the production of food

and clothing; rather, the stress, in both the illustrations and inscriptions,

is upon the role of the farmer in a well-ordered Confucian society.

In the Freer examples, the twenty-one paintings illustrating rice cul-
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Section 4, 54.20

ture and the twenty-four illustrating sericulture are mounted in hand-

scroll form. The titles of the various activities in the rice culture hand-

scroll are: (i) soaking seeds, (2) ploughing, (3) raking, (4) harrowing,

(5) rolling, (6) sowing, (7) fertilizing, (8) uprooting, (9) transplant-

ing, (10) initial weeding, (11) second weeding, (12) third weeding, (13)

irrigating, (14) harvesting, (15) stacking, (16) threshing, (17) win-

nowing, (18) hulling, (19) grinding, (20) sifting and (21) storing. The
titles of the individual activities in the sericulture handscroll are: ( i

)

washing the silkworm eggs, (2) setting the eggs, (3) feeding the eggs,

(4) first moulting period, (5) second moulting period, (6) third moult-

ing period, (7) division of the screens, (8) gathering mulberry leaves,

(9) awakening, (10) arranging the screens, (11) preparing trellises, (12)

heating the screens, (13) removing the eggs from the trellises, (14)

selecting cocoons, (15) covering the cocoons, (16) reeling off the co-

coons, (17) silkworm moths, (18) offering thanks, (19) reeling silk,

(20) preparing the warp, (21) preparing the weft, (22) weaving silk,

(23) weaving ornate designs and (24) cutting lengths of silk.

Each of the forty-five paintings is accompanied by a five-character

line poem, written in seal script with smaller characters in regular script

written at the side. The poems and paintings by the little-known Yiian

dynasty artist Ch'cng Ch'i are based on an earlier work by Lou Shu, who
was active during the reign of the Southern Sung emperor Kao-tsung
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Section 13, 54.21

(1127-62). Ch'cng Ch'i is not recorded in any of the biographical

dictionaries of Chinese artists. The reason for the omission is evident; in

an age of towering artistic personalities he was not a significant painter.

The forty-five illustrations are rendered in a charming and somc\\'hat

naive manner. Their principal value is that they preserve compositions

dating from the Southern Sung period.

The Chih t'n handscroU was presented to the Ch'ien-lung emperor by
Chiang P'u (active 1708-61), son of the well-known court painter

Chiang T'ing-hsi (1669-1732), as the work of the Southern Sung artist

Liu Sung-nien (active late i2th-early 13th century). The handscroll

was included in Sbib-cJf/i pao-chi (completed 1745), pp. 974-76, under

the title of Ts'an-chih fii and \\as attributed to Liu Sung-nien. Sub-

sequently, the Keui!^ fit handscroll was presented to the Ch'ien-lung

emperor and in his colophon, dated February 26, 1769, the emperor

points out the stylistic relationship between the two handscrolls. He
notes that the Liu Sung-nien signature and the Sbao-bshiQ; seals affixed

to the Chih fii handscroll are later additions. The emperor quotes from

the colophon by Yao Shih (active second half of the 13th century) to

the efi^ect that both the paintings and the poems in seal script are the

work of Ch'eng Ch'i, the great grandson of Ch'eng Lin (988-1056).

Seals of the Aling dynasty collector Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-90) ap-

pear only on the 7vt'/7c; f it handscroll, indicating that the pair of paint-
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Section 9, 54.21

ings must have been separated sometime earlier. At the end of the Ken^r

fii handscroll is an inscription by Hsiang Yiian-picn, "The Keng-iwn
{11 with twenty-one illustrations by Liu Sung-nien, was in the Sung
imperial collection. Hsiang Yiian-pien, hao Alo-lin shan-jen, of the Ming
dynasty truly appreciates it. The price was 120 taels." There is no
coding character of the kind usually found with Hsiang Yiian-pien's

colophons.

The Ch'ien-lung emperor had the reunited handscrolls placed together

in the same box and stored in the To-chia-hsiian in the Imperial Palace.

Both handscrolls arc recorded in Shih-cJ? ii pao-chi hsii-picii (completed

1793), pp. 3881-87. Appended to the Keu^ fu handscroll arc colophons

by Chao Meng-yii, Yao Shih, Ch'iu Yiian, Nieh Ch'i-hsiu (dated 1325),

Ch'en Huan, Wu I and Fan Ch'i. The colophons on the Chih f it hand-

scroll were written by Chao Aleng-yii, Fan Ch'i, Ch'iu Yiian, Nieh Ch'i-

hsiu (dated 1325), Ch'en Huan and Wu I.

In his inscription of 1769 the Ch'ien-lung emperor refers to versions

of the Keng-chih f 11 that had been engraved on stone and printed by
his grandfather, the Yung-cheng emperor (reigned 1723-35). Paul

Pclliot has publislied a study of the various editi()ns of Kcjiir-cbib t'u

entitled "A Propos du Keug tche foif' in Mevioircs coiicerinrnt FAsie
orientale, Tome I (1913), pp. 65-122.
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Illustration i

9 III 11stratioils of Traditional Texts Written by Six

Ming Dynasty Calligraphers 72.1

By Ch'iu Ying (ca. 1510-ca. 1552)

Ming dynasty

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 23.0 cm. (9 in.); length: 482.4 cm. (190
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The handscroll is of particular importance in Ch'iu Ying's oeiivre

because the six ilhistrations are among the last works from his hand, and

because the information in P'eng Nien's (1505-66) colophon is essential

in determining the approximate date of the artist's death. Equally im-

portant for a proper understanding of Ch'iu Ying's position among the

artists living and working in sixteenth-century Suchou is the fact that

these illustrations are so clearly related to literati traditions. From de-

scriptions of Ch'iu Ying's paintings in texts and from information in

colophons on extant paintings, there is no doubt that throughout his

life the artist was on extremely close terms with the most famous

literati personalities of the period. The same sources demonstrate that

several of the themes that Ch'iu Ying illustrates in this handscroll were

already part of his repertoire. The simplicity with which the individual

figures are rendered here bespeaks great familiarity with pai-7/iiao tradi-

tions and a willingness to eliminate all but the most essential details. In

all probability the artist purposely chose to execute the figures in pai-

77iiao because the literati associations of that painting style were especially

compatible with the historical connotations of the individual texts.

The title slip mounted before the paintings was written by Weng
Fang-kang ( 173 3-1 8 18) in 1791, at the same time he wrote his colophon

at the end of the scroll. The title reads, "Handscroll of fine k'm-shii

calligraphy by six masters and painted illustrations assembled by Chou
Kung-hsia, ]?ao Liu-chih chii-shih [Chou T'ien-ch'iu, 1514-95]." Ac-

cording to Weng Fang-kang's colophon, the calligraphy and illustra-

tions were originally mounted as an album, but were remounted in

handscroll form by the Ch'ing dynasty artist Lo P'ing (1733-99).

The single figure in the first illustration is probably meant to represent

the Taoist sage Lao-tzu. Ch'iu Ying's seal, Shih-fii, is affixed in the lower

left corner of the painting. A smaller seal, Chien-thig, appears in the

lower right. The same two seals appear on all six illustrations. Following

the painting is the HmwQ^-fing-ch'mg, a Taoist text dealing with im-

mortality, transcribed in small k\v-sbii calligraphy by Chu Yiin-ming

(1460-
1
5 26). At the end of the text, the calligrapher added, "AVritten

on February 26, 1500, by Chu Yiin-ming of Ch'ang-chou."

Identification of the figure in Ch'iu Ying's illustration as Lao-tzu is

made almost certain by an entry in Yii-yii-fang shu hiia cbi (preface

dated 185 1), chihw 3:1a, in which the author, Han T'ai-hua (active

second quarter of the 19th century), records a hanging scroll by Ch'iu

Ying that depicts Lao-tzu. Above the scroll Chu Yiin-ming added the

text of the HiiaTig-fing-ch'mg, and noted that in 1525 he and Ch'iu

Ying had collaborated on the scroll after having seen a work of the same

subject by Chao iVIeng-fu (1254-132 2) in which the Yiian master had

combined figure painting and calligraphy.
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Illustration 2

The second illustration depicts Hsiao I and the hapless monk Pien-

ts'ai. A detailed discussion of the circumstances under which Hsiao I was

said to have obtained ; the manuscript of the Lan-t'ing Preface for

the T'ang emperor T'ai-tsung (reigned 627-649) is provided by Han
Chuang (John Hay) in "Hsiao I Gets the Lan-t'ing Manuscript by a

Confidence Trick," National Palace Miiscinii Bulletin, vol. \, no. 3
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(July-August, 1970), and no. 6 (Januarv-Fcbruarv, 197 1).

At least one other version of Hsiao I obtaining the Lan-t'ing manu-

script is attributed to Ch'iu Ying (reproduced: Kohansha sh'ma meiga

seiishTi, Kyoto, 1927, vol. II, pi. 13). This version is considerably more

elaborate and includes an additional servant, while in the Freer painting,

Ch'iu Ying has retained little more than the gestures of the iwo main

figures.

Following the illustration is the text of the Lan-t'ing Preface with

calligraphy by Wen Cheng-ming (1470-1559). The calligrapher notes,

"At leisure before my window, with nothing to do, I playfully wrote

on this paper. Now Kung-hsia IChou T'ien-ch'iu] has had it mounted

as an album. It really is laughable. On September 26, 1545, Cheng-ming

wrote at 76 5//i."

In the third illustration, the filial daughter Ts'ao O wanders along

a riverbank. Ts'ao O lived during the Later Han dynasty. Her father,

Ts'ao Hsii, accidentally drowned in A.D. 143 when Ts'ao O was only

14 siii. For 17 days the girl wandered on the banks of the river near

Shao-hsing, Chekiang province, calling her father's name, hoping to re-

cover the body. Finally, she threw herself into the river. Five days later

her body rose to the surface with the body of her father clasped in its

arms. The river subscqucnth^ was called the Ts'ao O Chiang.

The tomb of Ts'ao O is located beside the Ts'ao O River in eastern

Shao-hsing Hsien. A shrine to Ts'ao O is located near the tomb. The
text for her funerary stele was composed by Han-tan Shun on the order

of the District Magistrate, Tu Shang (A.D. 1 17-166). An entry in

Kii-wen yiimi, which is quoting Kuei-chi tieii-In, states that Tu Shang
first asked Wei Lang to compose a text for the stele. When Wei Lang
had completed his text, but had not yet submitted it to Tu Shang, Han-
tan Shun wrote a text that so impressed Wei Lang that he destroyed

his own draft.

The noted calligrapher Ts'ai Yung (A.D. 132-192) heard of the

stele and went to see it. The night was dark, and so he "read" the text

by tracing the incised characters with his fingers. Then he had eight

characters carved on the side of the stele as a riddle: humig-chiian yji-fti

wai-stm chi-chm. The riddle consists of four pairs of characters, which
can be deciphered as follows. Hiimig and chiuw, literally "yellow silk,"

refer to the character chiieh, "extremely." Yi/ and f//, meaning "young
girl," suggest that character wmo, "marvelous." Wai and snu, literally

"daughter's son," yield the character hao, "good." Chi and r/;///, "a

vessel to receive bitter things," provide the character tz^i/, "poem."

Hence the solution to the riddle is chi'ieh iiiiao hcio t'Z it, or "extremely

marvelous and good poem."

Following the illustration is the text of Ts'ao O's stele inscription with

calligraphy by Wang Ch'ung (1494-153 3). AVang Ch'ung dates his
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Illustration 3

calligraphy in correspondence ^ith April i, 1533.

The fourth illustration depicts the Hsimig chiin ("Princess of the

Hsiang") and the Hsian^r fu-jen ("Lady of the Hsiang"). Both figures

are described in the Nine Songs, the chants of an ancient shamanistic

cult. According to one tradition, the two spirits of the Hsiang River
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were O-huang and Nii-ying, wives of the legendary ruler Shun. When
Shun died in Hunan province, the two wives jumped into the Hsiang

River and became river spirits. In Ch'iu Ying's illustration, the two

women are shown clothed in the swirling scarves and draperies usually

associated with Six Dynasties figure painting.

A painting depicting the same two figures by Wen Chcng-ming is

now in the Palace Museum, Peking (reproduced: Chang An-chih, ^Ven

Cheii^r-iimig, Shanghai, 1959, pi. i). Above the figures Wen Cheng-

ming added the two relevant sections from the Nine Son^s and the date

15 17. In another inscription in the lower left corner of the scroll. Wen
notes that he saw a painting in color of the ladies by Chao Aleng-fu and

was asked to make a copy of it by Shcn Chou ( 142 7-1 509). Wen Chcng-

ming recognized the antique flavor of Chao's work and suggests that it

probably resulted from the influence of his teacher, Ch'ien Hsiian (ca.

1235-after 1300). According to Wang Chih-teng (i 535-161 2), who
added a colophon in the lower right corner of Wen's painting. Wen
Cheng-ming had asked Ch'iu Ying to add color to the figures for him,

but was dissatisfied with the result and so did it again himself.

The information contained in Wen Cheng-ming's painting provides

a link between Ch'iu Ying's pLfi-uinw illustration and the work of Yiian

masters such as Chao Aleng-fu and Ch'ien Hsiian. The unbroken con-

tinuity of painting styles and specific themes by literati artists is a unique

aspect of Chinese figure painting.

Following Ch'iu Ying's illustration are the two sections from the Nine
Songs written by Ts'ai Yii (died 1541). Ts'ai added the note, "April

28, 1537, Ts'ai Yii, hao Lin-\\'u shan-jen, wrote this for his worthy
friend Kung-hsia in the Hsiian-hsiu-Iou."

The fifth illustration depicts Ala Ku, a female deit>', presenting a gourd

containing the elixir of immortality to a suppliant while another immortal

stands by her side. Ala Ku, who lived during the second century A.D.,

was the sister of Wang A^iian, and like her brother, is said to have pos-

sessed supernatural powers.

Alounted after the illustration is the text of the memorial to Ala Ku
on Ala Ku Shan, with calligraphy by Lu Shih-tao (ca. 1510-70). The
first half of the text gives the story of the female immortal Ala Ku as

it appears in Shen-hsien cbiian by Ko Hung (284-363). The second

half describes her at the shrine of the immortals on Ala Ku Shan. Ala Ku
enjoyed great favor among the common people during the T'ang and

Sung dynasties. Since some additions were made to the Shen-hsien chiian

during the T'ang dynasty, it is uncertain whether the text as it now
stands is exactly as written by Ko Hung. Some passages of the text are

extremely diflicult to comprehend.

Lu Shih-tao added tiie following note to his inscription, "By nature

I am weak and inferior, so that I have not been able to achieve any of
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Illustration 4

those worthwhile goals that I have sought to attain. One of those goals

is the study of calligraphy. When I first saw [a version] of this [Ma Ku
cbi] manuscript at the home of Mr. Yu-shih [Wang Ku-hsiang, 1501-

68], I was still young. I then returned home and have been copying it
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ever since. That was sixteen years ago. Yet I still have not attained an

iota of resemblance. I am really ashamed. Now Kung-hsia has advised

me to write [the text] in reduced characters, which only increases its

ugliness. What is one to do? On November 6, 1545, Ln Shih-tao in-

scribes."

In the last illustration, Ch'iu Ying depicted the nymph of the Lo
River and two retainers. Complete details of the poem and iconography

of that theme are given in the first entry of the catalogue.

Following the illustration is the full text of the Lo-shen jit with callig-

raphy by P'eng Nien. P'eng added an important comment to his callig-

raphy. "Kung-hsia obtained the Lan-t'ing Preface written in small

characters by Heng-wcng [Wen Chcng-ming] and Lu Li-pu wrote the

Ma Kii T'aii chi next. And then [Kung-hsia] took and ordered me to

write this on a piece of blank paper. It really is an example of the worst

kept for last. I am fearful. August, 8, 1551, P'eng Nien records."

P'eng Nien's inscription is important in determining the approximate

date of Ch'iu Ying's death. In his study of Ch'iu Ying in his book Miuo;-

tai ssii ta-lma-chia (Hong Kong, i960). Wen Chao-t'ung concludes

that Ch'iu Ying was born in 1494 and died in 1561. Writing in Chimg-
kiio hi/a, no. i (November, 1957), pp. 64-65, Hsii Pang-ta mentioned

P'eng Nien's colophon on the Freer handscroll and points out that since

Ch'iu Ying completed the illustrations only after the texts had been

written and since P'eng Nien's colophon is dated August 8, 155 i, Ch'iu

Ying must still have been alive at that time. Hsii Pang-ta cites another

colophon by P'eng Nien, the one dated December 16, 1552-January 13,

1553, and written on Ch'iu Ying's painting Cb//-i chih-kimg t'li. In this

colophon, P'eng Nien states, ".
. . for twenty years he [Ch'iu Ying] had

been supreme in the Chiang-nan area, but now one can no longer obtain

examples of his work." The clear implication of this is that Ch'iu Ying
had already died. Consequently, Hsii concludes that the artist died some-

time between August 8, 155 i and December 16, 1552-Januarv^ 13, 1553.

The inscription by Chou T'ien-ch'iu can be rendered:

"In Suchou the rules of calligraphy have been transmitted from
of old. Formerly among those who followed the rules, people such

as Hsii Yu-chen [1407-72] the Earl of Wu-kung, Liu Chiieh [1410-

72] the ta-ts'an, Li Ying-chen [1431-93] the fai-cb'wg, could be

called famous masters. Chu Ching-chao [Chu Yiin-ming], Wen
T'ai-shih [Wen Cheng-ming] and Wang Lii-chi [Wang Ch'ung]

began the movement of using the work of the two Wang [Wang
Hsi-chih and Wang Hsien-chih] as models. In their pursuit of beauty

and learning, they were students of calligraphy for all time. The
most refined group of calligraphers developed from [study of] the

distinguished works of the two Wang, which really have illuminated

the dynasties.
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Illustration 5

"The T'ai-shih [Wen Cheng-ming] is fond of me, and from the

time I was a child has treated me as a young friend and has been

willing to teach me. Mr. Lin-shih [Ts'ai Yii] also has let me stay

at his home. Consequently, in their leisure time, when they hap-
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pened to write they gave me the special products among which are

these examples of the Lan-t'ing and the Chiii-ko. Because I moved,

I lost the case in which they were kept, so I kept the two pieces of

paper and had them mounted in a small album, supplemented after-

wards by the work of Lu Hsi-ch'ing [Lu Shih-tao] and P'eng

the cheiig-chihi [P'eng Nien]. I recently also obtained the Hiimig-

ftng-chhig by Chu Ching-chao and the Ts\w O Stele text by Wang
Lii-chi from the monks of Pai-ch'iich-ssu.

"For twenty years I have been hoping [to augment these ex-

amples] but have only obtained the [work of these] few callig-

raphcrs, but even that can be termed difficult. And so I asked Ch'iu

Shih-fu to paint an illustration for each example. P'eng T'ai-p'u

the po-shih agreed to write an inscription from the Wen-hsiimi

[i.e. the Lo-she?i fji]. Wang Ku-hsiang, Yiian Chiung [active during

the Chia-ching period], Huang Chi-shui [1509-74] and Yiian Tsun-

ni [1565 chhi-sbih] all have the same attitude as I do. So they put

the calligraphy in order and have asked me to write something to

fill the covers [of the album]. 1 stumbled in my efforts and had not

completed the task before I felt regret at having begun. January

23-February 20, 1574. Chou T'ien-ch'iu records."

The last colophon on the handscroll is that written by Weng Fang-

kang. It can be rendered:

"The six sections of calligraphy and painting by iMing dynasty

masters at the right were collected by Chou Kung-hsia of Ch'ang-

chou. At first, Kung-hsia obtained the miniature version of the Laii-

fhifr Preface with calligraphy by Wen Heng-shan and the Hsiang

cbi'ni and Hsiang fii-jen, two sections from the Nine Songs, with

calligraphy by Ts'ai Chiu-k'uei, and so had them mounted as an

album. Following these are the miniature version of the Ma Kit hsien

tan chi written for the album by Lu Tzu-ch'uan and the Lo-shen

ill written for the album by P'eng K'ung-chia. There is also a copy
of the Hiiang-t'ing written by Chu Ching-chao and Wang Ya-i's

copy of the Ts'ao O Stele, which were obtained from the monks of

Pai-ch'iieh-ssu, altogether forming six sections. Ch'iu Shih-fu painted

the figures for the beginning of each section. All the calligraphy is

written in minute k'ai-shu on small pieces of paper. Both the Hitang-

fing and Ts'ao O hsien tan were written in fine Wai-shu and the

other examples were written in even smaller script. Thus the hand-

scroll could be termed a \yotV by calligraphers who were able to

write in most minute k\v-shu.

"Among these examples, the Hnang-fing was written by Chu
Ching-chao when he was 41 siii, 30 years before Wang Ya-i stayed

at the Pai-ch'iieh-ssu. Ya-i studied with Ts'ai Chiu-k'uei, stayed at
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Illustration 6

Lake Tung-t'ing for three years, and then studied on Lake Shih

for twenty years. In 1532 and 1533 he spent a year at Pai-ch'iieh-

ssu, where he stayed until he died on iMay 23. This copy of Ts'ao

O's stele may be his last work. It is fitting that the monks of the

temple appreciated Wang Ch'ung's calligraphy, together \\ith the
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calligraphy that Chu Yiin-ming had written thirty years earlier, and

gave them to Kung-hsia, who greatly treasured them.

"Chiu-k'uei wrote his calligraphy in 1537, four years after Ya-i

had died. Lu Tzu-ch'uan wrote his calligraphy in 1545 and P'eng

K'ung-chia wrote in 1551, several years after Chiu-k'uei had died.

Heng-shan alone was still alive and well when Lu and P'eng added

their calligraphy.

"When Wen Heng-shan wrote his miniature version of the

I.mi-fing preface, he was already 76 siii, but the harmony and

excellence of his calligraphy are both identical with his other calli-

graphy.

"It is said that after Heng-shan died, all the many stelae and large

plaques in Suchou were written by Kung-hsia. Consequently, Kung-
hsia can be called Heng-shan's calligraphic descendant.

"This colophon by Kung-hsia was written in 1574, the second

year of the iMing emperor Shen-tsung, already two years after the

death of AVen's oldest son, Shou-ch'eng [Wen P'eng]. The several

calligraphers whom Chou Kung-hsia mentions at the end of his

inscription lived just before or after Wen Heng-shan, and were
closely related to him. Even the calligraphy of the Five Worthies

of Shih-hu and the paintings of the Six Residents of Shuang-wu
would not add anything to the scroll. Anyone doing research on the

former masters of Suchou will have to come to this scroll many
times for material. And this is not only because of the genuine

examples of minute k'ai-shii.

"Years ago I wrote a colophon in an album of fine k\ii-shii calli-

graphy by Chu and Wen, and now I again inscribe on this hand-

scroll. The paths of these two crossed on the desk of Liang-feng

tao-jen [Lo P'ing]. Now as a present for having inscribed this hand-

scroll, Liang-feng presents me with a Sung rubbing of Tit-jeii chin{>;

written by Ch'u Ho-nan [Ch'u Sui-liang] from the Yi'teh-choii Sbih

shih edition. May 25, 1791. Written in the Eastern Chamber of the

Shih-mo-shu-lou. Weng Fang-kang of Pei-p'ing."

Weng's colophon, with some minor changes and additions, appears in

Fii-ck'n-chai iven-chi, chiimi 32: i ib-i3a.

In addition to the seals of the various calligraphers and those of the

writers of colophons, there are affixed to the scroll seals of three modern
Chinese collectors: Wu Hu-fan, Ma Chi-tso and Chiang Ku-sun.
The handscroll is recorded by Lu Hsin-yiian (1834-94) in his

catalogue, ]an^-U-kuai] kuo-yen hi (1891), chiian i9: 5b-9b.
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Adviomsh'niQ:, in Chains 11-35
iMing dynasty, 15 th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 36.9 cm. (14 1/2 in.); length: 207.9 ^'J''''- 7/8 in.)

Narrative handscrolls depicting the exploits of meritorious ministers,

loyal generals and paragons of filial piety, reflect the influence of the

Confucian tradition. This painting represents a well-known historical

incident dating from the fourth century A.D. in which the minister,

Ch'en Yiian-ta, chained himself to a tree and admonished Liu Ts'ung

(reigned 310-318), the Turkic ruler of the State of Han, for his ex-

travagant plans to increase the buildings in the palace. Liu Ts'ung was

so outraged at Ch'en's temerity that he ordered guards to take him away
for execution. Only the courageous intervention of Liu Ts'ung's Chinese

wife, Liu O, saved Ch'en Yiian-ta's life.

Liu Ts'ung was the fourth son of Liu Yuan (reigned 304-310), the

first ruler of the State of Former Chao, one of the sixteen petty king-

doms which together were roughly contemporaneous with the Eastern

Chin dynasty (3 17-419). Until 3 19 the kingdom was called Han because

Kao-tsu (reigned 206-195 B.C.), the first emperor of the Han dynasty,

had given a Chinese girl in marriage to the Turkic ancestor of Liu Yiian

who in gratitude had taken the surname Liu after Han Kao-tsu. I>iu

Ts'ung succeeded his father in 310 through the simple expediency of

assassinating his older brother, Liu Ho. Liu Ts'ung has been described

as "the Attila of Chinese history," and his eight-year reign was marked
by almost constant warfare. Nonetheless, he still found time to establish

a formidable reputation for debauchery.

Ch'en Yiian-ta came from humble origins and led a life of seclusion

until the age of 40, when he entered the service of Liu Yiian. During
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Section i

the reign of Liu Ts'ung, Ch'cn was extremely friendly w itli Liu I, the

Prime Minister, who provided him with protection in carrying out his

duties as a Censor. Shortly after the death of Liu I, Ch'cn committed

suicide, believing that he could no longer remonstrate effectively with

the emperor.

The composition of the painting is divided into three sections, each of

which is characterized by quite different degrees of action. The artist

was a consummate dramatist, and he wisely chose to illustrate not the

moment when Ch'en Yiian-ta made his accusation, but Liu Ts'ung's re-

action to it. All of the figures in the first section are in violent motion.

Ch'en Yiian-ta is clutching the tree as two guards try to remove his

chains. Meanwhile two officials have prostrated themselves and are

pleading that Ch'en be spared. Liu Ts'ung dominates the somewhat

calmer central section of the composition. Slightly larger than the other

figures, he is seated on a low broad stool and turns to look angrily toward

the offending minister. Some indication of his pent-up rage is expressed

in his glowering expression and his clenched left fist. And finally, in the

serene third section, Liu Ts'ung's Chinese wife and her handmaidens

move elegantly onto the scene. With tactful patience the queen points

but that according to Confucian tradition, it is the duty of a meritorious

minister to admonish his ruler, just as it is the duty of a ruler to heed

such an admonition. To complete the handscroll, the artist added a group

of rocks and shrubs. The modelling of the tree, shrubs and rock is quite

similar to that in the handscroll attributed to Sun Wei (active late 9th

century) in the Shanghai Museum (reproduced: Osvald Siren, Chinese

Painting: Leading Masters and Frinciples, vol. Ill, pis. 124-125).

Details such as the figures that open and close the composition as an

elaborate tableau are familiar. A series of diagonals is used to relate the
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three principal persons who arc the focal points of each sequence of the

drama, but the total unit>' of tiie composition also depends upon both

the gestures and glances of the individual figures. Such sophisticated,

calculated handling of space goes far beyond the linear harmonies and

simple juxtaposition of forms used by T'ang artists, or the more struc-

tural, logical space seen in Sung compositions. Later too, is the handling

of brushwork in the drapery folds, which lacks the orderly, descriptive

character of Sung.

There are two colophons appended at the end of the handscroll. The
first, by Wang Chih-teng (i 535-161 2), can be rendered:

"There is recorded in the T\ii]{r-cb\w 7;nij{y-b//ii chi [sic] by

Chang Yen-yiian, a painting entitled So-chicn f it by Yen Li-pen. Not
until today when Air. [\Vu] K'ang-yii and his son brought it to the

studio had I set eyes on the painting. Liu Ts'ung is of northern

[Turkic] origin, and that is why he, the ministers, generals and aides

in the painting have a rough countenance. The outlines are like bent

wires, the colors quiet and archaistic, indicative of the legacy of Ku
K'ai-chih. The painting is a rarity. Liu ... a thick garment ... is

obstinately refusing to listen [to Ch'en Ylian-ta]. Ch'en Shu-ta [sic.^

states his case with eloquence, not flinching from the swords which

are being brandished before him. [The scene is] to some extent

reminiscent of the story of Chu Yiin breaking the balustrade [repro-

duced: Kit-kimg iJiing-hiia smi-pai chnng, no. 134]. No^^^ the land

is afflicted with ills and anxiety weighs heavily on the countrv, [one

wonders if] the statesmen dare remonstrate with the emperor, as

does the person in the painting. Signed Wang Chih-teng, master

of the Kuang-ch'ang-an."

The second colophon, by Han Feng-hsi, can be rendered:
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"This scroll wis obtained from my good friend Wu K'ang-

yii at the Yin-t'ai office in the old capital [Nanking] on the 13 th

day of the 8th month in the knei-c]fo?i year in the reign of Wan-li

[September 26, 161 3]. On that day those who viewed the painting

with me were Chu Lan-yii, Yii Hsicn-chang, Ts'ao Aling-tou and

Ting Kung-ch'i. Signed Han Feng-hsi."

The earliest seal affixed to the handscroll, the double Cheiig-ho seal of

Hui-tsung (reigned 1 101-25) which appears on the left, is a later addi-

tion. A black seal, partially cut off, appears at the top left hand corner

of the scroll. Unfortunately, the significant portions of the seal are

missing. Also affixed on the handscroll are the seals of Wang Chih-teng,

Han Feng-hsi, C\m Chih-ch'ih (late i6th-early 17th century), Liang

Ch'ing-piao ( 1620-91 ), and the imperial seals of the Ch'ien-lung (reigned

1736-95) and Chia-ch'ing (reigned 1796-1820) emperors.

The handscroll bears a traditional attribution to Yen Li-pen. A paint-

ing of this title 1)\' Li-pen is mentioned in various texts by title only:

T'lt-hita chiev-'iveu chih (compiled in the 1070's), cbi'tau 1:5b; Shmi-

hu-ixan^f hua hi (preface dated 1643), chiiaii 23:20b; Sbih-kii-fang sbii-

hua hui-k\w (completed 1682), p. 192; ei-wen-chai shu-hna p'ti

(published 1708), cbi'imi 97: 13a; Cbii-cbici ts'mig-biia pii (preface dated

1778), cbiian 8:9b; and Sim-yii-t'ang sbii-bua imi (late 19th century),

cbiiirn 2 : i a. Since these texts provide no information other than the

title, it is impossible to be certain that the painting referred to is the Freer

handscroll or a different version.

More detailed information concerning a handscroll that appears to be

the Freer version is in Sbii-biia cbi (completed ca. 1677), cbium 1:48.

The author, Wu Ch'i-chen, notes that he had seen the painting in an

antique shop in Suchou, in the possession of one Lu Erh-ch'iian. Some-
what more information is given in F'hi^-sbeiig cbumi^-kuaii (1692),
cbiian 6:15. The compiler, Ku Fu, points out that a painting entitled

So-cbieu f it is listed among the works of Ch'ang Ts'an in Hsiimi-bo

bua-p'ii (1120), cbiiL-iii 2:81. He goes on to say that although AVang
Chih-teng's colophon emphatically states that the painting is the work
of "S^en Li-pen, it docs not have the spirit consonance of a T'ang dynasty

artist. Nonetheless, Ku Fu was unwilling to reattribute the painting to

Ch'ang Ts'an. Rather, he follows the attribution provided by Wang
Chih-teng and lists the painting under Yen Li-pen's name to await the

opinion of others.

Exactly when the Freer handscroll became part of the Ch'ing im-

perial collection is difficult to determine, but it is recorded in Sbib-cbli

pao-cbi smi-pieii (18 16), pp. 1 353-1 354. The information provided by
the entry corresponds in every detail with the Freer painting. Hu Ching
saw the handscroll on July 11, 18 15, while taking part in the compila-

tion of san-pien, and he mentions the painting in his Hsi Cb'ing cba

cbi, p. 1 10.
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Seven Scholars Going Through the Pass 16.184

Ming dynasty, 15 th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 25.7 cm. (10 1/8 in.); length: 170.0 cm. (66 15/ 16 in.)

A group of seven men and their retainers casually wends its way
through a wintry landscape along a river bank. The men ride mules,

horses and an ox. They turn to talk with each other, some gesticulating

for emphasis. There is no sense of urgency in their manner, and the

bundles of scrolls, umbrellas and food utensils carried by the retainers

suggest the men are on an outing.

Six of the seven men are dressed in white scholar's robes and wear

large rectangular hats over dark shoulder-length hoods. The second

equestrian figure is dressed in gray and wears a small black cap. He is

accompanied by a servant who carries a large hat similar to those worn

by the other six men.

Throughout the scroll the drawing is rigidly controlled and lacking

in spontaneity. All of the figures are delineated with care, but the repeti-

tion of similar rounded strokes suggests that, instead of painting an

original work, the artist was painstakingly copying a composition in

which every detail had already been worked out. A similar competent

blandness is evident in the texture strokes of the trees, rocks and shrubs.

The five-character title, written in seal-script and signed by Ch'eng

Nan-yiin (active early 15th century), can be rendered, Seve7i Scholars

Going Through the Pass. Appended to the scroll are colophons by Chin

Wen (dated 1429) and Lang T'ing-chi (dated 1705) in both of which

the equestrian figures are identified as the seven scholars of the Chien-an

period (A.D. 196-208). These well-known literati are Ts'ao Chih (192-

232), Ch'en Lin (died 217), Wang Ts'an (177-217), Hsii Kan (171-

218), Yiian Yii (died 212), Ying Yang (died 217) and Liu Chen (died

Chin Wen's colophon discusses at length the question of the proper

identification of the seven scholars. He states that 30 years previously,

he had seen a similar painting which had a colophon by K'o Chiu-ssu

(1312-65) identifying the figures as the seven scholars of Chien-an, a
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conclusion not contradicted by Chin Wen's own subsequent research.

Another version of this composition is in the National Palace Museum,

Taiwan. In Shih-ch'ii pao-chi hsii-pkn, pp. 950-951, the Taiwan version

is attributed to Li T'ang (ca. 1050-aftcr i 130) and has a long colophon

by K'o Chiu-ssu in w^hich he mentions that earlier examples of the same

theme were painted by Huang Ch'iian (ca. 900-965) and Li Kung-lin

(ca. 1049-1 106). In Kii-kim{f sb/i-b/iii lii {chiitw H: 34), the handscroU is

among the chien-inu paintings.

Yet another example of the composition, this one attributed to the

T'ang dynasty painter Han Huang (725-787), is recorded in Shih-df/i

pao-chi hsit-pien, pp. 2636-38. According to Kii-kun^ i-i shu-chi shii-hiin

?mi-b/ ssii-chimg (Peking, 1934), p. 7a, the painting was taken from the

Imperial Palace in 192 1; its present whereabouts is unknown. The entry

in ]?sii-pien describes a composition similar to that of the Freer handscroll,

with the exception that there are no landscape details. Five of the figures

on the scroll are identified as being the T'ang dynasty literati Sung
Chih-wen (died ca. 713), Ts'ui Hao (died 754), Shih Pai, Li Po (699-

762), and Kao Shih (died 765). In a colophon added to the scroll, the

Ch'ien-lung emperor (reigned 1736-95) suggested that the two un-

identified figures might be Wang Wei (699-759) and Ts'en Shen (active

ca. 760). Some question still remains as to the identity of the seven men.

The editors of hsi't-pien present a number of possibilities without making

any decision as to which one is the most plausible.

A painting entitled Seven Scholars is listed after Han Huang's biog-

raphy in Hsiiaii-ho hna-p'u (preface 11 20), chiiaii 6, and it is possible

that Han was one of the first artists to depict this particular theme. It is

worthy of note that the composition was so well-known that it con-

tinued to be copied by later artists even though the precise identification

of the seven scholars was uncertain.

Like the version attributed to Han Huang, the composition of the

National Palace Museum handscroll consists only of the seven scholars

and their servants, with no indication of landscape. Comparison of the

painting styles and the colophons of the Freer and the Palace Aluseum

paintings suggests that the latter is a late sixteenth-century copy of an
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Section 3

early composition. The Chin Wen colophon on the Freer handscroll,

which appears to be genuine, provides a terviiiiiis ante qiicvi for the

execution of the scroll, a date that is consistent w ith the st\ le of the

figures and the landscape details.
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Hsiilo I Obtaimn^r the Lan-fwi!, Manuscript by Trickery 10.6

A ling dynasty, i6th century

Handscroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 24.6 cm. (9 11/ 16 in.); length: 77.1 cm. (30 3^8 in.)

The story of Hsiao I obtaining the Lan-t'ing manuscript from the

monk Pien-ts'ai is so well known that it is not surprising that the sub-

ject has often been depicted in painting. One of the earliest compositions

still extant is a handscroll in the National Palace Museum, Taiwan, at-

tributed to the T'ang artist Yen Li-pen (died 673). That painting has

been discussed at length by Han Chuang (John Hay) in his article,

"Hsiao I Gets the Lan-t'ing Manuscript by a Confidence Trick," Na-
tional Palace Miiseuvi Bulletin, Part I, vol. \\ no. 3 (July-August, 1970),

pp. 1-13; Part II, vol. \\ no. 6 (January-February, 197 i), pp. 1-17-

Two versions closely related to the Freer handscroll are known. One
of these, attributed to Chao Lin (mid 14th century), is in the Drenowatz
collection, Zurich (reproduced: Chu-tsing Li, "Orientalia Helvetica:

Chinese Paintings in the Charles A. Dren()\\'atz Collection," Asiatiscbe

Studieii, vol. XXI
| 1967 |, pi. i. The other, attributed to Chao Meng-fu

(1254-132 2), was formerly in the Ting Nien-sheng collection, Taiwan
(reproduced: Hsin-i-lin, vol. I, no. 2).

At the end of the Freer handscroll, in the lower corner, is a seal read-

ing Shun-chii. On the basis of that seal the painting has traditionalK"

been attributed to Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-after 1300). The seal is a

later addition and there is no reason to accept the Ch'ien Hsiian attribu-

tion. The brushwork suggests that the painting is actually a Ming
dynasty work.

Appended to the end of the Freer handscroll is tlie text of the Lan-

t'ing preface written hy AVen (]heng-ming (1470-1559), dated in

correspondence with 1553. There is also an inscription b\' Wang Wan
(1624-91), dated 1671. According to the information in tiiis inscription,

the painting had previously been in the collection of Mao K'un (1512-

1601) and of Chi Tung (1625-76). A year before his death, AVang

Wan added a second colophon dated 1690.

Affixed to the scroll are seals of the (]h'ing dynast) collector, Liu

Shu ( 1759-1S16).
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Mmi CleamuQ, His Ear i 1.486

Ming dynasty (i 368-1644)

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 31.5 cm. (12 3/8 in.); length: 42.3 cm. (16 5/8 in.)

A scholar is seated behind a marble-topped table on which are laid

brush, ink, inkstone, paper and books. He pauses in his work to clean

his ear and to glance at the servant who enters the composition at the

extreme right. Books, a stringed instrument, zither and tripods, one of

which is filled with peaches, are arranged on two tables at the left. The

background is completely filled by a large standing screen on which is

painted a landscape. The hooked accents of the rectilinear mountain

forms in the landscape are characteristic of landscapes of the Che

school. The drapery folds in the robes of the scholar and servant are

drawn with considerable skill, but the total effect of the painting is

that of a later, careful copy of an early composition. There are no seals

or colophons attached to the handscroll.

Some questions concerning the correct title of the Freer painting re-
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main. In his Ni-kn lit {ca. 1635; I-shit ts'iiii^r-picv edition, no. 253, p.

208) Ch'cn Chi-ju (155H-1639) mentions a similar composition by Li

Kung-lin (ca. 1049-1 106). That entry reads, "Han [Shih-neng, 1528-9HI

the T'ai-shih has a painting by Li Po-shih in which a man is shown pick-

ing his ear. On the screen [in the scroll] is a fine landscape [painted]

in the style of Wang Wei. Following the painting there are col-

ophons by Tzu-yu [Su Che, 1039-1112], Tung-p'o [Su Shih, 1036-

iioi] and AVang Shen [second half of the iith century]. The figure

in the painting represents Chin-ch'ing [Wang Shen], who suddenly

had an ear ache. Consequently, Tung-p'o wrote a poem making fun

of him and Lung-mien painted this as an illustration. All of this is

found in Timg-p'o chi [Su Twi^-p'o ck'nan chi, chiimi 17, pp. 234-35].

Hui-tsung inscribed the title of the painting as K\rn-shii f/i ["Collating

Texts"], but that is erroneous. Ku Hu-t'ou [Ku K'ai-chih] is traditionally

said to have painted a K'an-shu fii. Tung Kuang-ch'uan [Tung Yu,

active late i ith-early 12th century] regarded it highly, as can l)c learned

from [his] colophon on the painting."

Tung Yu's colophon on the version of Ixan-shii fu attributed to Ku
K'ai-chih is recorded in his Kumig-c}? itan hiia pa {Wauii, shih shit-hiia

yiiav edition, chiimi 3:48a-49a).

Further details of Su Tung-p'o's poem are given by Chao Ling-chih

(1051- 1 107) in his Hoit-chen^r lu {Chih-pu-tsii-chai tsimg-shit edition,

chiian 3:7b). "Once Wang Chin-ch'ing suddenly had an ear ache. When
the pain became unbearable, he appealed to me for a prescription [to

relieve it]. I replied, 'You are the dcscendcnt of a general and even if

your head were severed or your breast pierced, you should not mind.

How then could two ears be of such importance that you cannot part

with them? If in three days the pain is not gone you may cut off^ my
ears.' Chin-ch'ing understood me in an instant. In three days the pain was

cured and so I wrote a poem:

With the anxious heart of an old woman, I was urgently exhorted.

Under strict orders, I obtained only three days' grace.

But my ears were not hacked off by the perspicacious Sire,

And now happily the two of us are on good terms."

A painting of the same subject as the Freer handscroll but entitled

K^mi-shii fn is mentioned in a number of Chinese texts. A similar com-
position, attributed to Wang Ch'i-han (active roth century) of the

Southern T'ang, is reproduced in T'^rw.^;- Simg Yiiaii Ming CJfiiig hiui

hsiian (Canton, 1963), pi. 2, and in Wen-wii, i960, no. lo, p. 61. Han
Ko, the author of the Wen-ivit article, accepts the painting as a genuine

work by Wang Ch'i-han and reports that it is in the collection of the

Nanking University Library.

The Nanking version has a title, Kaii-shu f ii, and the attribution,
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Wmig CJfi-baii iJiiao pi, written in "slender gold" script and bears

imperial seals of the Nan T'ang and of Sung Hui-tsung. There is a

colophon by Su Che, dated in correspondence with Februarv" i, 1091,

and one by Su Shih, dated June 21, 1091, that is virtually identical with

the one recorded by Chao Ling-chih in Hoii-cheiiii:; hi. There are also

colophons by Wang Shen, Tung Ch'i-ch'ang (i 555-1636) and Wen
Chen-meng ( 1574-1636). Recent owners of the painting were Tuan-fang

(1861-1911) and John C. Ferguson (1866-1945), who describes it in

his book, Chinese Fa'wt'wg, p. 82.

Max Loehr has discussed some problems relating to various versions

of this composition in his article, "Chinese Paintings with Sung Dated

Inscriptions," Ars OrieiitcfUs, vol. I\" (1961), pp. 235-36.
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Literary Gatberivir 16.183

Ch'ing dynasty, 17 th century

HandscroH; ink and color on silk

Height: 31.4 cm. (12 3/8 in.); length: 53.7 cm. (21 1/8 in.)

Four scholars and a servant are depicted in a garden, engaged in literary

activities. Drapery folds, rocks and trees are defined with mannered,

undulating brush strokes of the type usually referred to as cbmi-pi, or

"tremulous brush," traditionally associated with Li Yii (reigned 961-

976), the last ruler of Southern T'ang, and with his court painter, Chou
Wen-chii (active 961-975). By leaving a narrow border of plain silk

between the ink outline and the wash, and by slightly darkening the

tone of the wash along those edges, the artist increased the two-dimen-

sional effect of the drapery.

The composition of the Freer scroll is closely related to that of a

painting in the Palace Museum, Pekiiig (reproduced: Osvald Siren,

Chinese Paijitiiiir: Leading Masters and Lrinciples, vol. Ill, pi. 102). The
Peking version is attributed to Han Huang (723-787), and bears the

imperial seals of Southern T'ang, of Sung Hui-tsung (reigned 1 101-26)

and of Sung Kao-tsung (reigned 1127-62). There is an inscription on

the Peking painting written in "slender gold" script, "The Literary

Gathering by Han Huang, ting-hai year [1107], imperial calligraphy,"

followed by an imperial cypher. However, the painting is not recorded

in Hsiian-ho hna-p'n (preface dated 1120).

The first record of a painting b\' Han Huang with the title Literary



Gathering appears to be the one in Swig Chung-hsmg-kiiaii-ko ch'ti-tsang

fu-hua chi, a catalogue of the Southern Sung imperial collection com-

piled in 1 199. This record is quoted in F'ei-weii-chai shu-hiia p'li (1708),

chiiaii 97:6a.

Chan Ching-feng (i6th century), in his Timg-fu hsuan-lan pien, pp.

43-44, records seeing two versions of the painting: "A figure painting in

the collection of Kuo Heng-chih of Szechwan. Hui-tsung had written

the title Literary Gathering before the painting, and at the end he had

inscribed 'by Han Huang of the T'ang dynasty.' Looking at the paint-

ing, I realized that it depicted the story of the gathering of Ch'ien Chung-

wen [Ch'ien Ch'i], Liu Ch'ang-ch'ing [both prominent literary figures

active in the mid 8th century], and others at the Liu-li Hall. Presumably

Han Huang painted the event at the time. Li Po-shih's painting of the

Elegant Gathering at the Western Gardeji must have been an imitation

of this. The paper of the painting is in good condition, without damage,

as though it were a product of the last ten or twenty years. It is indeed

a treasure . . . [here follows a description of the painting which makes

it clear that it is a short version containing only four scholars]. . . . Hcng-
chih's name is Ch'ii-chieh. He is generous in spirit and knowledgeable.

Most of the things in his collection are good. He is among the excep-

tional people in Szechwan. Two years later, I saw another painting at

the home of Mr. Kuan the Hiii-shih in my home district. Its composi-

tion is identical to this one, and the brushwork is even finer. It is on silk,

and its condition is equally good. It is unsigned, and those who wrote

the colophons did not know who the artist was. There was a six-character

title, Liu-li fang wen-yt/an fn ['Literary Gathering at Liu-li Hall'] at

the beginning."

It should be noted that the first painting described by Chan Ching-

feng, the one in Kuo Ch'ii-chieh's collection, was done on paper. The
Peking version is on silk, but it also bears two seals purporting to be

those of Kuo Ch'ii-chieh. Thus, there were at least two paintings, one on
paper and the other on silk, bearing the same inscription purporting to

be from Sung Hui-tsung's hand, as well as the same seals.

The Peking version was originally in the Ch'ien-lung emperor's col-

lection where it was mounted as an album leaf. Apparently it was
missing from that collection and was subsequently secured by the Hui-
hua-kuan and is now mounted as a handscroll.

T'ao Liang's catalogue, Hiing-toii-shn-htan shu-hua chi (preface

1836), records a painting on silk by Han Huang which appears to be

the same as the Peking version. However, it does not record any seals

of Kuo Ch'u-chieh. T'ao Liang states that a painting entitled Seven

Scholars by Han Huang is mentioned by Sung Lien (13 10-81) in his

Ch'ien-cVi chi.

All of this information supports the impression that both the Freer
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and Peking versions are incomplete. Tiie original composition, depicting

seven scholars, a monk and three servants in an outdoor setting, is

preserved in a painting in the collection of A4rs. John D. RiddcU, London
(reproduced; Ti P'ing-tzu, Chung-hto ming-hiia chi, Shanghai, 1909;

and partially reproduced in color in Encyclopedia of WorId Art, New
York, i960, vol. Ill, pi. 268). That painting, entitled Figures in the

Lin-li Hall, is attributed to Chou Wen-chii (active loth century). A
painting by that title attributed to Chou Wen-chii is recorded in Hsiian-

ho hiia-p\i (preface 11 20). Precise identification of the literary figures,

whose gathering at the Liu-li Hall these paintings are supposed to depict,

is not yet possible.
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A Scene frojn the Roinmice of the Western Chamber 16.517

Ch'ing dynasty, i8th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 198.5 cm. (78 1/8 in.); width: 130.6 cm. (51 1/2 in.)

The painting depicts the main characters from the Yiian dynasty

drama Hsi-hsian^ chi ("The Romance of the Western Chamber").

Ts'ui Ying-ying, the heroine of the drama, leans on a black and gold

lacquer table and turns to receive the flower ofi^ered by Chang Chiin-jui,

to whom she is secretly betrothed. Chang Chiin-jui is seated with one

knee casually hanging over the arm of an elaborately wrought bamboo

chair. At the right of the composition stands Hung Niang, the faithful

maid and matchmaker.

The white oval faces, small mouths and elaborate coiffures of the two

women belong to a conservative, academic tradition of Chinese figure

painting that began as early as the T'ang dynasty. The tradition has

been continued right up the present day by a number of artists who, by

training or by inclination, preferred to work in the technically demand-

ing genre. Figure paintings of this type provide a sharp contrast with

contemporary literati traditions.

To the left, behind the foreground plane occupied by the three figures,

a large circular window opens into a richly furnished room. Thc^

porcelain objects and the furniture shown in the foreground and in the

room beyond are mostly in the elaborate and intricate style usually

associated with the K'ang-hsi (1662-172 2) and Yung-chcng (1723-35)

periods. Consequently, the painting is dated to the eighteenth century.

By a curious bit of chronological leger-de-iiiain the painting \A'as at one

time attributed to the tenth-century master Chou Wen-chii.

As is typical of later Chinese figure painting, the textile designs are

meticulously rendered, but shown as if they were flat planes. On top of

the designs the artist subsequently added lines which suggest rather than

actually define drapery folds. The various textures of the other objects

in the painting, bamboo, lacquer, jade and bronze, arc all carefully

presented.

Although the focus of the painting is meant to be the poignant ex-

change between the young lovers, the gesture is overshadowed by the

painstaking detail with which the artist has represented every element

in the composition. Consequently, the gesture of the two figures has

become mannered, even theatrical, and their faces vacant of expression.

Technically the painting is of an extremely high order, but the figures

are totally devoid of emotion. After all, it was not emotion but technical

dexterity that ^^"as uppermost in the artist's mind.

It should be noted that figure paintings of this type, which were based

on popular dramas or novels, wqvq closely related to \\'oodblock illustra-

tions. All of the details represented in the painting could have been
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translated onto woodblocks for printing. Convcrselv% the painting might

conceivably have been enlarged from a book illustration. Even though

the story of Hsi-hsiang chi was originally set in the T'ang dynasty, the

figure styles, costumes and household furnishing arc typical of the Ch'ing

dynasty.
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Knaii-ym of the Water Moon 30.36

Sung dynasty, dated 968

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 107. 1 cm. (42 3/16 in.); width: 59.1 cm. (23 i /4 in.)

The inscription in the upper left corner of the painting reads, "In adora-

tion of the greatly compassionate deliverer from misery, Kuan-yin

Bodhisattva of the Water Aloon." Kuan-\Mn is depicted seated in a lotus

throne beneath a floral baldachin. Clothed in richl\- colored garments

and wearing ornate jewelry, he holds a kalasa flask in his pendant left

hand and a willow branch in his right. There is an image of Amitabha

in his headdress. Two worshipping Bodhisattvas flank the low altar

beneath Kuan-yin. The inscription above each of the Bodhisattva is,

"Bodhisattva holding flowers and worshipping." The bright mineral

pigment of the halos and the draperies of all three figures is characteristic

of that found on Buddhist icons of the period. The bold bands of color

on the drapery reflect the influence of Central Asian techniques.

In the lower register, the donors and beneficiaries of the pious offer-

ing are depicted on either side of the central inscription. The inscrip-

tions that identify each of the four figures are badl\' defaced, making it

impossible to decipher them in their entiret\\ How e\ er, it is clear that

the tw^o women kneeling on the left were both surnamed A'in; the

smaller standing to the right of tiie inscription was a concubine. The
elaborate headdresses worn b\' the women, their w hitened faces and

brilliantly colored beauty patches provide a faithful record of tenth-

century feminine fashions.

The long inscription in tiie center of the low er register is also nuich

defaced and, to a considerable extent, obliterated; but the date remains

legible and can be rendered, "_y/7 shih K\ii-pao yiiiin-nicii siii-tz 11 wii-

cJoen WH-yiieb kiiei-wii siio sbib-u-/i jib tiiiv,-yii t'i-ebi,'' which cor-

responds with June 13, 968.

A description of the Water Aloon Kuan-yin first appears in the Hua-
yen Sutra. According to tradition, the T'ang dynast)' artist (^hou Fang

(active ca. 780-810) is said to have painted the first images of this type

of Kuan-yni. Li-tLii 'iniii^-]?iici cbi (completed 847), cbi'ian 3, records that

Chou Fang painted a Kuan-\'in of the Water Aloon in the Shcng-kuang
temple at Ch'ang-an. The terse description given in Jj-tcti ///ivif-lviii cbi

states only that the Kuan-\ in was seated before a halo and that some
bamboo was included in the composition.

None of Chou Fang's works has survived. However, four examples

of the Kuan-yin, generally dated to the ninth centurw were found at

Tun-huang and seem to be the earliest examples extant. Two of the

paintings are in the British Aluseum, the other two in the Alusce Guimet.
The Freer version is also said to have come from Tiui-huang, a prove-
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nance supported by stylistic comparisons and chemical analysis of the

pigments. At the same time, it should be pointed out that the Freer

Kuan-yin is shown frontally, in an extremely hieratic p(xse, with no hint

of the informality that characterizes the f<Hir earlier versions. The
hieratic arrangement \\ as to become even more apparent in later rep-

resentations.
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Uhlstration of a Buddhist Sfitra 26.1

Sung dynastv% 12 th century

Handscroll; ink, color and gold on paper

Height: 28.0 cm. (11 in.); length: 52.4 cm. (20 5/8 in.)

The handscroll depicts a Buddhist assembly on a raised platform de-

fined by balustrades and a flight of steps. Sakyamuni, with hands in

abhayct and varaviiidra, is seated on a lotus throne before a flaming halo.

From behind the elaborate halo, bands of light radiate in all directions.

Apsaras flank cither side of the elaborate baldachin, their trailing scarves

as well as the stylized clouds merging w ith the blossoms and foliage of

four background trees. The Buddha is attended on the left by a young
monk (Ananda?), and there appears to have been another monk
(Kasyapa?) on the right, although that part of the painting is badly

damaged. Kneeling in adoration before the small altar is the richly-clad

figure of Yamaraja (Chinese: Yen-lo wang). Standing in attendance on

the Buddha are a host of Bodhisattvas and the four Guardian Kings. A
peacock strolls in the foreground, while two cranes fly in the distance

beyond the balustrade. A range of mountains and a crescent moon are

sketched in an indefinite space. In the foreground at opposite ends of

the composition are pairs of figures, slightly smaller than the members

of the Buddhist assembly. They are rendered in outline only, in con-

trast to the rich gold of the celestial figures. The man and woman at

the beginning of the composition may represent the donors mentioned

in the label at the right; the two attendants, each holding a long-

handled fan and standing at the foot of the steps leading to the altar,

may have been added merely to balance the composition.
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Although the inscription to the left of the illustration reads: Nmi-vrii

vneh-chen^-pao Shih-chia-vio-ni fo-h//i ("Assembly for the x\doration

of Sakyamuni Buddha who Nullified Direct Retribution"), the traditional

title of the Freer scroll is The Bmidha Addressing^ Yaviaraja at Kiisin-

agara. The latter title is based on the s/ltra Y/i-hsi// sbib-u-ang sbci/g-cJfi

ch'mg (Mochizuki Shinjo, Bukkyo dai'fitcii, T<)k\ (), 1936, pp. 4939-40),

which describes Yamaraja's meeting with Sakyamuiu at Kusinagara

shortly before the Nirvana. A fragment of the same sfitra in the British

Museum is illustrated by Alatsumoto Kiichi in Tonko-ga no kcnkyu

(Tokyo, 1937), pi. 114; a complete version of tlie sfitra in the Hdiuin,

on Koyasan, is reproduced in Taisho Sbinshil Dalzdkyd 7.uzd (Tokyo,

1933), vol. 7, chiian 7.

The opening passages from the Y/i-bsin sbib-n'ang sbcng-cb'i cbii/ii;

are mounted on end papers following the illustration. The fourth line

of the text provides the name of Ts'ang-ch'uan, a monk who is con-

sidered to have been the author of the sf/tra. Little is known about

Ts'ang-ch'uan other than that lie is supposed to liave lived during the

T'ang dynasty and w as attached to the Ta-t/'u Temple in (]h'eng-tu,

Szechwan. Because tlie l a-t/'u Temple was erected during the Chih-te

period (756-757), a number of the later writers whose colophons are

appended to the Freer handscroll have suggested that the painting might

be a late T'ang dynasty work. Although the painting is not signed, the

possibility was raised that the illustration might have been executed bv
Chu Yu, a late T'ang master who specialized in Buddhist and Taoist

themes. However, comparison of the Freer scroll with the long hand-

scroll of Buddhist images in the National Palace .Museum, Taiwan, sup-

ports a twelfth-centur>' date for both \vorks. This relationship was

suggested almost forty years ago by Helen B. Chapin in her study of

the Palace Museum painting. Her original text has been revised b\'

Alexander C. Soper and published by Artibus Asiae as A Long Roll of

Biiddbist liJiages (Ascona, 1972). The calligraphy of the inscriptions

and in the initial section of the sutra on the Freer scroll is extremely

close to that found on sections of the Palace Museum scroll. Equally

similar are such details on the two paintings as the individual figures, the

distant mountains and the trees. These similarities support a twelfth-

century date for the Freer scroll and raise the distinct possibility that it

may also have been painted in the Ta-li Kingdom, which was located

in Yunnan province.

Following the painting are colophons hy a number of late Ch'ing

dynasty connoisseurs: Weng Fang-kang (1733-18 18); Wu Chao, dated

October 20, 1800; Hsieh Ch'i-k'un (1737-1802); Wu Jung-kuang

(1773-1843), dated April 13, 1 82 i
;
Cheng Tsu-ch'en; Tuan-fang (1861-

191 1 ), dated February 8-March 9, 1902; Yang Shou-ching (1839-

191 1), dated 1905; Chou Yiin; Li Shang-ch'uan, dated January 8, 1908;
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Kiio Pao-hcng, dated January 4-Fcbrnarv i, 1908; Wang Ping-en, dated

1908; AVang Chao-ch'iian, dated April 30-iMay 29, 1908; Fan Tseng-

hsiang ( 1846-193 1), dated May 18, 1912; and Hsin ^'ao-^^'en, dated

January 3, 1914.

The information included in these colophons indicates that the scroll

had been presented to the K'ai-hsien Temple, w hich is located on the

southern slope of Mount Lu in Kiangsi province, by Sung Lo (1634-

17 13). As late as 182 1, when \Vu Jung-kuang saw the scroll, it was

still in the temple. Cheng Tsu-ch'en mentions having the scroll re-

mounted, a process that must have been completed before the next

colophon was added on June 5, 1837. Tuan-fang, writing in 1902,

records that the painting was then in the collection of I Shun-ting (ca.

1 858-1920). All of the subsequent colophons appended to the scroll

were written at I Shun-ting's request.
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Lohan La/nnierino; 02.224

By Lin T'ing-kuci

Sung dynasty, dated 1178

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: I I 1.8 cm. (44 in.); width: 53.1 cm. (20 7/8 in.)

The Rock Bridjj^c at Mount T'icn-t\v 07.139

B\' (]hou Chi-ch'ang

Sung dynasty, dated 1178

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 109.4 i'"*-); width: 52.4 cm. (20 5 8 in.)

Lobaii Liiiiih1crii]{f illustrates a scene in the daih' life of the Buddhist

disciples. Five Lohan and a servant are sho\\'n washing clothes and

hanging them out to dry. With the exception of the grotesque visage

of the servant, the facial features of the Lohan are distinctly Chinese,

reflecting the more realistic tradition associated w ith Li Kung-lin (ca.

1049-1 106). The brush strokes w'hich define the drapery folds are angular

and end in abrupt, widened hooks. In contrast to the brilliantly colored

figures, the somber landscape is rendered in ink and slight washes of

color. The rough-hewMi rocks are barren and the tree trunks are gnarled.

The water of the stream plunges in a zigzag pattern until it readies the

foreground. In spite of the movement implied in the landscape, all of

the action takes place within a narrow stage space. No attempt was

made to suggest infinite space and the viewer progresses from ff)rcground

to a shallow^ middle distance in clcarlv indicated, relatively abrupt

transitions.

The brooding turbulence of the landscape contrasts w ith the calm

methodical activities of the Lohan. The painting is actually an uneven

combination of tw^o traditions. The brightly colored figures are related

to a decorative tradition dating back to earliest examples of figure paint-

ing. The landscape, on the other hand, is executed in a complex artistic

vocabulary that includes ink washes, outlines and ink dabs, or ti/n/, all

of which suggest the various textures and surfaces in nature. It is a

summary of achievements in Chinese landscape up to the twelftli century,

and although the subject is Buddhist, the painting, dating precisely to

1 178, is of singular importance in documenting the development of

landscape traditions in China.

The miracle at the Rock Uridine at Mount Ticn-fai depicts three

Lohan in the right foreground turning to watch the minute figure of

the devout monk T'an-yu, who is attempting unsuccessfully to cross

the natural rock bridge located about 50 miles south of Ning-po. So
persistent was he in his efforts that he was finally vouchsafed a momen-
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tary vision of pamdisc. The vision of a cluster of colonnaded buildings

and two Lohan appears wreathed in clouds in the upper right corner

of the painting. Here again, the disparity bct\\xen the treatment of the

figural and landscape traditions is obvious. The artist has cleverl>^ ma-

nipulated the clouds and rocks within a relatively shallow space and

yet still succeeds in describing the miracle.

The two paintings originally belonged to a set of one hundred scrolls

representing five hundred Lohan. According to the inscriptions, written

in gold on the paintings, the set was commissioned in 1175 by Abbot
I-shao of the Hui-an-yiian in Xing-po, Chekiang. The paintings were

completed in i 17S. The names of the two artists who painted the scrolls,

Lin T'ing-kuei and Chou Chi-ch'ang, are mentioned in the inscriptions.

The two men are not recorded elsewhere and it \\'ould seem that they

were artisans who worked in one of the ateliers in the Ning-po area that

specialized in Buddhist painting.

Japanese monks traveling to China for study or to visit the great

temples and monasteries usually came by wa>- of the port of Xing-po.

Consequently, during late Sung and Yiian times the city became in-

creasingly important in the exchange of Chinese and Japanese culture.

Many Buddhist paintings from the workshops in tiie ('hekiang area were

taken back to Japan by returning monks. Apparently the complete set

of one hundred paintings by Lin T'ing-kuei and Chou Chi-ch'ang was
taken to Japan in the thirteenth century and was deposited in the

Jufukuji at Kamakura. The paintings were subsequently transferred to

Sounji at Hakone, and then in 1590, Toyotomi Hideyoshi (i5:;6-98)

presented them to Hokoji in Kyoto. Later the paintings became the

property of Daitokuji, the great Zen temple in Kyoto.

At the end of the nineteenth centur\', the Daitokuji ^^'as in need of

funds for repairs, and the paintings were used as a collateral for a loan.

In 1 894 Ernest Fenollosa arranged a special exhibition in which 44 of

the paintings were shown at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Ten of

those paintings were purchased by the Museum of Fine Arts. As an

expression of gratitude, the Japanese presented one of the 44 paintings

to Fenollosa, who subsequently sold it to Charles L. Freer in 1902

(02.2:4). In 1907 while in Tokyo, Mr. Freer acquired another of the

paintings from the set (07.139). The relationship of the two paiiitings

in the Freer collection to those in the Aluseum of Fine Arts and to

those still remaining in the Daitokuji was studied in detail by'AVen Fong
in his monograph. The Lohans and a Bridge to Heaven (Washington,

D.C., 1958).
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Sixteen Lohan 60.1

Attributed to Fan-lung (12th century)

Sung dynasty

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 30.5 cm. (12 in.); length: 1062.5 cm. (418 in.)

Sixteen Lohan, some depicted as venerable teachers with their disciples

and lay worshippers, others shown in secluded glades or remote grottoes,

are arranged in a series of independent compositions. The artist has

rendered the individual figures and the elaborate details of costume and

furniture with unusually fine brushwork. Throughout the handscroll the

brushwork is rigidly controlled, with the result that the figures are some-

what lacking in spontaneity. Consequently, it is the accumulation of

intricate detail rather than the individual personality of each figure that

ultimately is the more important feature. Possibly the considerable

amount of retouching apparent throughout the handscroll is one reason

for the weakening of character and expression in the figures.

The handscroll is traditionally attributed to the monk Fan-lung, a

native of Chekiang province who worked in the Li Kung-lin (ca. 1049-

1106) tradition. In his Hna-chiev (compiled 1320's), T'ang Hou de-

scribed Fan-lung's figures as somewhat lacking in spirit. Kao-tsung

(reigned 1127-62) is said to have been especially appreciative of Fan-

lung's work and to have written many colophons on his paintings.

There are five colophons appended to the handscroll. The first one, by
the distinguished Ch'an monk, Chung-feng ming-pcn (i 263-1 325), is

written in his characteristic informal, broad-stroked calligraphy. After

describing and praising the painting, A ling-pen added a postscript, "Lao-
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I: \
Section i

pien t'i-ticn stores this painting in his sack. One day after meditation he

brought this out to show nic and asked me to inscribe after the painting.

Respectfully written by iMing-pen, the old priest who resides at the Hsi-

t'ien-mu shan." The second colophon is signed "T'ich-ch'uan chii-shih

for I-mo/' Neither of these persons is identified, but the\' were probablx

contemporaries of A ling-pen. The third colophon is signed "Hsing-

tuan." He was the ('ii'an monk Hsing-tuan (i 255-1 341), whose tz/t

was Yuan-sou and w hose hiio was Han-shih li-jen.

The fourth colophon, b\- Tung C'h'i-ch'ang (1555- 1636), reads,

"Viewed on board a boat at \Vu-chiu on the first da\ of the tenth month

in the ki/ci-hfii N ear, the third year of T'ien-ch'i 1 October 24, 1623]."

The fifth colophon, by Lu Shih-hua (1714-99), can be rendered, "This

painting is the Y'ni{r-cbcn bs!Ci/-bsiiiiij>^ f 11 hy the Sung d\- nasty monk
Fan-lung. In the past it was valued as highl>' as the Sbih-Uii lo-ba/i tii-

sbiii f ii. The latter painting was in the collection of Kao tiie cJ?an-sbib

[Kao Shih-ch'i, 1645-1704]. It is on silk and is inferior to this one. Fan-

lung's tza was Alou-tsung. He lived at (^h'ing-shan in \Vu-iising [Che-

kiang] and was much favored by Kao-tsung. T'ing-sung shan-jcn, Lu
Shih-hua, kuei-ssii cb' inif^-cbhi jib [October 24, 1773]."

Tm'o handscrolls of Loiian by Fan-lung are recorded b\ Lu Shih-hua

in }J^/i-y/ieb so-cbicii s1?ii-]?iili hi (completed 1776), and one of these

{cbiiaii i:25a-2 7a) appears to be the Freer scroll. The barel\ legible

inscription on the scroll, written unobtrusively on some rocks towards

the end of the painting, is recorded by Lu Shih-hua as being Fan-liiii^

chm{r-bsicb ("respectfully painted by Fan-lung"). Lu also records the

five colophons and the seals Pieb-sbei/jy, T'lcb-cl? iian, Yiiaii-soii, Haii-
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Section 4

sbib li-jcu, Titiiif C/.i'/-r/i\r/;^ yii?, and Ts//iin-bsi/i luiiiir^-cJ? ao sbib hi.

On the Freer scroll, there arc additional seals of Lu Shih-hua, Tsung
Yiian-han (a Ch'ing dynasty official), and Chang Heng (1915-60-

All of the other entries in Ferguson's Jj-tai cbii-lii biia-inti referring

to Lohan paintings by Fan-lung relate to a handscroU depicting sixteen

Lohan crossing the sea. The handscroll was once in the collection of

A\'ang Shih-chen ( 1526-90) and was later owned by Kao Shih-ch'i. This

is the painting referred to by Lu Shih-hua in his colophon on the Freer

handscroll. The painting bore colophons 1)>' Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

after 1300), Feng Ko, Jo-lan, Ju-chi and Ch'en Chi-ju (i 558-1639).

For another version of the Freer painting, see Toso geimi'm meio^a

taikai] (1929), pi. 61. Although not fully illlustrated, the painting ap-

pears to have the same composition, but is there attributed to Ala Ho-
chih (active 12th century).
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Sakymmmi E7ner(rivg jrovi the Mountam 65.9

Attributed to Hu Chih-fu

Sung dynasty, 13 th century

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

Height: 92.0 cm. (36 1/4 in.); width: 31.7 cm. (12 1/2 in.)

During the Northern Sung period, as Ch'an Buddhism assumed in-

creasing importance, Chinese artists showed renewed interest in those

themes relating to the life of Sakyamuni, the historical Buddha. A num-
ber of new themes, evidently innovations by Chinese artists, appeared

at the same time. One of these new themes is Sakyamuni emerging from

the mountain.

The earliest paintings depicting this subject mentioned in Chinese

texts date from the Northern Sung period. At least one painting of the

subject by Li Kung-Hn (ca. 1 049-1 106) is recorded, and it is conceivable

that he may have been among the first to paint the new theme. The
earliest extant version of the subject is the scroll by Liang K'ai (active

early 13th century), now in the Shima collection.-'

In the Freer painting Sakyamuni's emaciated body is bent, his head

thrust forward as he gazes intently before him. Only his facial features,

curly hair and beard are rendered with any concern for precise detail.

His torso, arms and feet, as well as his wind-blo\\'n robe, are handled

in a cursory, even crude, manner.

Precise interpretation of the theme is still uncertain. The subject has

been discussed in considerable detail by Helmut Brinker in his article

entitled, "Shussan Shaka in Sung and Yiian Painting," Ars OrieutaVis,

vol. IX (1973), pp. 21-39. Oi^c iconographical detail of particular in-

terest is the way Sakyamuni's raised hands are invariably hidden by his

robe, rather than being shown in one of the orthodox 'iiiTidra. Dietrich

Seckel, in "Shak^ amunis Riickkehr aus den Bergen," Asiatischc Stitdieiil

Etudes Asiatiques, vols. XVI-XIX (1965), pp. 35-72, has presented a

convincing argument for interpreting the hidden hands of Sakyamuni
as being symbolic of the silent attainment of the ultimate truth and the

potential for its wordless transmission.

The Freer painting has traditionally been attributed to Hu Chih-fu,

a Chinese artist about whom little is known. His name is recorded in

Kuudaikmi sochoki, a late fifteenth-century compilation listing those

painters whose works were in the collection of the Ashikaga Shogun.

A painting by an artist named Hu Chih is listed in Yen shih shu-hua chi,

a list of the collection of the notorious minister Yen Sung (1480- 1565)
compiled by Wen Chia (1501-83). It is possible that the entries in both

compilations refer to the same artist.

The inscription at the top of the Freer painting can be rendered:

"At midnight he saw the morning star.
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In the mountains his austere words had increased.

And even before his feet had emerged from the mountain,

These words were prevalent in the world.

I observe that among all living [creatures, those who]

Are born to become Buddhas are increasing wkh time.

There is only you, old fellow.

Who has still not attained sdtori.

[Signed] Hsi-yen liao-hui of [Mount] T'ai-po."

Affixed after the signature are two seals: Hsi-yc/i and Liao-hui

The inscription by Hsi-yen liao-hui ( 1 198-1262) on the Freer scroll,

in which he wryly comments on his own inability to attain satori, pro-

vides a tennimis ad qiievi of 1262 for the execution of the painting.

According to Ch'en Yiian's Shih shih i-nieii hi (Peking, 1964), p. 292,

Hsi-yen liao-hui was a Ch'an monk who resided in T'ien-t'ung Temple
on Mount T'ai-po in Chekiang province. He was a native of Szechwan
province and his secular name was Lo. Hsi-yen liao-hui served as abbot

of the temple and must have retired in or before 1260, because in a

written document dated to the mid-summer of that year, he used the

phrase, 'Tormerly [in residence] at Mount T'ai-po."
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Hsieji-tzn with a Net 64.9

Sung dynasty, 13 th century

Hanging scroll; ink on paper

Height: 74.6 cm. (29 3/8 in.); width: 27.9 cm. (11 in.)

Later Ch'an paintings of the monk Hsien-tzu appear to be based on

such examples as the well-known version by the Chinese artist iMu-ch'i

(active 13th century) in the Hinohara collection (reproduced: Toyo

bipitsii ta'ikan, Tokyo, 1910, vol. IX, pi. 28), and the Japanese version

by Kao (active 14th century) in the Tokyo National Museum. The

Freer painting is rather harsh in execution, lacking the impious humor

that is so outspoken in other examples. A noteworthy iconographic

feature is the way the artist has depicted Hsien-tzu with his raised right

arm and hand completely covered by his sleeve.

A brief statement in Wu-teng Jmi-yiimi, compiled by the monk P'u-chi

( 1 179-125 3), describes Hsien-tzu as a T'ang dynasty monk who spent

his days following the river with a net with which to catch food. Re-

gardless of the season, he wore the same rags. According to tradition,

Hsien-tzu attained enlightenment while catching shrimp.

The inscription at the top of the painting reads:

"The 'karma-consciousness' is as vague as a winding river.

Along the riverbank I go [pondering the first] patriarch's concepts

which he brought from the West.

Was it ever known that he attained sudden [enlightenment]?

It is said [that the way to enlightenment is] through the wine cup.

[But I am thrashing about like] this shrimp trying to jump out of

my net.

[Signed] Tz'u-yiin chii-ching eulogized."

Affixed over the two characters "chii-ching" is the seal Chien-weng.

As is so often the case with inscriptions written on Ch'an portraits,

the characters are meant to be read from left to right. Helmut Brinker

has discussed this problem in his article, "Shussan Shaka in Sung and

Yuan Painting," Ars OricntctUs, vol. IX (1973), pp. 21-39.

The origins and dates of the monk Tz'u-yiin are unknown. References

in the biographies of other Sung dynasty monks suggest that he lived

at the famous Ch'ing-tzu Temple on T'len-t'ung Mountain on the West
Lake at Hangchou, Chekiang province, during the thirteenth century.

According to the documentation that accompanied the painting, it was
exported from China to Japan during the mid-seventeenth century.
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Bodbidbarjna 06.2 6 1

Yiiaii dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink on silk

Height: 90.8 cm. (35 3/4 in.); width: 49.3 cm. (19 7/ 16 in.)

Bodhidharma, the First Patriarch of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism, is

shown with his massive head emerging from the compact bulk of his

partially robed body. The fine, straight brush strokes defining the hair

on his head and chest give the patriarch an unapproachable bristling ap-

pearance. His large staring eyes contribute to making the portrait even

more formidable. Broad brush strokes suggest rather than define the

folds of his robe.

Most half-length portraits of Bodhidharma depict him as being heavy

set and with an intense expression. Helen B. Chapin has shown, in her

article, "Three Early Portraits of Bodhidharma," Archives of the Chinese

Art Society of America, vol. I (1945-46), pp. 66-98, that this type of

portrait appears to have begun in China during the thirteenth century,

and superseded an earlier type of image of the First Patriarch that

depicted him as a slight figure with Chinese features. The earliest

Chinese portrait of the later type still extant appears to be the anonymous
scroll in Myoshinji (reproduced: Jan Fontein and Money L. Hickman,
Zf/7 Faiiitiiig and Calligraphy, Boston, 1970, pp. 20 and 22). A colophon

on the Myoshinji version by the noted Ch'an monk, Mieh-weng wen-li

(ca. 1167-ca. 1250) provides a terinimis ad quern for the execution of

that painting.

There are no seals on the Freer painting, nor is there a signature or

an encomium.
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Guardian King 1 1 - 3 1

3

Yiian dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink on silk

Height: 127.3 cm. (50 1/8 in.); width: 44.2 cm. (17.3/8 in.)

The basic problem complicating any study of Chinese figure painting

is that not one of the works by the greatest traditional masters of

Buddhist and Taoist subjects has survived. Judging from descriptions

found in literature, prior to the Sung dynasty, the most outstanding

artists of each period devoted some or all of their energies to creating

the huge wall paintings that adorned temples and shrines. Understand-

ably, those figure paintings ranked among the great achievements in

Chinese art history. During the Sung dynasty, the artists who in earlier

periods might have painted Buddhist and Taoist subjects became in-

creasingly interested in problems relating to landscape themes. Hence
the task of painting figures was, for the most part, relegated to those

conservative artists or artisans with little originality who were content

to perpetuate earlier compositions and themes. Buddhist and Taoist

themes in painting continued to flourish during the Yiian dynasty, al-

though the names of only a few of the artists who specialized in those

genres are still recorded.

This hanging scroll, depicting a heavily armored guardian king and

attendants, perpetuates a tradition that is derived ultimately from the

now-lost wall paintings of the T'ang master Wu Tao-t7Ai (active 720-

760).

As is typical of later, smaller scale representations of Buddhist and

Taoist deities, the artist contrasts various intricate textile and metal

patterns. The swirling drapery enhances the sense of imminent move-

ment.

Similar examples of the somewhat histrionic gestures and flambo\ ant

postures that apparently resulted when later artists reduced the huge

T'ang wall murals to small scale can be seen in Wu Tsung-yiian's (died

1050) handscroll of the celestial rulers of Taoism and their attendants in

the collection of C.C. Wang (detail reproduced: Osvald Siren, Chinese

Faivtiiiif: Leading Masters and Principles, vol. I, facing page 160). The
guardian king in the Freer scroll can also be compared with the colossal

bas-relief figures of the guardians of the four directions on the inside

walls of Chii-yung Gate (reproduced: Alurata Jiro and Fyjieda Akira,

Chii-ynng-kiian: The Buddhist Arch of the Fourteenth Century A.D.

at the Pass of the Great Wall Northwest of Peking, vol. II, Kyoto,

1955)-

There are no seals on the Freer painting and it is apparently not

recorded.
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Vai'sravmia, Guardian of the North H-H?
Late Yiian-carly Ming dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 106.5 (4' '5/ i'"*-); width: 36.3 cm. (14 5/16 in.)

Vaisravana, chief of the four deva kings, was among those ancient

Indian folk gods who were imported to China as part of the vast Buddhist

pantheon. Vaisravana became important in the popular religion of

Central Asia, especially in Khotan, where he was the central deity of a

cult, as the tutelary god of the kingdom. In China, where he was known
as Pi-sha-men-t'ien, he is the Lord of Wealth and Regent of the

Northern Quadrant.

In this brightly colored hanging scroll, V^aisravana is shown wearing

Central Asia armor, a headdress ornamented with a bird and with wings

outspread above, and holding in his right hand a stupa, his character-

istic emblem. Flames come from Vaisravana's shoulders and curve up-

ward to form a halo. He is seated on two demons, who are kneeling on

a floral carpet. On the right, \^aisravana is flanked by Sri-lakshmi

(Chinese: Chi-li t'ien-nii), who holds a gem and long-stemmed lotus

blossoms. Sri-lakshmi, the Goddess of Beauty and Wealth, was also

among those native Indian deities incorporated into the Buddhist pan-

theon; she is sometimes regarded as the wife of Vaisravana. A youth who
may be identified as Vaisravana's son stands to the left of Vaisravana

holding a jeweled sceptre. Assembled behind the flaming halo are a

demon wearing a skull on his head, a warrior holding a banner, and a

Chinese official. All of these figures are grouped beneath stylized clouds

and an elaborate baldachin. The restless motion suggested by the swirl-

ing clouds and the streamers on the baldachin is in sharp contrast to the

taut, tableau-like stillness of the central group. In the foreground of the

painting, in somewhat smaller scale than the Buddhist deities, are two
Central Asian musicians and a dancer. The musicians kneel at the left,

playing a lute and clappers, while the dancer at the left is poised on one

foot, her arms held aloft as she performs on a brightly colored carpet.

These figures are virtually identical with those that appear on a hand-

scroll in the Berenson collection (reproduced: Osvald Siren, "Central

Asian Influences in Chinese Painting of the T'ang D\'nasty," Arts

Asiatiques, 1956, vol. Ill, no. i, figs. 2-4).

According to the first colophon, tlie painting, attributed to \Vci-ch'ih

I-seng (active late yth-early 8th century), was presented to the emperor
by Chang Chin-chich. On November 15, 1032, the painting was in-

corporated into the Imperial collection, placed in the category of "able,

lower grade," and remounted as a handscroll. Then followed the names
and ranks of four Sung officials: Lu Tao-lung, Shao Tsung-\\'o, Jen
Shou-chung and Yang Huai-chung. In a brief statement dated 1582,
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Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-90) records sonic biographical details of Wei-
ch'ih I-scng's life. Next is a colophon by Chang Ch'ou (1577-1643),

dated 1629, followed by statements concerning Wei-ch'ih I-seng quoted

from Li-tai m'mg-hua chi (completed 847), T'aug-ch'ao 7miig-hiia hi

(early 840's), Hua-chicn (1320's) and Yang Sheiig-an chi (16th cen-

tury). The calligraphy of these colophons and the seals accompanying

them do not appear to be genuine. They w ere probably added at some

time before the final two colophons, which seem authentic. The first is

a brief note by the Ch'ing scholar I Ping-shou (1754-1815), stating that

he saw the painting on November 29, 181 1, and the other by Fang

Chiin-i, dated 1874.

Affixed on the scroll are imperial seals of the Northern and Southern

Sung, Chin and Ming dynasties, as well as the seals of Chia Ssu-tao (died

1275) and Hsiang Yiian-pien. None of these seals appears genuine.

The painting is recorded by Chang Ch'ou in CJfing-ho shii-biia favg

(preface dated 1616), chi/Lm 3:3 3b-36b; by Pien Yung-yii in Shib-kn-

t\mg shii-hiict hni-k'ao (completed 1682), cbuan 8:2 3a-26b; by Wu
Sheng in Ta-kiian /// (preface dated 17 12), r/.v7j/7 i i:5a-6a; and by Fang
Chiin-i in Meiig-yi'tan shit-bitci In (preface dated 1875), chiurn 1:9a- 14b.

A somewhat earlier version of the Freer painting, bearing a traditional

attribution to Wu Tao-tzu (active 720-760), is in the National Palace

Museum, Taiwan (reproduced: Osvald Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading

Masters and Principles, vol. Ill, pi. 47a). The use of the brush, as well

as comparison with the Palace Museum version, indicate that the Freer

scroll probably does not date earlier than the late Yiian or early Ming
dynasty.
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Lohan and Attendant 16.521

Yiian or early Ming dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 148.6 cm. (58 1/2 in.); width: 76.2 cm. (30 in.)

The tradition of painting portraits of the sixteen Lohan, the disciples

of the Buddha, probably began in China during the T'ang dynasty, soon

after the celebrated Buddhist pilgrim Hsiian-tsang (600-664) com-

pleted in 654 his translation of the Ta a-lo-bav Nan-fi-vii-to-lo stio

sh'uo-fa chii-chi, the basic text on the cult of the sixteen Lohan. The
earliest dated Chinese examples of Lohan still extant are the sixteen

paintings attributed to Kuan-hsiu (832-912) in the Imperial Household

Museum, Tokyo (partially reproduced: Osvald Siren, Chinese Fainting:

Leading Masters and Principles, vol. Ill, pis. i 14-15). A date between

880 and 894 appears on one of these paintings and three bear the

signature of Kuan-hsiu. The large, almost superhuman figures of the

Lohan dominate the compositions while the backgrounds are limited to

extremely simple details.

The sixteen Lohan painted on the north, south and east walls of Cave

no. 76 at Tun-huang (Tun-huang Institute no. 97, reproduced: Matsu-

moto Eiichi, Tonko ga no kenkyfi, Tokyo, 1937, pis. 145-146) are

usually dated to the tenth century. The Tun-huang Lohan are depicted

seated on mountains that are rendered as schematized forms with flat

decorative bands of color. Background details include attendants, animals,

trees and water.

In contrast to the grotesque facial features of those Lohan associated

with the Kuan-hsiu tradition. Sung dynasty artists generally depicted

Lohan of more human aspect. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1049-1106) is tradi-

tionally said to have painted Lohan in \^'hich the facial features were so

individualized as to be of portrait quality. Those paintings of Lohan at-

tributed to Li Kung-lin in the Academy of Fine Arts, Tokyo, also

depict Lohan with their disciples in settings which include such subtle

naturalistic details as flowers, animals and birds.

The Freer scroll belongs to the realistic Li Kung-lin tradition of

Lohan painting as it evolved during the Sung and Yiian dynasties.

Certainly the features of the Lohan are so individualized as to suggest

the painting is the portrait of a particular monk. Floral details are ren-

dered with a sensitivity that suggests they were based on actual nature

studies. A similar concern for exactness is evident in the designs on the

Lohan's robe. The curving brush strokes outlining the drapery folds

end in pronounced angular hooks, an artistic convention that began, in

less bold form, during the Northern Sung period.

Affixed to the scroll are seals of Hsiang Yiian-picn (1525-90) and

P'ang Yiian-chi (ca. 1864-ca. 1948).
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One of three paintings of Lohan in the Aluseum of Fine Arts, Boston,

is a somewhat later rendering of the Freer composition (reproduced:

Portfolio of Chinese Pamtivgs in the Museum: Yuan to Ch'ing Periods,

Boston, 1961, pis. 97-99).
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Detail of 16.52
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Mending Clothes in Early Moriiiv^r Sini 15.23

Ming dynasty, 15 th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 96.7 cm. (38 1/16 in.); width: 55.2 cm. (21 3/4 in.)

A Lohan is seated on a flat rock before a screen of perpendicular

eroded rocks. Behind the screen can be seen the large leaves of a banana

tree. The Lohan is sewing his robes, while an attendant stands to one

side ofl^ering a cup of tea. In the middle distance a bamboo fence crosses

the composition. The sun, which has been cut off by the upper left top

of the painting, suggests that the scroll may originally have been some-

what larger.

The long, graceful brush strokes of the monk's robes contrast with

the short, angular lines of those worn by the servant. Details such as the

freely drawn sashes, the bold outlines and the texture strokes on the

rocks are closely related to similar features found in Che school paint-

ings of the fifteenth century.

The painting was probably one of a pair illustrating the couplet: "In

the early morning sun mend ragged clothes; in the moonlight read the

sfttra assignment." The verse, which places emphasis on diligence in in-

tellectual activities as well as in everyday manual tasks, was studied by
Ch'an monks. Apparently pairs of paintings illustrating this theme of

frugal self-sufficiency were first made in China during the Sung dynasty.

The earliest Chinese example of the subject still extant is a pair of paint-

ings in the Reimeikai Foundation, Tokyo (reproduced: Sogen no Kaiga,

Tokyo, 1962, pis. 32-33), which are the work of an obscure artist

named Wu-chu-t/Ai. The scrolls are inscribed by the artist and dated

The signature and seal which appear along the right edge of the Freer

painting provide the name of the Sung dynasty artist, Li Yiian-chi. Ac-
cording to traditional Chinese texts, Li Yiian-chi was a native of T'ai-

yiian, Shansi province. He was noted for his paintings of Taoist and

Buddhist subjects in the Wu Tao-tzu style. During the Hsi-ning period

(1068-77), Li was summoned to the capital at Pien to execute some
wall paintings in the Hsiang-kuo Temple.

The title slip originally mounted on the Freer scroll w as written by
Lu K'uei (1851-1920), who often authenticated calligraphx' and paint-

ings for the well-known Shanghai collector, P'ang Yiian-chi (ca. 1865-

ca. 1949). Evidently Lu K'uei accepted the signature on the painting

as being genuine, for he authenticated the w^ork as being an original

example by Li Yiian-chi.

A seal in the lower right corner of the painting is illegible. One of the

three seals affixed in the lower left corner is that of P'ang Yiian-chi

from whom the painting was acquired through C.T. Loo.
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\leiidiu\r Clothes in Early Mornino; Sim 16.103

Ming dynasty, 1 5 th- 1 6th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: iii.i cm. (47 11/16 in.); width: 61.4 cm. (24 3/16 in.)

In the center of the composition a Lohan is seated on a flat rock

sewing. An acolyte stands to the left, his hands raised in a polite gesture.

In contrast to the decorous demeanor of those two figures, another

monk in the foreground has allowed his robes to fall loosely off his

shoulders and scratches his back with obvious satisfaction. His mis-

chievous expression and informal posture are pointedly mimicked by

the monkey that is grasping one end of the thread the acolyte holds in

his mouth.

The title slip originally affixed to the painting attributed it to the

Northern Sung monk, Chcn-hui. Although the detailed landscape set-

ting and the various accessories arranged on a rock in the background

are related to developments in Buddhist painting during the Sung dynasty,

the style of the Freer scroll supports a somewhat later date.

The figures arc enframed by the foreground rocks, the tree on the

right and by the bamboo fence in the background. Wide angular brush

strokes provide a simplified summary indication of the drapery folds.

The artist evidently cared more for the linear pattern formed by the

bold strokes than for a precise rendering of fabric as it actually hangs

on the human body. All of these features, including the broad textured

ink dabs on the foreground rocks, enable the painting to be dated to

the early Aling dynasty.

The significance of paintings of this type in (]h'an Buddhist art has

already been discussed in the previous entry.
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Shib-te La/i^hhiQ; at the Moon 1 1.302

By Chang Lu (ca. 1464- 1538)

Ming dynasty

Hanging scroll; ink on silk

Height: 158.6 cm. (62 7/16 in.); width: 89.3 cm. (35 3 16 in.)

The large foreground figure of the Ch'an monk Shih-te stands on an

embankment, flanked on the left by a vertical rock wall, and to the

right and above by graded ink washes. Enframing a central motif with

bold areas of contrasting ink tones in this way is a compositional formula

often employed by Che school artists. Consequently, the viewer's at-

tention is attracted immediately to Shih-te's tousled head which is

silhouetted against the light colored silk. The monk throws back his

head and opens his mouth in laughter as he gazes at the pale disc of the

moon.

As is usually the case with representations of Shih-te, or those of his

companion, the T'ang dynasty poet Han-shan, the monk is clothed in

casual, almost disheveled, robes and stands in a landscape that is equally

unkempt; a subtle allusion, perhaps, to the close union between the monk
and nature.

Lying on the ground behind Shih-te is the broom sometimes associated

with him because of the tradition that he was a foundling who eventually

became a scullion in the kitchen of Kuo-ch'ing Temple on Mount T'ien-

t'ai in Chekiang province.

Chang Lu is a well-known member of the Che school. Since sub-

stantially large numbers of his work are still extant, it is possible to com-

pare the Freer scroll with those examples bearing his signature and seals.

Perhaps the closest comparison is provided by Chang Lu's painting of

a fisherman, now in Gokokuji (reproduced: Osvald Siren, ('J?iiicsc Fctint-

Leading Masters and Principles, vol. M, pi. 158). The fluid ink

washes and swiftly drawn linear details in both scrolls support the at-

tribution of the Freer scroll to Chang Lu even though there are no seals

or signature on the painting. It is apparently unrecorded.
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Groo7//ii?{r an Elephant 16.520

School of Ts'ui Tzu-chung (died 1644)

Ming dynasty, 17th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on satin

Height: 124.3 cm. (48 15/16 in.); width: 52.1 cm. (20 1/2 in.)

The composition can be divided roughly into tw^o equal parts, the

upper half dominated by masses of foliage and the lo\\'er half by the

elephant and attendant figures. Just as the masses of leaves are formed

by the repetition of a single stylized motif, so are the two groups below-

characterized by the curvilinear patterns of the figures and the elephant.

The emphasis on stylized patterns which are successively repeated to

construct a two-dimensional design can be seen in the leaves of the trees,

the folds of the elephant's hide, and in the drapcrx worn by tiie figures.

The flat, decorative handling of various forms that is a characteristic of

Chinese archaistic painting became increasingly apparent during the late

Ming dynasty. The crystalline angularity of the forms and the fine

regular brushwork in the scroll are related to similar features in paintings

attributed to Ts'ui Tzu-chung (died 1644). The painting is probably

a school work that carefully preserves the most salient features of Ts'ui

Tzu-chung's st\'le.

T\\'o men are grooming tiic white, six-tusked elephant. One man
stands upon the animal's back and pours water from a green vessel, while

a second man brushes the elephant's hide. A large basin is placed in front

of the group. To the left, watching the grooming, stands a group of

six figures. The main figure, dressed in scarlet robes and holding a lotus

stem and jewel, depicts the Bodhisattva P'u-hsien. A Lohan standing be-

hind P'u-hsien holds a pilgrim's stafi^. In the foreground, rocks and ferns

are arranged along the edge of a pool.

P'u-hsien was one of the first deities of the Maha>'ana Buddhist pan-

theon to be accorded special worship in China. It is possible that the

extravagant description of P'u-hsien found in the Lotus Sfitra, which

was translated into Chinese at least as early as the late third century

A.D., was partially responsible for the popularity of the Bodhisattva.

Descriptions of P'u-hsien's six-tusked white elephant play an important

part in the iconography of the deity. In many of the images of P'u-hsien

still preserved in Japan, the Bodhisattva is shown in a rigidly hieratic

pose, wearing elaborate princely raiment. By contrast, the grooming of

P'u-hsien's elephant is an unusual theme because of its startling infor-

mality. Apparenth' there were no AVestern prototypes for such an un-

orthodox image, and the earliest examples of the subject mentioned in

Chinese texts are said to have been painted by Chang Scng-yu (early

6th century). Among the later artists who handled the subject are Yen
Li-pen (died 673), Ch'ien Hslian (ca. 1235-after 1300), Ts'ui Tzu-
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chung and Ch'cn Hung-shou (
1
599-1652). The casual manner in which

the deity has dismounted and joins the group at the left while the

elephant is groomed reflects the basically secular attitude of the Chinese,

and it is entirely possible tiiat the theme of grooming the elephant was

first introduced by Chinese artists.
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The Dragon King Reverencing the Buddha 16.604

School of Ch'cn Hung-shou (1599-1652)

Ming dynasty, 17th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 107.2 cm. (42 3/16 in.); width: 51.8 cm. (20 3/8 in.)

Many of the traditional Buddhist themes painted by Ch'en Hung-shou

(1599- 1 65 2) and his followers are characterized by an unorthodox, and

occasionally an irreverent, interpretation. In this painting, the Buddha's

conversion of the Dragon King is handled with a casual air that belies

the original implications of the theme. The Dragon King stands at one

side, his covered hands raised in a gesture of reverence; the Buddha and

a youthful attendant stand slightly apart and in front, seemingly in-

different to the suppliant. The bizarre curvilinear hair ornament worn
by the Buddha and the lotus held aloft at stem's length by the attendant

lend the figures the secular air of a matron and child on an outing. The
three figures are arranged diagonally, giving the composition an incom-

plete appearance.

One of the most impressive features of paintings generally accepted

as being by Ch'en Hung-shou is the careful control of linear contours. In

the Freer painting the drapery folds are inexplicably irregular and the

use of the brush throughout is slightly mannered, suggesting that the

painting is the work of a follower rather than by Ch'cn Hung-shou
himself.

There are no seals or signature on the scroll.
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White-Robed Kiimi-yhi o9-399

Style of Wu Pin (active ca. 1 591-1626)

Aling dynasty, 17th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 126.0 cm. (49 5/S in.); width: 60.1 cm. (25 11/16 in.)

The seated white-robed Kuan-yin, the rocky grotto, and the long-

stemmed blossoms are designed as a single compact unit in the center

of the painting. Differences between each of the individual forms are

emphasized by the sharp contrast of line, texture and color. The unifying

element is the compactness of the composition.

Images of a white-robed Kuan-yin can be traced back to at least as

early as the profoundly moving version by Alu-ch'i (15th century) in

the Daitokuji, Kyoto, but there is little of the gentle mood and atmos-

pheric quality of Alu-ch'i's painting in the Freer version. Rather, the

Freer painting is characterized by a concern for neatly designed linear

and texture patterns.

Representations of Buddhist deities in an eccentric manner sinular to

the Freer scroll are associated with the late Aling dynast)' artist, Wu
Pin (active ca. 1591-1626). Some comparable examples are furnished

by an album depicting twenty-five "great ones" of the Siiramgama siitra

(Leiig-yen ch'wg) by Wu Pin in the National Palace Aluseum, Taiwan.

All twenty-five album leaves were published in Kii-kuug choii-k'aii,

vol. II, nos. 50-52; vol. Ill, nos. 53-74. The representations of the Bud-

dhist disciples Suddhipunthaka (leaf 8, ibid., no. 57), Ananda (leaf 24,

ibid., no. 73) and the Zen patriarch Bodhidharma (leaf 25, ibid., no.

74) have many features that are similar to the Freer Kuan-yin. Al-

though these similarities confirm the link between the two \\'orks, a

fussiness of brushwork throughout the Freer painting suggests it is a

school work.

An unusual iconographical detail in the Freer scroll is the image of

Amitabha painted on the chest of the seated Kuan-yin. The casual pose

of the Amitabha image and its unorthodox placement are but further

indications of the eccentric inventiveness of those artists working in the

Wu Pin traditKMi.

The Ch'en Hung-shou (i 599-1652) signature, "Lao-lien, Hung-shou
washed my hands and respectfully painted," and the two seals, Ch'en
Himg-shou yiii and Chang-hon in the lower left corner are later additions.
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Bndcihist Deities 5 5 • 1

7

By Ch'en Hsien (active 1634-77)

Aling-Ch'ing dynasty

Handscroll; ink and color on satin

Height: 49.5 cm. (19 1/2 in.); length: 731.3 cm. (287 7/8 in.)

The handscroll, depicting Buddhist deities, is arranged in eighteen

sections. According to the description of the handscroll in Kokka (no.

568), the first section depicts Bodhidharma reverencing Sakyamuni. This

interpretation is questioned by Aschwin Lippe in his article, "Ch'en

Hsien, Painter of Lohans," Ars Orientalis, vol. V, 1963, pp. 255-258,

where he suggests that the second figure might be that of Kasyapa. The
next group represents Kuan-yin holding a willow branch and accom-

panied by two children. The remaining figures are Lohan.

Throughout the scroll Ch'en Hsien employed his characteristic

staccato, angular brush strokes, with the result that all of the forms have

a slightly distorted cubic appearance. In painting the robes the artist

used bold, mannered brush strokes. At the lower hems of some robes a

series of small rounded strokes represents the final simplification of the

abstract swirling drapeny patterns that are traditionally associated with

Wei-ch'ih I-seng (active 7th century). Ch'en Hsien modelled faces,

bodies and assorted accessories with dilute ink washes. Facial features,

which are rendered with special attention, are exaggerated; the whimsi-

cal, sometimes insipid, expressions give little indication of any deeply

felt religious spirit. Buddhist paintings of this type were intended for a
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popular audience and, as such, are part of a genre that is still being

produced in China.

Ch'en Hsien apparently ^\'as one of the artists specializing in Buddhist

subjects who worked in the Chekiang area. All of his extant paintings

are in Japanese or Western collections, and his name does not appear in

the standard Chinese biographical dictionaries.

The two large characters of the title, Fen^-liu ("Phoenix Grove"),

were written by the monk Alu-an ( i6i 1-84), who traveled to Japan and

served in the Mampukiji at U)i. The three seals affixed to the title are

L'm-chi chen^r-tsmig, Mu-an fao yin and Cheiig-^a y tin{r-ch\w{y. Mu-an
succeeded Yin-yiian (i 592-1673), who left China in 1654 and is re-

garded as the founder of the Huang-po sect in Japan. A lost of Ch'en

Hsien's paintings bear encomiums by ^ in-yiian or Alu-an.

On the painting, pairs of Ch'en Hsien's seals, reading variously Fo-tzii

Ch'en Hsien, Ta-hsiimi, Ch'en Hsien, Feno^-shan-yiv, Hsi-san and Chien

pi-vio yin shno-fa, are affixed after each group of figures. At the begin-

ning of the handscroll is an inscription by Ch'en Hsien, which can be

rendered, "Painted in the Hsien-chi ching-she, after having burned in-

cense and folded my hands in reverence, during the 'chrysanthemum

month' of the kuei-ino year of Ch'ung-chen [October 13-November 10,

1643]." At the end of the scroll he again wrote, "Ch'en Hsien of Ch'ing-

tzu respectfully inscribed."

At the top of the scroll, following each figure group, there are 18

couplets and quatrains written by Ts'ai Hsi-wen and Li Ch'tian-t'ai

(active late i6th-early 17th century). At the end of the handscroll there
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is a quatrain written by Chang Cbi'ien-shih, followed by his seal. At the

lower left corner of the scroll are two seals of Shen Ping-yiian (active

mid 19th century): Shen Hsiao-ts''arig shen-t'mg sJm hiia chi and Hsiang-

chih-shih ts\wg.

The handscroll \\'as acquired in Shanghai and taken to Japan early in

the xMeiji period (i 868-191 2).
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34 /i;; Assembly of Ivniiortah 18.13

Sung dynasty, 13 th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 41.7 cm. (16 7/16 in.); length: 947.5 cm. (373 1/16 in.)

Throughout the handscroll the delicately drawn figures of immortals

and their entourage are juxtaposed with the dark, heavily textured rocks

and trees. This dramatic juxtaposition of light and dark, delicate and

dense, smooth and jagged forms emphasizes the ethereal quality of the

figures of the immortals and suggests the hoary antiquity of the realm

in which they dwelt.

The arrangement of the curving lines of the drapery folds, as well as

the pattern formed by the black hair and the dark hems of the garments

of the figures, reveal an interest in linear rhythms and patterns of light

and dark that is a feature of archaistic paintings which began as early as

the Northern Sung dynasty. It is not surprising, then, that this handscroll

was at one time attributed to the Northern Sung master Li Kung-lin (ca.

1 049- 1 106).

The fantastically shaped, dessicated rock forms are modelled with

angular brush strokes as if they consisted of several eroded layers, with

the darkest areas of ink concentrated on the outer edges. In the same

way, the outer edges of the level plateaux are shaded with dilute ink

washes that stop short of the darker vertical areas. Equally mannered
are the various trees that dot the landscape; their gnarled trunks and
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dense patterned foliage are calculatedly unnatural. Toward the end of

the painting the artist introduced a surprisingly lyrical passage depicting

a lotus pond in which the meticulously drawn leaves and blossoms sug-

gest that the forms were faithfully copied from nature.

The title of the Freer handscroll, written by the (^h'ing dynasty

calligrapher Te Chu, attributes the painting to Li Kung-lin. P'an Shih-

ch'eng (active 1821-50), the Ch'ing dynasty collector who wrote the

title slips mounted on the outside of the handscroll and immediately

before the painting, also attributed the painting to Li Kung-lin. Affixed

to the painting are two seals that purport to be those of the Yiian

painter Ts'ao Chih-po (i 272-1 355). There are also seals of Li Chien

(1748-99), Liu Yung (1719-1804) and Lu Yii-ch'ing. Following the

painting is the biography of Li Kung-lin that appears in Hsiiaii-ho huci

p'u (preface dated 1120), copied by the Ch'ing dynasty official and

caUigrapher-painter, Huang Yiieh (i 750-1 841), and dated January 26-

February 23, 18 19.

A handscroll in the Northeast iVIuseum, Liaoning (reproduced: Liao-

iihig sheng po-wii-kium ts'ang-hiia chi, pis. 67-74) is ^'^e work of the

same artist who painted the Freer scroll. The Liaoning handscroll con-

sists of two short paintings mounted together: The Four Oldsters of the

Shmjg Moiiiita'w and The Nine Oldsters of the Hui-ch\mg Era. The
painting was originally in the Ch'ing imperial collection and is recorded

in Shih-ch'ii pao-chi hsii-pieii, pp. 1921-22. The title of the Liaoning

scroll, written by the Ming dynasty calligrapher, \a iVlin-piao (1534
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chin-sbib), attributes the painting to Li Kung-lin. However, the editor

of the Liaoning catalogue has reattributed the work to an anonymous
Southern Sung artist. During the Aling dynasty the Liaoning painting

was in tiie collection of Ch'ien Shih-hung (1445- 15 26). At the begin-

ning of the Ch'ing dynasty it was acquired b>' the painter A lei Ch'ing

( 1623-97) and during the eighteenth centur\- became part of the imperial

collection.

A somewhat less mannered archaistic painting, probabl)' representing

a slightly earlier stage of this same pai-iniao tradition in figure painting,

is the Alou I handscroll, Clothes for the Warriors, in the National Palace

Aluseum (reproduced: Kn-kim^ m'mg-biia smi-pai cbimg, pis. 1 19-120).

According to Alou Fs postscript, he painted the scroll between 1238 and

1 240.
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Chim<^ Kiici Traveliu^f 38.4

By Kung K'ai (i:22-ca. 1304)

Yiian dyn;ist\'

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 3:.S cm. (12 15/16 in.); length: 169.5 (^^^^ 3 '4 i'l-)

The scroll begins ^ith the bizarre figures of Chung K'uei and his

sister seated in palanquins, being carried along and accompanied by the

grotese]ucly featured members of their demonic entourage. The attend-

ants also carry Chung K'uei's sword, bundles of household goods and

pots of w'inc. The figures are outlined with blunt, somew hat harsh,

brush strokes and reinforced with dry brush to indicate modelling. Some
of the textile designs depict stylized insects and rodents.

A demon figure, very similar to those in the Freer painting, occurs on

a fragment of a Uighur scroll from Qoco, now in the Indische Kunst-

abteilung, Staatliche iMuseen, Dahlem (reproduced: Mario Bussagli,

Fmutiuir^ of Ccntriil Asia, Geneva, 1963, p. 108); and is dated to the

eighth-ninth century. AVhen Kung K'ai painted his Chung K'uei hand-

scroll, he was drawing upon representational traditions that were already

at least several hundred years old. The main difi^erence between the

demon in the Dahlem fragment and those in Kung K'ai's scroll is the

new layer of meaning that has been added by the Yuan artist. The
demons arc no longer simply demons; the\ have become symbols b\'

means of which the artist manifests his discontent with and criticism of

his society.

The Freer handscroll is one of three paintings seriously associated with

Kung K'ai in Chinese texts. The painting method of the handscroll is

closely related to that found in the Eiiiacictted Horse (reproduced:

Sdraikiiii khisbd, Osaka, 1930-36, vol. I, pi. iH), in the Abe collection,
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Osaka. The third scroll, entitled Hung Yai ch'tt-yii fii ("Hung Yai

Traveling") was formerly in the Ch'ing imperial collection and ap-

parently has not been published.

The origins of the Chung K'uci legend are somewhat obscure. Ac-

cording to popular accounts, the T'ang emperor Ming-huang (reigned

713-56), while ill of a fever, dreamed that he saw a small demon who
broke through a bamboo gate, stole an embroidered box and a jade flute

and began disporting itself in the palace. Angered by such impropriety,

the Emperor asked the demon who he \\'as and received the reply that

he was Hsii-hao ("Waste"). Suddenly a huge figure dressed in tattered

official garments appeared^ seized the demon, tore out one of its eyes

and proceeded to devour it. When the Emperor inquired who the

demon queller was, the imposing man replied that he was Chung K'uei

and that during the reign of Kao-tsu (reigned 618-627), he had com-
mitted suicide as a result of having been defrauded of a first place in the

public examinations. Kao-tsu honored Chung K'uei by ordering that

he be buried in the green robes used by the imperial family. As a result,

Chung K'uei swore to protect the sovereign from Hsii-hao. The Emperor
awoke and called for Wu Tao-tzu (active 720-760) to paint a portrait

of the man he had seen in his dream. Wu Tao-tzu was so successful that

the Emperor recognized Chung K'uei at once. In popular legend Chung
K'uei acquired both a wife and a sister. Sherman E. Lee discusses the

Chung K'uei legend in his article, "The Lantern Night Excursion of

Chung K'uei," Bulletin of the Cleveland Miiseimi of Art, vol. XLIX,
no. 2 (February, 1962), pp. 36-42.

Kung K'ai's inscription, mounted after the painting, can be rendered:

"My Lord of the Whiskers dwelt on Chung Mountain,
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AVhen he mounted [for this] journey where did he go?

It is said he made a small hunt without dogs or falcons,

And thought he would take his household with him.

His young sister's beautiful face was painted and

Of the five-colored cosmetics black was the best.

On the road they came to a post house and needed a little rest;

But who \\ as there in that old room to serve them food and wine?

Red Turban and Black Shirt [two servants show n in the painting]

certainly could cook,

But the Beauty's fresh blood w as too difficult to obtain.

It was better to return and drink the Chung Mountain brew.

Once drunk, for three years all awareness ceased.

To dispel sorrow there are creatures watching the high and lustrous.

And there was Pa-i [Lady Ch'in-kuo, a sister of Yang Kuei-fei]

extravagantly buying other people's houses!

They waited for my Lord of the "Whiskers to wake, the>- made a

clean sweep.

And the 'Golden Burden' at Ala-wci [place where Yang Kuei-fei

was executed enroute to Shu] vanished without a trace.

Some say that painting demons in ink is being merely playful with

the brush, but that is certainly not true. This type of painting is

like the work of the most divine of the cursive script writers among
calligraphers. There is none in the w orld who can write the cursive

script without first excelling in the formal script. Of old those who
excelled in painting demons in ink were Aliao I-chen and Chao
Ch'ien-li [Chao Po-chii, active 12th century]. Ch'icn-li's Thijj^-

hsiang-k'iiei is certainly extraordinary. The only pity is that it is so

far removed from figure painting that people have looked upon it as

a playful painting. I-chen's demons are very skillfully done, but his
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intention is vulgar. Recently, some intemperate painter depicted the

Whiskered One in a field privy being approached by a porcupine,

and his dishevelled sister, stick in hand, driving it away. Now what

kind of a painting is that? My aim in painting the Chim{r-shan ch^ii-

yii f it is to wash away I-chen's vulgarity, so as not to destroy the

pure joy of brush and ink. In calligraphic terms, the painting is

something between the regular script and the cursive script. I had

composed verses to go before and after the painting, but they seemed

unavoidably repetitive. So now I finish the colophon by including

other matters, with the purpose of saying something new. Written

by Kung K'ai of Huai-yin."

Over the character K'ai in the signature is affixed the artist's seal reading

Hmi-yiii Kung K\ii.

Chao Po-chii's demon painting entitled Tiiig-l^shmg-kiiei to \\'hich

Kung K'ai refers in his inscription is recorded in Ch'mg-ho shii ]?na fdng

(preface dated 1616), chi'taii 10:25a, with the remark that when Kung
K'ai painted Chung K'uei Traveling, he used the same t\'pe of heavy ink

to depict the figures.

Twenty-one colophons follow Kung K'ai's inscription: by Aling-feng,

a contemporary of Kung K'ai; AVang Hsiao-weng (i 272-1 3 36); Po-

ch'ih Weng; Han Hsing (1266-1341); Ch'en Fang, poet and a con-

temporary of Ni Tsan (1301-74); Sung Wu (1260-1340); Liu Hung;
Sun Yiian-ch'en; Lu Yiian-kuei; T'ang Shih-mou; Kung Hsiu (1266-

1331); W^ang Shih; Pai T'ing (1248-1328); (^hou Keng; Feng Fang,

inscripti(Mi dated in correspondence with Alarch 26, 1527; Kao Shih-ch'i

(1645-1704); Chu I-tsun (1629-1709), inscription dated 1702; Li Shih-

cho, court painter active in mid-eighteenth century; and Hsii Nai-p'u,

inscription dated in correspondence with February 19, 1837.

In content, the colophons contain appreciations and descriptions of

the painting, biographical notes about the artist and mere statements to

the effect that the writer had seen the scroll. Li Aling-feng writes of

having been bothered by the demons of sleep which he could not drive

away until some one showed him this painting, which had the desired

effect.

The subject of the Freer painting, judging from Kung K'ai's own
inscription and the colophons following it, is a demon hunt on which
Chung K'uei is accompanied by his sister. On one level Kung K'ai in-

tended viewers who were loyal to the deposed Sung regime to dra^' a

parallel between Chung K'uei's ability to expel demons and their own
deeply felt concern for ridding China of foreign rule. By inference it

seems that the "demon" in question is the notorious Yang Kuci-fci (died

756), concubine of Emperor Aiing-huang. There are a number of allu-

sions to the "jade flute" and also to one of Kuei-fei's escapades in which
she stole a jade flute belonging to Aling-huang's brother. Prince Ning,
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and blew upon it. Consequently, the two stories of Hsli-hao and Yang
Kuei-fei are paralleled. In addition, there is the statement in Sung Wu's
poetic description, discussed below, to the effect that Chung K'uei ap-

peared in Aling-huang's dream at this time and that the "imp of the

palace was treading dust at Ala-w ci." C^onsidcring the several layers of

interpretation that Viian dynast\- artists often incorporated into their

paintings, it is conceivable that aside from having political overtones, the

Freer handscroll might also be seen as a parody on the travels of Yang
Kuei-fei and T'ang Aling-huang, perhaps even a reference to their flight

to Shu in 756.

The eighth colophon, a poem by Sung Wu, may be rendered:

"Alount Feng-tu [located in the underworld] is black with the long

autumn rains.

A horde of demons is gathered bemoaning the cold and w ailing.

Old K'uei has a bushy beard and an ancient cloth cap.

When his ears hear the demonic sounds his mouth waters greedily.

Slave demons carry K'uei traveling through the night.

Two goblins follow his chair wizh his sword and sun hat.

With their withered forms and matted locks they are like dcssicated

skeletons.

There is his sister t<:»o who has blackened her face and wears an

embroidered gown.

Old K'uei turns to look at her and their four eyes clash.

I imagine also she does not dislike the ugliness of K'uei.

A rear guard of female demons bears bedding and pillows.

Thinking that K'uei weary from travel may wish a peaceful rest.
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They carry pots and w rapped \\'ine jars, and shiver with cold.

Rather than press demons to make w ine to drink,

It would be better that I who am able to speak should have lockjaw.

The\' ha\ e taken and bound the mountain sprites till blood soaks

their thighs.

Rather than ferment minced demons to make demon pickle,

It would be better that I who have hands should be unable to grasp.

In the beginning ideas about demons certainly wTre fictitious.

Now for the first time we know the truth from the painting of this

old poet.

And yet the Taoist Ts'ui->'en [Rung R'ai] w as a man of tranquil

mind.

How was he able to know the spirit of demon creatures?

But I see all the frightened demons that come from his brush,

And as my poem ends, again I hear the sound of demons weeping.

As still upon the scroll a cheerless wind is born.

Whence came the family of old K'uei?

It is said that the T'ang Palace saw him
At a time when it was engulfed in music and vice.

How could A-man's [Aling-huang] dream have been true?

The imp of the palace was treading the dust of iMa-wei,

When sudden as a clap of thunder flying the azure sky,

A thousand imps and a myriad supernatural beings met an exter-

minating blow.

And Feng-tu Mount was broken open and saw the light of day.

Now Old K'uei endures hunger with no demons to eat
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As alone among men he guards the gates and \\'alls.

[Signed] Sung \Vu of Ts'ui-han."

Kao Shih-ch'i's colophon reads:

"Since \Vu Tao-tzu of the T'ang dynasty painted the Chnn{r Ivuei

ch'it-yii f II ["Chung K'uei Traveling"], those who emulated him

became increasingly numerous, because the subject matter lends itself

to the expression of all manners of strange fancies. Kung Ts'ui-ycn

survived into the Yiian dynasty but did not serve in the civil service.

He w as so poor that he painted by spreading paper on his son's back.

His paintings were exchanged for rice and people fought to buy

them; yet his extant paintings are few. In the winter of the tiiij^-

cJfoii year [1697], I (obtained his Lci-nia f 11 ["Emaciated Horse"]

in Wu-men [Suchou]. In the sixth month of this year I obtained

his Chimg-shmi cb'/i-y/i fu. Both paintings are very famous, and

have many good colophons by enlightened persons of the past; for

that reason I group them together. A guest said, 'In the past, when
writing poetry or painting, people often used to employ the horse

as a symbol of either abilit\' or of people born out of their time;

that is understandable. But this group of demons, what significance

is in them?' I said, 'No. There arc people in the world who have

the appearance of people but who behave like demons. How is one

to know that this lot, though their appearance be hideous, do not

have good hearts? Whenever we come across anything in life which

causes delight, or astonishment, or horror, or anger, or shame, we
should look at this painting. It is bound to cause a good laugh, for

the ancients are unfailing in their purpose.' [It is] the day before

cbl-hsi in the keiig-ch''en year in the reign of K'ang-hsi [August

20, 1700]. For more than ten days, the hot sun has been blazing

through the studio ^\'indow. Only b\' evening is there a slight breeze.

I washed my inkstone, and to while away the time, casually wrote

these words. On finishing I stood up. The crescent moon is already

over the eaves. The jasmines are in full bloom on the bushes. I

recall my youth with nostalgia. Chiang-ts'un ts'ang-yung lao-jen,

Kao Shih-ch'i."

Hsii Nai-p'u's brief statement reads: "The style of this painting is

imbued with antiquity, attaining the spirit of the AVu Liang tz'u por-

traits. It is a painting with a powerful impact, and should be treasured.

Viewed and inscribed by Hsii Nai-p'u of Ch'ien-t'ang at the Ching-
hsiang-chai two days after yi'iaii-hsi in the tin^y-yii year in the reign of

Tao-kuang [February 6, 1837]."

Affixed to the scroll are seals of Kung K'ai, Li Aling-feng, AVang
Hsiao-weng, Po-ch'ih Weng, Ch'en Fang, Ch'ien Liang-yu, Sung \Vu,
Lu Yiian-kuei, Wang Shih, Pai T'ing, Chou Keng, Feng Fang, Kao
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Shih-ch'i, Chu I-tsun, Li Shih-cho, Hsii Nai-p'u, An Kuo ( 148 1-
15 34),

Han Shih-ncng (1528-98), Han Fcng-hsi, Ts'ai Hung-chien, Pi Lung

( 1 8th century), Ku Chicn-lung, and P'ang Yiian-chi (ca. 1864-ca. 1948).

In addition, there are twenty-four unidentified seals.

The Freer handscroll is recorded in the following catalogues: T'ieb-

wang shai7-hn, traditionally attributed to Tu Mu (145 8-1 525), chiian

2:17a; Ch^'mg-ho shu hua fa?7g, yir.iSa.; Shih-kn-t''ang shu hiia hin-k''ao

(completed 1682), chiimi 15:33a; Chkng-ts'im shu hm niu (after 1705),

p. 24b; Hsii-chai viing hiicf lit (preface dated 1909), chiian 2:ia-9b;

Saii-yii-fa?ig shu hua vni by Wan-yen Ching-hsien (late i9th-early 20th

century), chiian 2:4a.

Both T'ieh-waiig shau-hu and Shih-hi-fang record the first seventeen

colophons, but the order in which they are recorded, which is the same

in the two catalogues, is quite different from that in which they occur

on the Freer handscroll. It is possible that the original sequence of

colophons has changed in the course of subsequent remounting. It is

uncertain whether Pien Yung-yii copied the colophons from T'ieh-wang

shan-hii. If he had seen the painting, he ought to have mentioned Feng
Fang's colophon dated 1527. Since that colophon is not included, the

inference is that Pien simply copied the information from Tleb-waug
shan-hu. However, there is one point of difference in the records of

these two catalogues. For colophon 9, Shih-ku-fang does not have Ch'ien

Liang-yu's name, but designates it ch'iieh k'uan ("signature lost").

Ch^ing-ho shu hua jang records only Kung K'ai's inscription, adding,

"To the left of the painting are many colophons by Yiian dynasty peo-

ple, too numerous to record. The painting is at present in the collection

of Han the fai-shih [Han Shih-neng]." This explains the occurrence of

Han Shih-neng's seal, as well as those of his son, Han Feng-hsi.
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Chiivg-li Seeking the Tao 1 6. 1 14

Ming dynasty, 15th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 47.0 cm. (iS 1/2 in.); length: 77.0 cm. (30 3/8 in.)

A venerable gentleman wearing the casual robes and cloth headdress

of a Taoist recluse is seated on a rock in the left of the composition. In

one hand he holds a staff and with the other gesticulates to the scholar

who stands before him clasping his hands and bowing respectfully. A
third figure, the scholar's attendant, turns nonchalantly away from the

animated encounter between his master and the Taoist sage.

The draperies of all three figures are drawn with twisting, undulating

brush strokes that further enhance their fluttering, windblown appear-

ance. By accenting the ends of individual brush strokes, the artist em-

phasized his calligraphic skill rather than any concern for indicating

structural form. This choice of emphasis is characteristic of the work
of early Che school artists. Also indicative of Che school traditions is the

tripartite division of the ground plane, with the dark repoussoirc rock

formations in the foreground.

According to the title slip written by Chang Yin-huan (1837-1900),

the painting depicts the Taoist immortal Chung-li Ch'iian seeking the

tcio. Several different accounts are given in Chinese texts regarding the

origin and life of Chung-li Ch'iian. According to one of these, after

having been defeated in battle he escaped to Chung-nan Shan in Shensi

province where he was instructed in the pursuit of immortality.
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CAcariiiii^ Out a Motmtaiii Forest 17.184

Ming dynasty, 15th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 46.9 cm. (18 7/16 in.); length: 807.2 cm. (317 13/16 in.)

Throughout the composition, the artist has enframed the activities of

the demons with diagonally placed trees and fantastically eroded rock

formations. Consequentl>', the sense of action and movement in the scroll

is considerably heightened. The contours of the demons are drawn with

short brush strokes of varying widths, an artistic convention that in-

creases the dynamic sense of movement of the figures as they go about

their tasks. The trees and rocks are drawn with bold brush strokes

that indicate some attention to textures, but a greater concern for estab-

lishing definite rhythms of light and dark patterns. By contrast, the

various animals depicted in the scroll, including a monkey, bear, tiger

and elephant, are rendered \y'\x\\ careful attention to textures.

The extreme torsion of the figures and the use of broken contour lines

to suggest modelling of forms relate the painting to the Wu Tao-t/u

(active 700-760) tradition. Judging from rubbings of paintings or from

those scrolls traditionally attributed to Wu Tao-tzu, one of his major

contributions to the development of Chinese figure painting was his

departure from the controlled even-width linear brushwork of the Ku
K'ai-chih (ca. 344-ca. 406) and Yen Li-pen (died 673) tradition that

had dominated figure painting for centuries. While the artist who painted

the Freer handscroll continued the Wu Tao-tzu figural traditional, his

placement of the figures within compositional units that are so dramat-

ically cut off by fragmentary trees and rocks is a Ming dynasty in-

novation.

At the beginning of the handscroll a group of demons is shown drag-

ging several creatures from behind a rock, while the other demons tug

at the scaled serpent-body of a human-torsoed creature that clutches

firmly to the trunk of a tree. The same frenetic action continues through-

out the scroll, with the exception of the final section where the leader



of the demons is shown scatcti on a rock with his axe at one side. His

fierce aspect is heightened by his clenched fist and by the skull he wears

as a helmet. Behind him a figure lies at ease on a stone couch, while skulls

and bones are scattered about within the interior of the rocky grotto.

The original title of the Freer painting was Battling Devious in a

Forest. In his article ''Soii-shan t'li chiian ti ck'n-pii fan-fao,'' Tct-lu

tsa-chih, vol. XXVI, no. 1 1 (June, 1963), pp. 1-5, Li Lin-ts'an points out

that the painting probably depicts a Taoist theme in which demons rid

a forest of noxious creatures. He suggests that the correct title should

be Soti-shan fii ("Clearing Out a Mountain Forest").

This Taoist theme appears to have been particularly popular during

the Sung dynasty. Among the related paintings noted in Chinese cata-

logues is one by Kao I (active loth century), who was" known for his

paintings of Buddhist and Taoist demon divinities, recorded in Sheng-

cld'ao wing htia ping (mid iith century), chiian i and in T'li-hna

chien-wen chih (late 1070's), chiian 3. A version by Fan K'uan (active

990-1030) and another by Huang Ch'iian (active 935-965) are listed in

Hsiian-ho hua p'lt (preface dated 1020), chiiaii 11 and 16 respectively.

Extant examples of the subject are an album in the Junkunc collection,

Chicago (Li Lin-ts'an, ibid.^ pi. 3), and a painting in the Princeton Art

Aluseum traditionally attributed to an anonymous Sung artist {ibid..

The signature at the end of the Freer painting reads, V/i-biia Li Sung
("Painting by Li Sung"); affixed beneath the signature is a seal, Fii-fien

k\ii-kiio. The fourth character of the signature appears to have been

rubbed out and rather clumsily rewritten as "Sung" in an attempt to

attribute the painting to the Southern Sung master Li Sung (active 1 190-

1230). Li Lin-ts'an has suggested that the artist might actually have been

Li Tsai, the Ming dynasty painter who served at court during the

Hsiian-te period (1426-35) and who was a native of Pu-t'icn, Fukicn

province. Comparison of the Freer scroll with other paintings attributed
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Section 6

to Li Tsai, such as the handscrolls in the Liaoning .Museum (reproduced:

Liao-Tiing sheng po-ivii-kvaii ts'ang hua chi, pis. 1 1-13) would support

such an attribution.

Affixed in the lower left corner of the painting is the seal of Wan-yen
Ching-hsien (active late ipth-early 20th century).
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Tcioist Divinity of ]]^ater 17-185

Ming dynast)', 1 5th- 1 6th century

Handscroll; ink on paper

Height: 49.9 cn,. (19 5/8 in.); length: 263.5 ('03 3/4 in.)

The opening section of the handscroll announces the frenetic action

that continues undiminished throughout the entire composition. Gro-

tesque demons carrying banners and weapons accompany two armored

figures who are seated astride clfi-lin and turn to watch the extraor-

dinary procession that follows them. A demon scatters shovelsful of

coins from an oxcart. The Wind God, standing slightly behind the cart,

holds a large bag in his hands. Gusts of wind from the bag tousle the

hair and the garments of those figures standing close by. Next appears

a figure, perhaps the Water Deity, seated on a dragon. In a cart beside

the dragon a boar-headed Thunder God beats on a circular set of drums

wreathed in flames. At this point there is an abrupt break in the com-
position, indicating that a section has been lost. In the final section of

the painting there are demons wrapped in the coils of a dragon, two other

demons operating a curious noise-making apparatus and two women
clashing cymbals to provide one last crescendo.

The painting is a fragment and probably was considerably longer.

According to the four-character title written in seal script at the be-

ginning of the scroll by Wang Shu-an, the subject of the painting is

the Water Deity. Early Taoists in China devised a triad, usually re-

ferred to as the Three Agents, that comprised the deities of Heaven,

Earth and Water. The Three Agents \^'ere considered to be tran-



Section

scendcntal powers, capable of besto\\'ing happiness, protecting from evil,

and remitting the wages of sin. Since the Deity of Water was endowed

with the power to protect the faithful from evil, it is understandable

that the imagery of his entourage should be so ferocious.

Some indication of the complexity of complete sets of representations

of the Three Agents is provided by two sets of paintings in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston (reproduced: A Portfolio of Chinese Paintings in

the Miiseimi: Han to Sung, Cambridge, 1933, pis. 103-105; Yiian to

CJfijig Periods, Boston, 1961, pis. 177-178).

According to the colophon by Chang Chung-shou (125 2-
13 24) ap-

pended to the Freer handscroll, there were originall\' representations of

all Three Agents. Chang also states that the artist, surnamed Ho, was 87

years old in 13 10 when Chang wrote his colophon. The remaining

colophons are signed Li Yung (dated 1449 and 1450 respectively), Li

AVen-cheng, Wu Chin (dated 18 15), and P'eng Min-sun (dated 1905).

In spite of the dates provided by the colophons, the style of the Freer

handscroll does not appear to be earlier than the Aling dynasty. The
colophons by Chang Chung-shou and Li Yung are probably later addi-

tions.

In style the Freer handscroll is closely related to the Wu Tao-tzAi

tradition. Certainly such details as the gaping mouths, unruly hair and

dramatic juxtaposition of the demons and their lances are extremely

similar to those in the well-known rubbing from a stone that is said to

copy a demon of the Pei-yiieh Temple in Ch'ii-yang, Hopei (repro-

duced: Osvald Siren, Chinese Painting: Lending Masters and Principles,

vol. Ill, pi. 88). In the earlier figure paintings of the Ku K'ai-chih and
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\cn Li-pcn tradition, motion w as imparted to an essentially static figure

by elegantly flow^ing streamers, but in the rubbing it is the motion of

both the drapery and the figure that gives an impression of extraordinary

energy.

The composition of the Freer scroll may have been derived ultimatel\-

from a mural of the \A'u Tao-t/u tradition. There is a sense of over-

statement in the brushwork of the handscroll that ma\' result partialK'

from the reduction in size. Some loss of craftsmanship is also apparent in

the drawing, w here many lines are redundant or unnecessarily tremulous.

Affixed to the handscroll are seals of Li Yung and Wan-yen Ching-

hsien (late lyth-early 20th century).
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Scholar Taking his Ease 1 1.232

iMing dynasty, 1 5th- 1 6th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 34.1 cm. (13 3/8 in.); length: 51.7 cm. (20 3''8 in.)

A scholar wearing loosely arranged robes reclines on a low couch in

a garden setting. Around the couch are a servant carrymg a fan, a con-

tainer of peaches and ice on a low table, and a large table on which are

arranged an inkstone, a bundle of scrolls, several vases and bowls, and

a chime. A long-handled stringed instrument is placed diagonally against

the table. The large screen behind the couch is decorated with a land-

scape. In short, the scene depicts a (Chinese scholar relaxing in a summer
garden.

The Freer painting is nearly identical w ith a handscroll entitled ^Vhil-

in^r Away the S^mmier by Liu Kuan-tao (late 1 3th-carly 14th century)

in the William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art (reproduced: Osvald

Siren, Chinese fainting: Leading Masters and Principles, vol. M, pi. 43).

The basic difference between the compositions is that the two women
at the right of the Nelson Gallery version have been replaced by a single

male servant in the Freer scroll. In addition, the screen in the Freer scroll

is decorated with a landscape, while that in the Nelson Gallery version

has a painting of a screen within the screen. (A similar detail is dis-

cussed in the entry for Southern T'ang Eviperor Playing Wei-ch'i, Cat.

No. 5.) The style of the landscape in the Freer painting is closely re-

lated to Che school landscapes of the fifteenth and sixteenth century.

This date is in agreement with the brushwork of the scholar and his

servant.

The present title of the Freer handscroll. Titan-pen teng-yitan ("Trace

the source and probe its essence"), was \\Titten by Kao Hui, who also

added a long Taoist text on longevity, dated in correspondence with

1730. The pronounced Taoist flavor of the title added by Kao Hui in the

eighteenth century may have replaced an earlier one which probably

was similar to that of the Nelson Gallery version.

A single red-script seal affixed to the right upper edge of the painting

may be that of the artist; it has not yet been deciphered.
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The Three Stars 16.587

Ming dv^nasty, i6th ccnturv'

Hanging scroll: ink on silk

Height: 174.2 cm. (68 9/16 in.); width: 94.2 cm. (37 1/16 in.)

Three figures dominate the composition, the undulating f)utlines of

their robes extending to both edges of the painting. In those smaller

areas at the bottom and top of the composition not taken up by the

figures, the artist introduced a section of gnarled tree trunk and the

fragment of a pine branch. The two figures at the left are engrossed in

the animated gestures of the tall figure at the right. The faces of all

three figures are handled with a simplicity that borders on caricature;

the jagged brush strokes that define the drapery folds radiate in irregular

clusters at the waists, elbows and lower hems. These lines, like those

defining the facial features, reveal only the slightest reference to direct

observation of nature and suggest a total lack of concern for defining

form; they reflect rather the artist's interest in organizing linear rh\ thms

in a pleasing manner over the surface of the silk.

The drawing of the three figures and the tree is extremely close to

that seen in paintings by the Ming artist Cheng Tien-hsien. Two hang-

ing scrolls in the Hashimoto collection (reproduced: Miii Shin Q,a

7)iokurokii, Tokyo, 1972, pis. 15 and 16) are so closely related in style

to the Freer painting that it is reasonable to assume that all three are

the work of the same artist. Little is known of Cheng Tien-hsien other

than that he w^as a native of Fukien province and was active during the

sixteenth century.

In traditional Chinese folklore, the "Three Stars," representing Hap-
piness, Emolument and Longevity, arc among the spirits of the stars of

the Northern Dipper, which are supposed to control death, while those

of the Southern Dipper control life. These spirits record men's actions,

and have the power to determine the length of a man's life on the basis

of his virtuous deeds. Understandably, the Star of Longevity is gen-

erally considered to be the most important and large numbers of paintings

of that deity alone arc still extant.

Judging from entries found in catalogues of Chinese painting, the

theme of the Three Stars was particular 1\' popular during the Sung
dynasty, when such well-known artists as Cha(^ Po-chii (active 12th

century). Ma Yiian (active late i2th-carly 13th century) and Ma Lm
(active earl\- 13th century) depicted it. As was the case with so many
Sung dynasty painting themes, the subject of the Three Stars became
extremely popular among artists of the Che school during the earlv vears

of the Ming dynasty.
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Portrait of Wang Hiian 48.10

Sung dynasty, 1 1 th century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 39.3 cm. (15 1/2 in.); width: 31.7 cm. (12 3/8 in.)

Portrait of Feng P'iiig 48.1

1

Sung dynasty, iith century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 39.9 cm. (15 3/4 in.); width: 32.7 cm. (12 7/8 in.)

The tradition of painting portraits to commemorate a gathering of

elderly gentlemen began at least as early as the T'ang dynasty. In 845

the poet Po Chii-i (772-846) entertained a group of nine friends, all of

whom were sixty-five years old. During the Sung dynasty, in 1082, a

similar gathering was held in Loyang by Wen Yen-po (1006-87) and

Fu Pi (1004-83). On that occasion, according to Meng-hsi pi-fan (chiian

9, entry 161), the artisan Cheng Huan painted portraits of the thirteen

participants in the Miao-chiieh-fo Temple. Unfortunately, none of the

original paintings executed to commemorate those gatherings has survived.

The portraits of Wang Huan (active ca. 1030) and Feng P'ing were

originally part of an album entitled Sni-yang w/t-lao fii ("Five Oldsters

of Sui-yang"), which commemorated a similar gathering. The gathering

was arranged by the noted statesman Tu Yen (978-1057) in a pavilion

that subsequently came to be called Wii-lao-fang ("Pavilion of Five

Oldsters"). Two other portraits from the same album, those of Tu Yen
and Chu Kuan, are in the Yale University Art Gallery (reproduced:

Louise Wallace Hackney and Yao Chang-foo, A Study of Chinese

Paintings in the Collection of Ada Small Moore, New York, 1940, nos.

17-18). The fifth leaf, a portrait of Pi Shih-ch'ang, is in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York (reproduced: Albuni Leaves from the Sitng

and Y'iian Dynasties, China House Gallery exhibition catalogue, March
26-May 30, 1970, p. 31). All five portraits were reproduced in F.S.

Kwen's A Descriptive Catalogue of Ancient and Gennine Chinese Paint-

ings, 19 1 6, no. 60. The brocade-covered wooden covers of the album,

the title written in large characters by Chu I-tsun (1629-1709), and a

number of colophons relating to the portraits arc also in the Metropolitan

Museum.
The style of the five portraits included in Sui-yang uui-lao f 11 re-

flects the influence of T'ang figure painting traditions. The formal, al-

most stifl^ poses and the individualized articulation of eves, ears, and
drapery folds can be compared to similar details in the portraits of

meritorious officials which Yen Li-pen (601-673) painted for the Ling-
yen-ko in 642. Although Yen Li-pen's original paintings are no longer

extant, some indication of their direct, sensitive execution can be gained
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Portrait of Feng P'hig



from rubbings of stone engravings made in 1090 and reproduced in TFc/;-

wn, 1962, no. 10, pp. 15-16. The Sung artist who painted the Sui-yang

portraits worked in a rather old-fashioned style, perhaps in a conscious

attempt to perpetuate the older, more conservative tradition appropriate

to the theme.

The inscriptions on each of the five portraits read: "Wang Huan,

Vice-president of the Board of Ceremonies, retired, at the age of 90";

'Teng P'ing, Secretary of the Board of War, retired, at the age of 87";

"Chu Kuan, Secretary of the Board of War, retired, at the age of

88"; "Tu Yen, Duke of the State of Ch'i, at the age of 80"; and "Pi

Shih-ch'ang, President of the Board of Revenue, retired, at the age of

94."

A seal reading Siii-yaiig sbih chia is affixed in the lower right corner

of each portrait. In the lower left corner of the portrait of Wang Huan
and Feng P'ing is a partially obliterated seal, two characters of which

read Pi shih. The two portraits in the Yale University Museum have the

seal of Edward Small Moore affixed in the lower right corner.

The colophons preserved in the Metropolitan Museum bear the names

of Ch'ien iMing-i (dated 1056), Wang Hsiian (dated 1388), Li Kan
(dated 1388), Yao Kuang-hsiao (dated 1416), Shen Shih-hsing (dated

1 6 10), Chu Chih-fan (dated 1624), Ku Ch'i-yiian (dated 1625), Wei
Huan-ch'u (dated 1633), Chu Chi-huang (dated 1645), Kuei Chuang
(dated 1670), Hsii Chiung (dated 1707), Chu Mao-hsiu (dated 1707),

Kao T'ing-ts'an (dated 1808), Tso Tsung-t'ang (dated 1878), Li Hsiin

(1883), Sheng-yii (dated 1889), Li Tsai-hsien (dated 1890), Li Tz'u-

ming (dated 1893), and Chin Ch'eng (dated 19 14).

According to the information provided in the colophons, the five

portraits were painted during the reign of Jen-tsung (1023-63). The
name of the artist is unknown, but the first colophon, written by Ch'ien

Ming-i in 1056, provides a terwmm ante qiiem for the execution of the

portraits.

A painting entitled Siti-yau{r wn-hw f 11 is recorded by a number of

writers. The long, detailed entry in T'ieh-wajig shan-hu (1600), hiia-

p'in 3:2a-2ob, is repeated in Shih-kii-t'mig slm hiia hin-k\w (1682),

chiian i5:45a-63b. Shorter entries in Ch'm^-hsia-kiiLW liiu-hiia chiieh-

chii (1824), 7a; Wii-i-yii-i-chai hni-hiia shih (1908), shan\>^, iia-b, also

refer to the same painting. Shih-ch'ii pao-chi san-pien (1817), pp. 1532-

33, and Hsi Ch'mg cha chi (1816), chiian 3:iib-i3a, record a second

version of the painting.

Only the 1056 colophon by Ch'ien Ming-i and the 1388 colophon by
Wang Hsiin in the Metropolitan Museum of Art album are recorded in

T'ieh-wang shan-hn. On the other hand, T'ieh-uwig shan-hu records

sixty-eight additional colophons, all dating between 1056 and 1388,

written by some of the most prominent literati of the Sung and Yiian
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dynasty. A complete list of the colophons in Tlcb-iViinir sbin/-l.vi includes

that written by Ch'ien Aling-i (dated 1056), followed by a number of

colophons b\' Northern Sung literati in the form of poems on tlic five

old gentlemen, all based on the same rhyme scheme: Ou-yang Hsiu, Yen
Shu, Chang Shang-ying, Fan Chung-yen, Fu Pi, Han Ch'i, Hu Yiian,

Su Sung, Shao ^ ung. Wen Yen-po, Ssu-ma Kuang, Chang Tsai, Ch'eng

Hao, Ch'eng I, Su Shih, Huang T'ing-chien, Su Che, and Fan Shun-jen;

colophons written in the Southern Sung by Chiang Ts'an (dated 1 135),

Tu Wan (dated 1 136), Ch'ien Tuan-li (dated 1 138), Hu An-kuo, Chu
Hsi, Lii Tsu-ch'ien, Wang Chih (dated 1143), Li Nan-shou (dated

1 167), Hsieh Ti, Hung Alai (dated 1177), Chang Kuei-mo, Yu Yen-

ming, Fan Ch'eng-ta (dated 1184), Ou-yang Hsi-hsiin (dated 1192),

Hung Kuo (dated 1191), Huang Ying, Hsich Ju-hui, Yang Wan-li

(dated i 191), Yii Tuan-li (dated 1192), Ho I (dated i 197), Chu Tzu-

jung (dated 1205); colophons written in the Yiian dynasty by Chao

Aleng-fu, Yii Chi (dated 1325), Li Tao-tan (dated 1328), Ch'eng Chii-

fu, Yao Sui, Ala Chao, A'iian Ming-shan, Liu Chih, Chou Jen-jung, Ts'ao

Chien, Teng Chii-ch'uan, all of whom saw the painting in 1328, Ts'ao

Yuan-\'ung, Ala Tsu-ch'ang, Chang Chu, Yii Ch'uo, Han Yung (dated

1329), (>hao Ch'i-i (dated 1332), Kuo Pi (dated 1334), Hsia Kan
(dated 1340), T'ai Pu-hua (dated 1341), Liu Kuan, Tu Pen, Li Ch'i

(dated 1349), Chou Po-ch'i (dated 1362), and Wang Hsiin (dated

1388). This impressive list indicates that the S//i-ytni{>; iv/i-fao tii was a

highl\' regarded group of paintings.

By combining the information in those colophons in the Aletropolitan

Aluscum and those recorded in Tleb-wmig shmi-hii, it is possible to re-

construct the complete history of the painting from 1056 to the 20th

century, as Li Lin-ts'an has done in his articles, ''Sni-)uri/{r uni-hw { 11,'"

Tii-l/i ts\i-cbil.\ vol. XII, no. 9, pp. 272-275; ''Sui-yinio; ivn-hw fu tc

fn-yiiiTii,'' Part I, Ibid., vol. XX, no. 3, pp. 73-77; Part II, Ibid., no. 4,

pp. 1 15-12 I. At the time Ch'ien Aling-i wrote his preface in 1056, the

painting consisted of five portraits and a poem about each man depicted.

During the Southern Sung dynasty, judging from Chiang Ts'an's col-

ophon (dated 1135), the painting was in the collection of descendents

of Pi Shih-ch'ang, who was the subject of one of the portraits. Hence
there is a Pi sbib seal on the portraits of Wang Huan and Feng P'ing.

In 1 167 the painting was remounted by Pi Hsi-wen. Some time around

1 191 the painting left the Pi family and was acquired by descendents of

Chu Kuan. It \\'as at this time that the Pi family had a copy made.

Early in the Yiian dynasty, according to (]hao Aleng-fu's colophon,

the original painting was still in the possession of the Chu family; and

in 1325, it had passed to Chu Te-jun (i 294-1 365).

In 1633 the painting was in the collection of Chu Ju-mei, who again

had it remounted. After brief periods in the collections of Hsia Ch'ang
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(1388-1470) and Shcn Shih-hsing (1535-1614), the painting came into

the hands of Chu Ju-jen in 1645. When Kuci Chuang wrote his colophon

in 1670, the painting had been acquired by the Ku faniil\', and Kuci

urged that it be returned to the Chu family. By 1707 when Hsii Chiung

added his note, the painting had already gone to Chu Po-lu, been re-

turned to the Ku family, and then again returned to Chu Alao-hsiu, who
added a colophon dated 1707. According to Chu Alao-hsiu, Chu Po-lu

had purchased the painting from the Ku family for twelve taels of gold

in 1670. Thirty-seven years later, Chu Alao-hsiu bought the painting

back from the Chin family for sixteen taels of gold. It was at this time

too, according to Li Lin-ts'an, that, for convenience, the painting was

mounted as an album for the high price of ten taels of gold. It must have

been at the same time that Chu I-tsun wrote the large characters for

the title.

During the period 1862-68 the painting was owned by Ti Alan-nung,

who was forced to give it up in 1868, when another official named Wang
threatened to inflict severe punishment on people living in an area under

Ti's administration unless he received the album. Almost immediately,

Wang presented the album to the great military leader and statesman, Tso
Tsung-t'ang (1812-85). But Tso declined to accept the gift. After

writing a brief note, he returned the album to Wang. From the colophon

by Li Tsu-ming (dated 1892), we learn that Wang sold the album to

the Alanchu collector Sheng-yii for 300 taels of gold. The last dated in-

scription is b\' Chin Ch'eng, who wrote in 19 14.

Both Li Lin-ts'an and Chuang Shen {''Siii-ymig ivu-lao {11 pit-shu,'"

Chinig-kiio hm-shih yen-chiti, pp. 231-250, originally published under

the same title in Ta-lii ts'a-chih, vol. XIII, no. 3, pp. 83-90) record a

comment bv the contemporary connoisseur, Chiang Ku-sun, to the

effect that after the Sino-Japanese War, Chiang saw what he believed

to be the original Sung version of Sni-yan{r wn-lao fit mounted as an

album with all of the colophons intact. This statement is especially per-

plexing in view of the fact that the Aletropolitan Aluseum acquired the

portrait of Pi Shih-ch'ang and the colophons in 191 7, and the two
portraits now in the Yale University Gallery were published in r94o.

It may be that Chiang Ku-sun was in error as to iust when he saw the

album and which colophons it then contained.

Those colophons recorded in T'ieh-vjmi^ shau-bu present a number
of problems relating to the original format of the Sui-ymi^ wn-lao fii.

Ch'ien Aling-i did not comment on the format of the painting, but

another Sung dynasty writer, Li Nan-shou, mentions in his colophon

that the painting had been remounted in 1 1 67 by Pi Hsi-wen, a fourth-

generation descendent of Pi Shih-ch'ang. Li Nan-shou notes that he is

writing his colophon at the end of the handscroU, making it clear that

after the remounting the portraits were in handscroU format.
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In his discussion of the problem of the original format of the painting,

Chuang Shen (op. cit.) proposes that the portraits were originally

mounted as an album. He also suggests that the painting remounted as

a handscroll in 1 1 67 w as a copy. Chuang believes that the long discussion

of Siii-yau{r wn-Iao f ii in T'ieh-wang shaii-hit refers to the copy rather

than to the original. According to Chuang's theory, the original album

dropped out of sight in the Sung dynasty and was not mentioned again

in records until the nineteenth century w hen Ti Pao-hsien in F'iug-teng-

ko pi-chi (quoted by Chu Hsing-chai in 1-yihw fmi-wmig, pp. 12-13)

described the extraordinary circumstances under which his father, Ti

Man-nung, was forced to give up the album.

In formulating his theory, Chuang apparently overlooked the col-

ophon by Tu Wan, dated i 1 36—approximately thirty years before the

1 1 67 remounting took place—in which the painting is already described

as a handscroll. At the time Chuang Shen wrote, he knew only the

whereabouts of the two portraits in the Freer Ciallerv and based his con-

clusions on the information recorded in Tleb-wmi{>; slMn-hii. Chuang
Shen also notes that after the Sino-Japancsc war, Chiang Ku-sun saw an

album entitled Siii-ymig wii-lao fii painted by Yu Ch'iu (active 1570-

90) that was a careful copy of the Sung version. Yu Ch'iu's painting,

which apparently has never been reproduced, is recorded in Jang-li-kiian

kno-yeii hi (1891), chiimi 23:ia-36a. Chuang suggests that since Yu
Ch'iu had painted the portraits as album leaves, he must have been copy-

ing album leaves, a conclusion that is not entirely convincing.

In some editions of T'ieh-ivaiig shmi-hii there is a colophon, dated

1457, added by a group of eighteen men who saw the painting together

at the home of Chu Ju-mei. Evidently Chuang Shen and Li Lin-ts'an

did not consider the colophon to be of any significance, for they omit

any mention of it.

Another version of Siii-yaiig wii-hio f 11 is recorded in Shib-clf ii pao-

chi sau-pien, pp. 1523-33. According to that entry there are only three

colophons attached to the painting,- they are by Wu K'uan, dated 1479,

by Hu Tsuan-tsung, dated 1527, and by Wen Cheng-ming, dated 1553.

Ch'en Jen-t'ao describes what probably is the same version on page lob

of his Kii-kimg i-i shn-hiia viii chiao-chu. In Ch'en's opinion the portraits

are Ming or Ch'ing dynasty copies, but the Ming colophons are genuine.

A single figure, extremely close to the Sui-yang portraits, was published

in Chillig-kuo kii-tai hm-hiia hsiian-chi, pi. 53, and may be a portion of

the copy mentioned by Ch'en. Ch'en records that the original portraits,

formerly in the collection of Ti Man-nung, were acquired by Hung
Yii-lin in 1889-90, and then went abroad. There is no doubt that these

refer to the album leaves now dispersed in Washington, New York and

New Haven.
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Yang Knei-fei Moinning a Horse 5 7 • 1

4

By Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-aftcr 1300)

Yiian dynasty

Handscroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 29.5 cm. (11 5/8 in.); length: 117.0 cm. (46 1/8 in.)

The composition can be divided into complementary halves. Tn the

introductory section, the T'ang emperor Aling-huang (reigned 713-

756) sits quietly astride his white horse and, together with four attend-

ants, turns to watch the latter part of the scroll where his portly con-

cubine, Yang Kuei-fei, is being helped onto her saddle by maidservants

and attendants.

In the period from late Southern Sung through the early Yiian

dynasty, Ch'ien Hsiian was a key figure in reviving ancient styles and

infusing them \\'ith his own innovations to create a new and viable
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artistic vocabulary. In this handscroll, the subject matter is an obvious

reference to the past. Ch'icn Hsiian's use of precise outline and flat color

and his arrangement of the figures against a blank background reflect

his keen aw areness of the earlier achievements of T'ang dynasty artists,

as well as those of the Northern Sung artist Li Kung-lin (ca. 1049-

1 106). A new sense of detached restraint which pervades the painting is

typical of Ch'ien Hsiian's work and characteristic of Yiian dynasty

archaism in general.

At the end of the handscroll Ch'ien Hsiian added a poem:

"With jade [fitted] bridle and engraved saddle, [Emperor Aling-

huang] favors T'ai-chcn [Yang Kuei-fci].

Year after year in Autumn, they traveled to [enjoy the w arm springs

at] Hua-ch'ing.

\Vhile K'ai-yiian [Aling-huang] has 400,000 horses.

What caused him to mount a mule and ride off on the road to Shu?"

As has been point out by Jaiues Cahill in his article, "Ch'icn Hsiian

and His Figure Paintings," Archives of the Chinese Art Society of

America, vol. XII (1958), pp. 11-29, ^^^^'^ t'^^ poem and the painting

have erotic implications.

Following the poem, the artist added his signature, "Ch'ien Hsiian

[tzii] Shun-chii of Wu-hsing." Affixed beside the signature are three

seals: Shun-chii yin-chan^f, Shun-chii and Ch'ien Hsiian chih yin. Also

affixed to the painting are die "eight seals complete" of the Ch'ien-lung

emperor (reigned 1736-95), and one seal each of the Chia-ch'ing (reigned

1 796-1 820) and Hsiian-t'ung (reigned 1908-12) emperors. At the be-

ginning of the painting is a collector's seal almost completel\' cut away
in remounting and consequently illegible.

The painting is recorded in T'ieii-shui piui^-shan hi, (p. 235I)), the

list of all the properties confiscated from the famous collection of Yen
Sung (1480-1565) after his political downfall. It is mentioned, in quota-

tions from this source, in Ch'ivg-ho shu hua fang (preface dated 1616),

ni'u:iy, in Shan-hu-waiig hiia lu (preface dated 1643), chiian 23:28; in

F'ei-we/i-chai shu hua p'li (1708), chiian 98:27; and m Chu-chia ts\wg-

hua pu (preface dated 1778). The painting is also recorded in Shih-chYi

pap-chi hsii-piev (1793), p. 1941. Although not listed in Ku-kung i-i

shu-chi sh'u-hua mu-lu ssu-chung (Peking, 1934), the painting is men-
tioned by Ch'en Jen-t'ao in his Ku-kung i-i shu-h/ia mu chiao-chu (Hong
Kong, 1956), with the note that the scroll is now in the United States.

Ch'en then adds the terse comment, "fake," Init gives no reason for his

judgment.

The handscroll was evidently owned at one time 1)\' the contemporary

Chinese painter, Chang Ta-ch'ien, who copied a section of it and in-

dicated in his inscription that the original was then in his possession.
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Chang's copy is reproduced in Tcbmig Ta-ts'ieii, peiiitre chiiwis (Paris,

Musee d'Art Alodern, 1956), pi. 17.

Another painting of the same subject by Ch'ien Hslian, on silk, is

recorded in Jang-li-kiian kno-yen In (1892), chiiau 5:13. The poem on

this version can be rendered:

"When the T'ang ruler K'ai-yiian had brought about peace,

Year after year in the tenth month he went to Hua-ch'ing.

At that time the manner of the many equestrian beauties [made it

apparent that they]

Did not think that the>^ themselves [might one day] go galloping

on the road to Shu."

Yet another version, this one a handscroU in color on paper, is

recorded in the supplement of Mo-yiian hui-kitan (preface dated 1742).

According to that brief entry Ch'ien Hsiian inscribed a poem at the

beginning and another at the end of the scroll. Following the painting

there was a colophon by Fang Hsiao-ju (i 357-1402) in which he states

that the painting was by Chou Fang. This entry is not noted in Ferguson's

Li-tai chu-hi hm-?mi probably because of an error that occurs in most

editions of Mo-yi'tan hin-knmi. The revised text, including the entry on

Ch'ien Hsiian's painting of Yang Kuei-fei mounting a horse, appears in

the edition of Mo-yiian hui-kmn published by the Commercial Press

in 1956
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Horse and Groovi 45-32

By Chao Yung (born 1289)

Yiian dynasty, dated 1347
Handscroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 31.7 cm. (12 1/2 in.); length: 73.5 cm. (28 15/16 in.)

The work of the Northern Sung artist Li Kung-hn (ca. 1049-1106)

exerted great influence on literati painting during succeeding dynasties.

One of the most famous of Li Kung-lin's paintings was the Five Horses.

According to the brief inscriptions written by Huang T'ing-chien ( 1045-

1105) on that painting, the five steeds were presented as tribute, pre-

sumably to Emperor Che-tsung (reigned 1086- 1 100), between May 18,

1086 and February 2, 1089.

In this short handscroll, Chao Yung, son of the well-known Yiian

dynasty artist Chao Aleng-fu (1254-13 2 2), has copied the first horse,

Feng-t'on-ts''imu ("Phoenix-headed piebald"), from Li Kung-lin's paint-

ing. In contrast to the taut angularity that characterizes Li Kung-lin's

drawing, Chao Yung rendered the Khotanese groom and dappled horse

with gently curving outlines and added bright color. As a result, Chao
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Yung's portraits of horse and groom lack the extraordinary degree of

individuality and solidity that are so important in Li Kung-lin's painting.

Chao Yung's seal-script inscription is dated in correspondence with 1 347,

and is followed by the seal Chting-jnii.

Preceeding the painting are four characters, Ai clfi shen cbi'ni ("I am
taken with its divine equinity"). Following the characters is the signa-

ture, yii-fi ("imperially inscribed") and three seals of the Ch'ien-lung

emperor who also wrote a poem on the painting dated 1764. Affixed on

the painting are two seals of Wu Chen (i 280-1 359), two of Ma Yii-lin

(fl. 1354), sixteen imperial seals of the Ch'ien-lung and Chia-ch'ing

emperors, as well as several unidentified ones.

Following the painting is a colophon by Wu K'uan (1435-1504),

which can be rendered: "I once saw a horse painting by Ch'cn Hung of

the T'ang dynasty, and marveled at its superlative quality. Now I see

Chung-mu's [Chao Yung's] copy of Li Po-shih's \\ ork. It really qualifies

as a transmitter of Li's tradition. As for the barbarian leading the horse,

his appearance is captured to the utmost. It is because the artist's mood
was perfectly in tune with the subject matter, and this manifests itself

beyond the depiction of the cloud-studded creature [i.e. the horse]. This

painting was done by Chung-mu to send to his younger brother I. Later

it entered the collection of Ku Chung-ying [Ku Ying, 1 3 10-69] K'un-

shan. The bones of those ancient galloping hooves have decayed and

disappeared without trace, but the lively spirit of more than two hundred

years ago is still preserved on a foot of paper. What substance is there

in the boast of the twelve corrals of the imperial stables? Inscribed by

Wu K'uan of Yen-ling."

This painting was in the Ch'ing imperial collection and is recorded in

Sbib-cJf i/ pao-chi smi-pkii (1817), pp. 3307-08. However, it is not listed

among the paintings lost from the collection in Ch'en Jcn-t'ao's Ku-kmig
i-i shn-hiia viii ch'uw-chii (1956). The editors of Sbib-ch'ii pao-cbi smi-

piev suggest that Wu K'uan knew the painting had been done by Chao
Yung for his younger brother Chao I because the information \\'as in

earlier inscriptions and colophons which had been lost.

Ferguson's index, Li-t{ii cbn-ht bna-mii (1934), lists eleven records

of paintings by Chao Yung whose titles indicate that they might have

been of the same subject matter as the Freer scroll, namely, a horse paint-

ing after Li Kung-lin. Of the eleven, seven are listed by title only, and

they all refer to one painting which was once in the collection of Yen
Sung (1480-

1
5 65). The remaining three listings appear to refer to one

painting which is different from the Freer scroll. The three entries in

their respective catalogues are similar except for the fact that Ta-kiian hi

(17 1 2) alone gives a description of the painting {cbiian i8:37a-39a).

According to that catalogue, the painting has a landscape background,

which the Freer scroll does not have. Chao Yung's inscription states:
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"Of the five horses depicted by Li Po-shih in his Wii-hna-via fn, the

only one I love is Fen(j;-fo/t. iMy younger brother Chung-kuang also

thinks highl)' of it. For him I have copied this, and I feel happy be-

cause of it. . . . Inscribed b\- ('hao Chung-mu on the 15th day of the

eighth month in the third year of the reign of Chih-cheng ISeptember

4, 1343]." The scroll also bears a colophon by Chao I, the brother for

whom the painting was done, as well as colophons by K'o Chiu-ssu

(1312-65), iMonk Liang-ch'i (dated 1347), Ku Ying (1310-69), Chang
T'ien-ying, Lii Li (active mid 14th century), Wu K'o-kung (active

mid 14th century), Yii Hsien, Yiian Hua (1316-after 1368), Yang
Chung, and Lu Ju (dated 1424). The present whereabouts of this paint-

ing is unknown.

It is unlikely that both the 1 343 and the i 347 paintings are genuine,

or Chao Yung would have mentioned the earlier one in his inscription

on the latter. Some problems relating the differing versions of the com-
position arc discussed by Chuang Shen in his article, ''Chao Yniij^ jai-

vhi {ii-chl'iau k'ao,'' Chiin<^-kiio biia-sbib ycn-chiii (Taipei, 1959), pp.

251-264.
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Detail of 45.32
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Portrait of a Wo?nan in White ly-iH
Yiian dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 93.7 cm. (36 7/8 in.); width: 43.7 cm. (17 3/16 in.)

The figure is depicted in three-quarter view with her right foot ad-

vanced as if about to step forward. She holds a bamboo ladle in one

hand and in the other carries a basket with two more ladles. The cluster

of drapery folds on the right sleeve, defined by angular brush strokes

that hook back on themselves, forms a contrast with the long, slightly

curving brush strokes of the robe. The edges of the lapels of the over-

garment, the sash and the undergarment are reinforced with a white line

to enhance the illusion of semi-transparent fabric.

The slender proportions of the figure and the sharp, angular brush

strokes of the drapery folds reflect the influence of late Northern Sung

traditions. However, the pronounced, almost mannered, angularity of

the individual brush strokes, as well as their variations in width, suggest

that the earlier style has been reinterpreted by a Yiian dynasty artist.

The painting is said to depict Lu Alci-niang, a girl from Nan-hai who
was presented to the T'ang emperor Shun-tsung (reigned 805). Ac-

cording to tradition, Lu Alei-niang was born with long, thread-like

eyebrows, hence her name, literally "eyebrow maiden." In 805, when
she was 14, Lu Mei-niang was presented to the emperor whom she im-

pressed with her unusual ability to execute intricate embroidery designs.

On one occasion she embroidered seven chilan of the Lotus Sutra on a

square foot of silk. Shun-tsung's son, Hsien-tsung (reigned 806-820)

also admired Lu Mei-niang's intelligence and ability. To show his

esteem, Hsien-tsung presented her with a gold phoenix bracelet. During

the Yiian-ho period (806-820), Lu Alei-niang became a Taoist and re-

quested that she be allowed to leave the imperial palace. Her request

was granted and she returned to her home in Nan-hai, where people

claimed to have seen her riding over the sea on purple clouds.

There are no specific details which support or contradict the traditional

identification of the painting as being a portrait of Lu Alei-niang. The
gentle elegance of the figure recalls such representations as the Ala Lang-

fu Kuan-yin in the Alaeda Foundation, Tokyo {Kokka, no. 233), and

details such as the fish basket and bamboo ladles, often associated with

Kuan-yin, further support the possibility that the figure may be Bud-
dhist rather than Taoist. On the other hand, a young woman carrying

bamboo ladles might also depict Ling-chao, who also lived in the Yiian-

ho period. She was the daughter of P'ang Wen, who became a Ch'an

monk. According to tradition, Ling-chao sold bamboo ladles that she

had woven herself to support her parents. (An album leaf attributed to

Ala Lin [13th century] in the Aluseum of Fine Arts, Boston [repro-
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duccd: Osvald Siren, Cbhicsc Viiuitiiig: Lcndinir Masters and Principles,

vol. Ill, pi. 292], depicts Ling-chao standing in the sno\^^ A Japanese

rendition of the subject by Gakuo [ca. 1500], is reproduced by Yasuichi

Awaka^^'a in Zev Faivtin^r [Tokyo, 1970], pi. 33.) In any case, the

tersely defined facial features display not the slightest suggestion of gen-

eralization, and there seems no reason to reject the theory that the painting

is a portrait, even though the precise identification of the subject must

remain open for further stud\'.

It should be noted that the woman is wearing the gauze cap of a

Confucian scholar. During the T'ang (618-907) and Southern T'ang

(937-976) dynasties, court ladies did occasionally wear men's costumes.

A well-known painting that is said to depict a woman in men's garb is

the flute player formerly attributed to Ch'ien Hsiian (Sekai bijiitsu

zensbfi, vol. 16, pi. 35). Here too there is some question as to the identity

of the person represented. The figure is sometimes identified as Huan I,

an official of Eastern Chin who was celebrated as a flute player. More
recently, scholarly opinion has tended to accept the painting as depicting

a court lady of the Southern T'ang dynasty. Some support for the latter

identification is provided by a statement in Hiia-chien (late 1320's) de-

scribing a painting of a court lady by Chou W'en-chii (active 961-975),

in which the lady with a jade flute stuck into her girdle was looking at

her fingernails in an attitude of deep reverie.

Little is known of the artist Ho Ch'ung to whom the Freer painting is

traditionally attributed. According to Chinese texts. Ho Ch'ung was a

native of Suchou, Kiangsu. A contemporary of Li Kung-lin (ca. 1049-

II 06), he became a hsi//-ts'ai, or graduate of the first degree, during the

Yiian-feng period (1078-85). Ho Ch'un excelled in painting portraits,

and is described as being without equal among his contemporaries in

southeast China. In 1079 the Confucian temple in Yangchou had just

been rebuilt when the Prime Minister, Ch'en Sheng-chih (101 1-79) died.

The officials of Yangchou invited Ho Ch'ung to execute a portrait of

Ch'en which subsequently was hung in the Ching-shih Hall of the Con-
fucian temple.

The silk in the upper section of the Freer painting is a later replace-

ment; the original silk has been cut awa\' in sharp outlines at a level

just above the eyebrows, but the complete head and headdress were

retained. Possibly the upper section of the painting originally bore an

inscription and seals. In its present format, there are neither seals nor

an inscription on the painting.
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Detail of 1 7.1 14



Tartars on Horseback 68.46

Ming dynasty, 15th century

Handscroll; ink on silk

Height: 25.2 cm. (9 7/8 in.); length: 100.0 cm. (39 3/8 in.)

Gift of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

The painting depicts a party of six mounted horsemen, the last of

whom is leading a seventh riderless horse. Four of the horsemen are

bearded and have foreign features, while the first and fifth appear to be

Chinese. The riderless horse, with its magnificent accoutrement, is

probably a tribute horse to be presented to the Chinese emperor. The
horses, all depicted in profile, are trotting in one direction. However, by
making the first and fourth riders turn back to look at the rest of the

procession, the artist is able to achieve two ends: first, to portray some

of the figures in profile and others in three-quarter view; second, to

form two inter-relating groups, thus isolating and drawing attention to

the third figure, who, with his luxurious costume and high, elaborate hat,

is obviously the chieftain. A fine outline of even width defines the horses

and riders, and shading is used fairly extensively to convey the bulk of

the horses and, to a lesser extent, to delineate the drapery folds. The
artist is meticulous in his rendering of fabric patterns, of the horses' ac-

coutrement and of the riders' weapons.

There is no signature on the painting, but a label on the front silk

mounting, the title at the upper right corner, and the colophon after the

painting all attribute the work to Ch'en Chii-chung (active early 13th

century), as a copy of a composition by Tung-tan Wang. Tung-tan

Wang was Yeh-lii T'u-yii (899-937), '^he eldest son of A-pao-chi, the

first emperor of the Khitan Tartar dynasty of Liao. In 926 the Khitan,

in their expansionist campaign, conquered the Kingdom of Po-hai in
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Section i

eastern iManchuria and named it Tung-tan Kuo; Yeh-lii was made ruler

of that kingdom and given the title of Tung-tan Wang. Not long after-

wards, however, A-pao-chi designated his younger son rather than Tung-
tan Wang as the heir-apparent. This was no doubt the reason why Tung-
tan Wang pledged his allegiance to the Hou T'ang dynasty in 931 by

handing over the Po-hai territory. He was graciously received by Aling-

tsung (reigned 926-934) and was given the Chinese name of Li Tsan-

hua, by which he is usually referred to in Chinese texts. It is not known
whether he began painting before or after his move to China, but all

records concur in stating that he excelled in painting horses and his own
nomadic people, set against the desolate background of his native steppes.

Numbers of paintings attributed to him were in the Northern and

Southern Sung imperial collections.

Tartars 011 Horseback is no doubt derived from an original composi-

tion by Li Tsan-hua. Several other versions are extant, most notably the

one in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, partially illustrated in Fifr/ire

Co7)ipositioiis of Chhm and Japan (n.d.), IT/ 1-4. Executed in colors on

silk, the Boston painting is dated tenth century and accepted as by Li

Tsan-hua. The composition appears to fit the description of a Li Tsan-hua

painting entitled Fau-pii hsin^-ch'enir fu ('Toreign Tribes Traveling")

recorded in texts. Other versions are another painting in the Freer

Gallery (accession number 40.1, reproduced by A.G. Wenley, "A
Parallel Between Far Eastern and Persian Painting," in Aiis der Welt

der Islaviischev Kimst, Festschrift fiir Ernst Kiihnel [1959], p. 351, figs,

la and ib); and an album leaf in the National Palace Museum in Taiwan
(National Palace Museum Photographic Archive, no. 191 6).

The Freer painting does not appear to be recorded in any text. The
colophon is written by Hu Yen (i 361-1443), official and painter, and

is dated in correspondence with February 3, 1425. It appears to be
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genuine. The title purports to be from the hand of Hsii Lin (1471-

1524), but the style of the calligraphy is that of the Ch'ing dynasty.

There are two seals on the painting. At the upper right corner is a large

seal which consists of the eight trigrams disposed along the sides, and

they enclose four characters in seal script reading Lm-chi chen^-tsiiv^r.

The seal at the lower left corner reads Shih-hsi'ni-loii chen-ts''mig, prob-

ably a seal of the Ch'ing dynasty collector Chang Shou-kang.
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Mo/ii^ols Bri/i(>,infr a Tribute of Horses 15.16

Ming dynasty (
1
5 68- 1 644)

Handscroll; ink, color and gold on silk

Height: 31.0 cm. (12 3/16 in.); length: 192. S cm. (75 15/16 in.)

Three tribute horses, one w hite, one dappled and the third black, are

being lead in single file by three foreign grooms. At the beginning of the

procession are two figures, one of whom carries a chalice, the other a

rolled document. They are followed b\ two attendants who hold a

sword and a banner. All of the figures have somewhat grotesque

foreign facial features and arc sumptuously robed. Although the artist

depicted the figures in relatively static poses, he introduced a sense of

movement by means of the scarves and banners which are floating in

graceful patterns as if caught in a breeze. In addition, some of the tunics

and skirts worn by the groc^ns are shown with fussy curling folds of the

type usually associated with the paintings of Wei-ch'ih I-seng (active

late 7th-early 8th century). This type of archaistic feature may have

been introduced because of its association with foreigners.

Although the handscroll bears an attribution to the T'ang master Han
Kan (active 8th century), the composition and the brushwork are more
directly related to the Li Kung-Un (ca. 1 049-1 106) tradition. A number
of versions of the composition, attributed to different artists, are still

extant, suggesting that the original painting was a famous one. An in-

ferior version in the Freer Gallery (accession number 19.1 1) also has a

Han Kan attribution. Another scroll in the Fogg Museum (accession

number 23.153) is attributed unconvincingly to Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

after 1300). Yet another in the Brundage collection (reproduced: Sher-
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man E. Lee ajid Wai-kani Ho, Chinese Art Under the Mojiirols: The
Yiian Dyjiasty [ijjp-/ ^68], entry 189), is signed by Jen Po-w en (active

mid 14th century), a grandson of Jen Jen-fa (i 254-1 327).

On the Freer scroll, the title, Ha/i Kan Ch\ni^-ina fn CTribitte

Horses by Han Kan"), is written in seal script at the beginning of the

handscroll. Follo\\ ing the title is the signature Shu, and the seals Wan^i,

Shu yin and Tien-kuiw ta-fn. The qualit\- of the calligraphy raises some

doubt as to w hether the title was actuall\- written by Wang Shu (1668-

1743)-

Above the second tribute horse is written Han Kan Ch'en^-via fn

Cheng-ho chia-wu sui, Yii-pi {''Tribute Horses by Han Kan, 1 1 14

A.D., Imperially written"), followed by the cypher of Sung Hui-tsung

(reigned 1 101-26). Beneath the inscription is a large seal, Chi-kii-tien pao.

The inscription, cypher and seal are not genuine.

On the front silk mounting is the colophon: "Viewed by Wang Shih-

chen [1526-90] on the 15th day in mid spring in the ping-tzu year in the

reign of Wan-li [March 13, 1576]." Below the signature is a seal reading

Wang Shih-chen yin. On the right edge of the painting is the seal Lang-

hsieh Wang Ching-inei shih shoii-ts'ang fn-shn. Ching-mei was the tzu

of Wang Shih-mou (1536-88), the younger brother of Wang Shih-chen.

On the silk mounting following the painting is another colophon:

"Viewed at the Yen-shan-t'ang [the studio of Wang Shih-chen] on the

third day of the mid summer [month] in the second year of the reign of

Wan-h [May 22, 1574]. Respectfully inscribed by Mo Shih-lung [ca.

1539-87]." Below is affixed the seal Mo Tlng-han shih. Both the in-

scription and seal appear genuine.
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Section 4

Oil the end paper are three colophons in verse. The first one is signed

Chou Chih (late Yiian-early Ming dynasty), and is followed by two

seals: Chou Chih ssii-yin and Chii-liii-sheiio;. The second colophon is

signed Chang Pen and is followed by one seal, Chhig-cFii. The third

one is signed Chang Yii (i 277-1 348) and is followed by the seal Chii-

ch'ii ivai-shih. Nearby are several other seals. Three of these {Hsii-lang-

chaU Hsiang Mo-lm chkii-shaiig, chmig and Chi-ao) are seals of the

Ming dynasty collector Hsiang Yiian-pien (1525-90). The seal Lou-

tmig Pi Yiiaii is that of Pi Yiian (1730-97).

A painting (or paintings) entitled Ch'eng-^na f ii or Yii-jen ch'eng-^im

f ii—yii-jeii is an old term for "officer in charge of the stables"—attributed

to Han Kan is listed by title only in Hsiian-ho hita-p^ii (preface dated

1 120), chiim 13:7; Simg Chimg-hsing-kiimi-ko ch'ii-ts'mig t'li-hm chi

(compiled in 1 199); Ch'ieii-shan-fang shii-hiia chi (preface dated 1569),

p. 8; Nan-ymig vmig-hiia hi (late i6th century), p. 4; Ch'ivg-ho shu-biia

fang (preface dated 1616), chiiaij 7:20.

A scroll recorded in Shih-cFfi pao-chi hsii-piev (1793), pp. 3154-56,

is entitled Yii-jen ch'eng-vm f ii and is attributed to Han Kan. However,
that painting is not the same as that in the Freer Gallery. The latter is

recorded in Hsii-chai 7}mig-hua hi (1909), chiian i: ia-4b, the catalogue

of the paintings in the collection of P'ang Yiian-chi (ca. 1865-ca. 1949)
from whom the painting was purchased through C.T. Loo.
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Court Ladies and Attendant i'^-i35

School of T'ang Yin (1470-152 3)

Ming dynasty, i6th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 100.9 cm. (39 3/4 in.) ; width: 58.2 cm. (22 i3;'i6in.)

Two ladies, accompanied by a servant girl carrying a vase of peonies,

are depicted walking arm in arm. The ladies have their hands hidden

within the folds of their long narrow sleeves. All three figures are clad

in ornately decorated robes with high collars. The extraordinarily

slender figures with overly large heads are characteristic of female

proportions seen in Chinese figure painting dating from the sixteenth

century. The size of the heads is further emphasized by the contrast

between the white faces and elaborately arranged black hair bound with

floral wreaths.

Two comparable paintings of the same type of fragile beauty are

provided in works attributed to T'ang Yin (1470-152 3), reproduced in

T'ang Liu-fii hiia chi (Canton, 1962, pis. 5 and 27). Such details as the

widely spaced facial features and the orderly arrangement of the drapery

folds link all three paintings to the same tradition; the Freer scroll ap-

pears to be the work of an artist following in the T'ang Yin tradition,

perhaps a generation later.

During the late Ch'ing dynasty, the painting was in the collection of

the scholar Hui Shih-ch'i (1671-1741). According to the title, written

when the scroll was in Hui's Suchou residence, the painting was then

attributed to the Southern Sung artist Su Han-ch'en (12th century).

There are four seals of the Cantonese calligrapher Lo T'ien-ch'ih (cbin-

shih 1826) affixed in the lower left and upper right corners of the paint-

ing.
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Fi{r//res in Landscapes 6 1 . i oa, c, h

By Ch'cn Hung-shou (1599- 165 2)

Aling-Ch'ing dynasty

Album leaves; ink and color on paper

Height: 33.5 cm. (13 1/4 in.); width: 27.3 cm. (10 3/4 in.)

In the work of Ch'cn Hung-shou, earlier figure painting traditions

were so reinterpreted as to acquire an art historical complexity that is

characteristic of late A ling and early Ch'ing painting. Considering the

unsettled period during which Ch'en Hung-shou lived, the compulsion

to protest foreign rule, and the paucity of politically acceptable means of

expression available, it was perhaps inevitable that his images, outwardly

serene, should actually be fraught with humor or poignancy.

In his earlier works, which have an outspoken eccentricity, Ch'en

Hung-shou experimented with a number of figure painting traditions,

including those of Wu Tao-tzu (active 720-760), Chou Fang (active

ca. 780-810) and Li Kung-lin (ca. 1049-1106). During the final years

of his life, he achieved a more gentle, even subdued, painting style that

enabled him to delineate figures with fluency and grace.

The figures included in three leaves from the Freer album arc drawn

with curving tensile lines that imbue them with restless movement. AVhile

the faces convey little emotion, the stance or the billowing robes of the

figures lend them a startlingly fresh animation. In contrast, the landscape

details are drawn with a broad, dry brush and patterned textures. This

juxtaposition of quite disparate painting styles is in keeping with earlier

depictions of figures in landscape settings. In early paintings, the reason

for such juxtaposition can be found in the slightly different stages of de-

velopment of the various elements. For later artists who were concerned

with archaism such as Ch'en Hung-shou, the juxtaposition was a cal-

culated selection of ancient painting traditions with complete awareness

that the seemingly quaint images carried with them connotations of

nationalism and rebellion.

Comparison of the figures in the Freer album with examples of Ch'en

Hung-shou's later works, such as the exceptionally fine album leaves,

dated 165 i, in the National Palace Museum, Taiwan (reproduced: Kii-

kung chou-k'an, nos. 197-212), supports a mid-seventeenth century date

for the Freer paintings. Ch'en Hung-shou wrote inscriptions on each of

the facing leaves of the Freer album. Four of the inscriptions are identical

with those included in the National Palace Museum album (reproduced:

Ihid.^ nos. 193-196).

Each leaf of painting in the Freer album bears the signature of the

artist and the seal Chang-hoii. Each leaf of calligraphy bears his signature

and two seals, Ch'en Hunjj^^-sbou yin and Chang-hou. At the lower left

corner of each leaf of painting is the seal Hsiii-chi-t'ang chii-jen.
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Mounted on a separate double leaf are two colophons by Kao Shih-

ch'i (1645- 1 704). The first colophon can be rendered: "Ch'en Chang-hou

was a native of Chu-chi. In his early years he entered the Imperial

Academy and M'as esteemed by many princes and gentlemen. His paint-

ings attained the spirit of Wu Tao-tzu and Li Lung-mien. He excelled

equally in landscape and flowers, his calligraphy was good, and he set

great store by integrity. His behavior was untrammeled by conventions,

his poetry distinctive. His paintings he guarded jealously: he might give

them to one if one did not ask for them, but would not give them to one

if one asked for them. In his late years he donned a kerchief and wild

attire and traveled in the mountains near Suchou. People fought to secure

his paintings no matter how small they were. These 1 6 leaves of callig-

raphy and painting are of good quality and can be regarded a secret

treasure. Viewed and inscribed at the Chien-ching-chai on the 26th day

of the first month in the chia-hsii year in the reign of K'ang-hsi [February

19, 1694] when it cleared after a long spell of overcast weather and the

plum blossoms are at the point of dying. Chiang-ts'un Tu-tan-weng Kao
Shih-ch'i." The signature is followed by three of his seals: Shih-ch'i, Kao
Tan-jen, and Kao Chan-shil?.

The second colophon, on the opposite leaf, is as follows. "Of all the

albums by Ch'en Lao-lien in my collection, this is the best. Today I

viewed it again, and it is as though I am meeting a good friend after a

separation of three years; I cannot bear to part with it. What a pity it is

that the ancients could not see Lao-lien's work and most of my con-

temporaries do not know it. Posterity is bound to treasure his paintings

and concur in my judgment. A second colophon by Shih-ch'i on the

26th day of the second month in the wii-yin year [April 6, 1698] when
the weather first turned dry after a long spell of rain and I am seated

across from the begonias." A seal, not recorded in Contag and Wang
but is probably Kao's, reading Ching-chi-hsiian fii-shu yifi, is at the lower

left corner of this piece of paper.

The album is not recorded in Kao Shih-ch'i's Churng-ts'im hsiao-hsia

hi (1693), or in Chiang-ts'im hsii-hiia vui, a list of calligraphy and paint-

ings compiled by a descendent of Kao's, based on lists made by Kao Shih-

ch'i. Nor does the album appear to be recorded anywhere else.
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Mail Giizhiir at Ma{i;7iolifis 62.14

By Huang Shcn (1687-ca. 1768)

Ch'ing dynasty

Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper

Height: 102.0 cm. (40 1/8 in.); width: 40.0 cm. (15 3/4 in.)

An old man seated in the foreground strokes his beard and contem-

plates the magnolia blossoms arranged in a vase at the right. Huang Shen's

inscription in the upper left corner completes the composition. The same

eccentric freedom that characterizes his calligraphy is also apparent in

the few brush strokes that Huang Shen used to represent the old man
and the flowers.

The short inscription, which is dated "early autumn of the jcii-y'm

year [1722]," is signed, "Huang Shen of Ning-hua." Following the

signature are affixed two seals: Huang Shen and Kun{r-moii.

According to tradition, Huang Shen first studied figure painting with

the minor Fukien artist Shang-kuan Chou (1665-after 1750). Gradually

Huang Shen's own rapidly executed figures, occasionally reinforced

with broad washes of light color, possessed a vitality that went far

beyond that of his teacher. The pronounced freedom of Huang Shen's

work gave him a special position among those artists working in Yang-
chou during the eighteenth century. Since he resided in that city from

1727 to 1730, he is usually considered as one of the "Eight Eccentrics

of Yangchou" although he was a native of Fukien.
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Liniies Flaying Double-Sixes 39-37 '^nd 60.4

Style of Chou Fang (active ca. 780-810)

Sung dynasty, loth-iith century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 30.7 cm. (12 1/16 in.); length: 69.4 cm. (27 5/16 in.)

The handscroll depicting court ladies playing double-sixes is composed

in horizontal sequence, with the figures all placed on the same level and

with pairs of figures at either end to introduce and close the action. In

contrast to the simple composition, one of the most conspicuous features

of the Freer painting is the way the artist selected a particularly char-

acteristic pose for each of the eight figures. The two women seated op-

posite each other playing double-sixes are the focal point of the com-
position. One woman bends over the gaming table intently moving one

of the pieces; the other raises one hand as if she had just thrown the

dice and were awaiting the result. Behind them a court lady watches the

players while leaning on the shoulder of a maidservant whose glance

suggests a complete lack of concern with the progress of the game. The
position of the arms and hands of the two servants who carry the large

water jug into the composition from the left emphasizes the weight of

their burden. And finall\-, the woman and servant at the right edge of

the composition stand quietl\' watching the other people in the painting.

Their stillness contrasts with the movement of the players, the casual

pose of the two onlookers behind, and the slightly exaggerated gestures

of the two servants at the left.

The type of porth' lady depicted m those paintings traditionally at-

tributed to Chou Fang is usually said to be based on a style of feminine

beauty made fashionable by T'ang iMing-huang's favorite concubine,

Yang Kuei-fei (ca. 719-756). Yet court ladies having essentially the

same ample proportions appear in the wall paintings and funerary re-
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liefs found in the tomb of the T'ang Princess Yung-t':ii, completed in

706. It would be more correct, therefore, to consider such portly feminine

proportions as typical of the first half of the eighth century rather than

an introduction by Yang Kuei-fei tow ard the middle of the period.

According to the title written by Ch'u Te-i at the beginning of the

handscroll, the work is a "genuine painting of palace ladies playing

double-sixes by Chou Fang of the T'ang dynasty." Two seals, Sim^r-

cloiian^ and Ch'u Tc-i, are affixed after the title. Following the painting,

Ch'u Te-i added a long colophon, dated in correspondence with July

8-August 5, 1937, in which he discusses the composition of the hand-

scroll and the game the ladies are playing. A single seal, Sim^-ch''mii{r

i-jev, is affixed at the end of the colophon. It is remarkable that Ch'u

Te-i's title, colophon and three seals arc the only additions to the Freer

handscroll. There are no seals affixed to the painting and it is apparently

unrecorded.

In his colophon, Ch'u notes another painting with the same title

recorded in Shih-cFii sui-pi (1791-93), chi'iaii 8:2a-b, w hich has eight

figures in the composition. Although that painting, now in the National

Palace Museum, Taiwan, is unsigned, there are colophons by Ch'ien

Hsiian (ca. 1235-after 1300), Liu Hsiao-chi, and Lu Shih-tao (dated

1562) attributing the work to Chou Fang. A more critical evaluation

of the painting in the National Palace Museum would suggest a date at

least as late as the Ming dynasty.

Ch'u points out that while the painting recorded in Shih-cb''/i sni-pi

is described as having eight figures, in contrast to the six that w ere then

in the Freer version, the compositions of the two paintings w ere so

similar as to suggest that a section of the Freer handscroll must be missing.

The accuracy of his observation was borne out when the lost fragment

of the Freer painting, depicting two figures, appeared in Paris and was
presented to the Gallery in i960. That section has now been remounted

to complete the original composition, as described by James Cahill in his

article, "The Return of the Absent Servants: Chou Fang's Double-Sixes

Restored," Archives of the Chinese Art Society of America, X\", 1961,

pp. 26-28.

There are several paintings extant based either on the longer or

shorter of the two sections of the Ladies Playing Double-Sixes. One of

these is reproduced in Choso seikan (Osaka, 1928), vol. II, pi. 24. It is

noteworthy that the drapery patterns and drawing in these paintings are

closer in style to the version in the National Palace Aluscum than to the

Freer version. Yet there is no indication that the Palace Museum hand-

scroll has ever been separated and then subsequently reassembled.

Most of the paintings associated with Chou Fang, such as Tuning
the 'Zither and Sipping Tea in the Nelson Gallery, Ladies with Flowers

in their Hair in the Liaoning Aluseum, and Lady Musicians in a private
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collection in Taiwan, arc pervaded by a mood of poignant ennui. The
brushwork and handling of the drapery folds in the Freer painting in-

dicate that in spite of the traditional attribution to Chou Fang, it is

actually a careful copy made during the Northern Sung period.
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Detail of 39.37



Pnlace Ladies Bathing Children 35.8^ Sung dynasty, 1 2th-i 3th century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 22.7 cm. (8 15/16 in.); width: 24.4 cm. (9 5/8 in.)

CT ^ Falace Ladies with Attendants 35.9
•-^ Sung dynasty, 12 th- 13 th century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 22.7 cm. (8 15/16 in.); width: 24.4 cm. (9 5/8 in.)
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Both paintings were originally part of an album of eighteen leaves

entitled Li-tai uiing-pi chi-sheng, all of which are recorded in P'ang

Yiian-chi's catalogue, Hsii-chai 7nmg-hiia In (1908), chi'ian i 1:9a- 15b. A
third painting from the same album by Yen Tz'u-yii is also in the Freer

Gallery (reproduced: Chmese Albin)i Leaves in the Freer Gallery of

Art, pi. V). Fourteen more leaves are reproduced and discussed in Siiuif-

jen hna-ts'e (Peking, 1957). The whereabouts of the only remaining

painting, a square album leaf attributed to Liang K'ai, remains unknown.
Facing each of the eighteen paintings is an inscription by the Ch'ing

dynasty collector, Keng Chao-chung ( 1648-86), written on paper bear-
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ing the seal Ch'm-sit shan ts'an{r-chmg chih. This seal is said to have been

found on Sung dynasty sfitra paper belonging to the Chin-su Temple

located at the foot of Chin-su Mountain in Chckiang province. The
inscription facing Palace Ladies Bathing Children can be rendered, "In

Chou AVen-chii's painting of [palace ladies] bathing children, the coun-

tenance and manner of each attains the utmost in marvclousness and

correctness. [Chou Wcn-chli] himself can emulate the ancient [masters]

who preceded him, and [auKMig] later [artists] none can approach him."

The inscription facing Palace Ladies with Attendants reads, "The deli-

cacy, elegance, dignity and beauty [of the figures in this painting] are

such as to prove [that the painting] belongs among the marvelous works

of Chou Wen-chii." A number of Keng Chao-chung's seals are affixed

on each painting and it ^^'ould seem that he brought together the eighteen

paintings to form the album. The seals of his son, Keng Chia-tso, also

appear on the paintings.

Both album leaves arc excellent examples of miniature figure painting.

One composition depicts three women grouped about a tub bathing and

dressing four children. The other shows two ladies and two serving

women. A lacquer receptacle, similar in type to the one held by the

serving woman on the right of the album leaf, is illustrated in Weii-iv/i,

1964, no. 12, p. 60, fig. 37. It was excavated from the tomb of Ch'ien

Yu (1247-
1 3 20) near Wu-hsi, Kiangsu province.

Genre scenes of this type, depicting the informal, everyday activities

of ladies in the court, are traditionally said to begin with Chang Hsiian

(active first half of the 8th century) and Chou Fang (active ca. 780-

810) of the T'ang dynasty. None of Chang Hsiian's paintings is extant,

but judging from those compositions which are preserved in copies, the

ladies he depicted are notew orthy for their exuberance and vitality. Those

paintings attributed to Chou Fang, on the other hand, are infused with

a poignant sadness, perhaps a reflection of the bored idleness that marked

the lives of court ladies.

The T'ang tradition of painting court ladies was continued by Chou
Wen-chii (active 961-975) of Southern T'ang. Ali Fei states that the

faces of Chou Wen-chii's ladies were just like those painted by Chou
Fang. But, he adds, in painting drapery, Chou Wen-chii used tremulous

brush strokes. Expanding on this aspect of Chou Wen-chii's style, Chang
Ch'ou (

1
577-1 643 ) suggests that his tremulous brushwork was influenced

by the calligraphy of Li Yii-(reigned 961-976), the last ruler of Southern

T'ang.

The restrained elegance and technical skill so characteristic of early

Chinese figure painting traditions were precisely those features admired

by the Sung dynasty emperors, and it is not surprising that artists work-
ing in the Sung imperial painting academies perpetuated the earlier

traditions. Although the concern for realism in the two Freer paintings
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is related to T'ang painting traditions, the fine brushw ork which defines

the angular drapery folds is directly related to the ^^'o^k of Li Kung-lin

(ca. 1 049- 1 1 06). The attribution of the paintings to Chou Wcn-chii

is a traditional one; the handling of the brush, composition, and use of

color, all suggest that they are exceptional works of the "academy
style" of the Southern Sung period.

There are several figure compositions that are clearly related to the

Freer album leaves. One is the short handscroll in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York (reproduced: BiiUetin of the MetropolitiW

Mnseimi of Art, May 1 942, pp. 1 2 8-3 2 ) . Two album leaves (reproduced:

T'ien-lai-ko chiii-ts'aiig Simg-jen hiia-ts\\ Shanghai, 1922, pis. 17 and

18), depict similar groups of figures in elaborate garden settings.





Pro?fie7iadmg Ladies 16.50

Yiian dynasty, 14th century

Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 109.6 cm. (43 1/8 in.); width: 50.7 cm. (19 15/16 in.)

Three women stand in the foreground diagonal space defined by the

large mass of rocks and banana plants. The woman at the extreme left

folds her hands in her sleeves and turns to watch her two companions,

one of whom holds a single blossom, the other a parrot. The squat, full

proportions of the women and the bright colors of their robes are unlike

the more subtle hues and svelte renderings of archaistic figures done by

Sung artists. A fine even line defines the figures and banana plants, while

the delicate ts'mi texture strokes indicate the ruggedness of the garden

rocks. In spite of such obvious archaistic features as the diagonal fore-

ground space and the T'ang proportions of the three women, the natural

details would, if they had appeared at all during the T'ang dynasty, have

been considerably less important and presented in less complete manner.

A concern for archaism and an interest in presenting a complete study

of natural forms, carefully bounded by the confines of the composition,

are in keeping with developments during the Yiian dynasty.

Two colophons now on the back of the panel were originally mounted
together with the painting. The first colophon is written on sfitra paper

and is signed Tzu-ang. While the calligraphy is in the style of Chao
Meng-fu ( 1 254-1 322), it is not genuine. The colophon attributes the

painting to Chou Fang.

The second colophon, written on silk, is by the connoisseur K'ung
Kuang-t'ao (born 1832), and is dated i860. The colophon can be ren-

dered: "Among the works of Chang Hsiian and Chou Fang of the T'ang
dynasty, Tu Hsiao of the Five Dynasties, Chou Wen-chii and Shih K'o
of the Sung dynasty in the imperial collection and recorded in Hsiian-ho

hm p'z/, there are paintings by all of these artists depicting promenading
ladies. The T'ang ideal of feminine beauty was one of fullness of the

flesh; therefore, Chou Fang painted his ladies in this fashion. This paint-

ing by Wen-min [Chao Aleng-fu] fully attains the traditional approach;

it excels in refinement and not in glamor. It is regrettable that the silk

is so very worn that it is hardly possible to touch it. Fortunately, the

painting has not been damaged. The mounter reached the summit of his

capability in repairing the painting. How far the painting is from per-

fection. Hsin-clfo7i hsiao-hsia chi [by Wu Jung-kuang] is wrong about

the seals of Tan-jen, the ko-hslieh [sub-Chancellor of the Grand Secre-

tariat, Kao Shih-ch'i], but perhaps they were lost when the painting

was remounted. At the top are the Ch'ien-hmg yii-lan chih-pao seal and
the Shih-ch'ii pao-chi seal. At the lower left [sic] corner is the Huang;
shih -i tzii seal. The painting was undoubtedly a gift bestowed by the

emperor on Prince Ch'eng [Yung-hsing]. Farly summer, the tenth year
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of the reign of Hsicn-feng [i860]. Respectfully inscribed by K'ung
Kuang-t'ao." The colophon is followed by two of K'ung's seals: Chih-

sheiig cFi-shih-shih-sini Kiimig-t'ao yin and Shao-fang ssii-shii-hita yiii.

The painting is recorded in K'ung Kuang-t'ao's catalogue, Yiieh-

hsiieh-loii sbii-hiia lit ( 1861 ), chi'ian 3: zib-z 3b. The entry gives the title,

measurements and a description of the painting; it records all of the 14

seals on the painting except for K'ung's two seals; it transcribes his own
colophon. The seals recorded by K'ung arc those of Chao Meng-fu,

Chang Tse-chih (late i6th century), the Ch'ien-lung emperor (reigned

1736-95), Yung-hsing (17 5 2-1823), P'an Cheng-wei (active 1820's-

50's) and Wu Jung-kuang ( 1773-1843). K'ung also records an eighteen-

character inscription supposedly by Chao Meng-fu: ''Ta-te shih-i-nien

pa-yiieh shih-smi-'fih. Tzu-ang. Yii-hs'nig shih-nii fif ["Promenading

Ladies" by Tzu-ang, September 10, 1307]. The inscription is said to be

in one column of small Kai-sbu along the lower left edge of the painting.

There is no such inscription noM^ on the Freer scroll, but a long narrow

piece of silk inset above the two seals—C/.wo Tzu-mig shih and T'ien-

sh'ui Chi'm f ii-shii ym—vmy well have been added where the inscription

was removed, sometime after i860. The present Chao iMeng-fu colophon,

which is obviously not genuine, may have been added to the hanging

scroll at the same time. Evidently the person who wrote the new colophon

did not read K'ung Kuang-t'ao's colophon carefully and did not know
the entry in Yiieh-hsi'teh-loii shii-hiia lit. In his haste to transform the

Yiian painting into a T'ang scroll he simply forged a colophon attributing

the painting to Chou Fang.

In his colophon, K'ung Kuang-t'ao refers to a discrepancy between

his painting and the one recorded in Wu Jung-kuang's catalogue, Hsin-

cUon hsiao-hsia chi (1841), chiiaii 3:25b-26a. That entry, K'ung says,

"is wrong in stating that there were seals of Kao Shih-ch'i. But perhaps

they were lost when the painting was remounted." There is the implica-

tion that the painting might have been remounted between 1841 and

i860. The widths of the paintings given in the two catalogues are the

same.

iVccording to Hs'm-ch'oii hsiao-hsia chi, the Kao Shih-ch'i seals are

"to the left of the painting," presumably on the silk mounting. Wu
Jung-kuang states that the painting was bestowed on Kao by the Emperor,

presumably the K'ang-hsi emperor (rtigned 1662-172 2). Wu Jung-
kuang also records the eighteen-character inscription mentioned in Yiieh-

hsiieh-lon shii-hiia hi. Comparing the descriptions of the paintings in the

two catalogues, it is clear that K'ung Kuang-t'ao lifted the passage

verbafmi from Wu Jung-kuang.

Actually the painting recorded b\' Wu Jung-kuang belonged not to

him, but to his friend, P'an Cheng-wei (i 791-1850) in whose catalogue

Tli7g-fa?i-lo7i shn-hiia chi (1843) there is an entry identical to the one
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in Hsin-cFoii bsiiio-Jxsia chi.

The only other Hstings of Yi/-hsh?{r shih-vi'i f it by Chao Alcng-fu arc

in Chang Ch'ou's SIm-h/ia chien-wen piao (ca. 1630's), and in Ho
Liang-chiin's Shn-biia ming-hsm hi (preface dated 1556) which is quoted

in Pien Yung-yii's Shih-kii-fang shit-hita hiti-k\w (1682). In all three

instances, the painting is listed by title only. A short entry in Ku Fu's

F'mg-sheng chiiang-kiuw (preface dated 1692), cbiim? 9:23, records a

painting of Ladies mid Bitiiana Trees by Chao Alcng-fu that may be the

Freer scroll.

There seems little doubt that the entries in Yiieb-hsiieh-loii shii-hita lit

and Hsi?i-ch'o7i hsiao-hsia chi do refer to the Freer painting. On internal

evidence too the scroll has claims to date from the Yiian dynasty, al-

though the attribution to Chao Meng-fu is by no means firm.





The Kmck-kimck Peddler ii.i6ie

Yiian dynasty, 14th century

Album leaf; ink on silk

Height: 21.8 cm. (8 9/16 in.); width: 29.4 cm. (11 9/16 in.)

A knick-knack peddler, flanked on either side by the elaborate frames

on which he displays his wares, watches as two children strike playfully

at a toy snake. A woman holding a child also turns to look at the children;

by her glance and posture she closes the composition in a formal way.

All of the figures are rendered with extremely fine outlines of an even

width. Drapery folds are carefully, although tersely, drawn with obvious

attention to revealing the forms beneath. The actions of the children,

the concern of the peddler, and the calm detachment of the woman are

subtly delineated, but they are subordinated to the objects of every

form and variety being offered for sale.

According to Chinese texts the subject of a knick-knack peddler, which

provided artists with an excuse to display their skill as draftsmen, was
made popular by Su Han-ch'en (active 12th century). Su served as

painter-in-attendance in Kao-tsung's Painting Academy established in

Hangchou after the fall of Northern Sung. The theme was subsequently

taken up by such court artists as Li Sung (active 1 190-1265), Wang
Chen-p'eng (active early 14th century), Lii Wen-ying (active 15th

century) and Ting Kuan-p'eng (active 1750-60).

None of the paintings of knick-knack peddlers attributed to Su Han-
ch'en appears to be authentic. However, several versions of the subject

attributed to Li Sung (reproduced: Wei-ta ti i-shii ch'iiaii-finiQ; fn-1/i,

vol. II, pis. VIII-IX; Bidletin of the Cleveland Mnseimi of Art, vol. LI,

no. 2 [February, 1964], pi. 3; and Chinese Art Treasures, pi. 50) do
seem reliable. In contrast to the tightly knit compositions and the animated

anecdotal character of the paintings attributed to Li Sung, the Freer

album leaf reflects a cooler, more restrained mood. All of the com-
positional elements are evenly spaced on the horizontal surface to estab-

lish a regular cadence. This detached, objective mood, as well as the

brushwork, relate the Freer album leaf to those archaistic paintings

executed during the Yiian dynasty.

Eight seals of the early Ch'ing dynasty collector, Keng Chao-chung
(1640-87), are affixed along the edges of the painting. In the upper left

corner is the seal of an ulnidentified collector named Wang.
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Girl Einbroider'mg i<^-75

Ming dynasty, 1 5th century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 21.0 cm. (81/4 in.); width: 29.0 cm. (11 7/16 in.)

A girl is seated before an embroidery frame, her hands covered by

the long sleeves of her robe. Both the embroidery frame and the bordered

rug on which the girl is seated are seen at an angle from above, a com-

positional arrangement that occurs in a number of Chinese paintings

associated with T'ang dynasty artists.

According to the title slip on the album leaf, the painting is the work
of Chou Fang (active ca. 780-810). Although the portly, round-faced

girl is similar to figures traditionally associated with Chou Fang, the

silk, brushwork and pigments of the album leaf do not support such

an early date.

The title of the painting, Chiian-hsin fii ("Wearily Embroidering"),

is an allusion to a poem by Po Chii-i describing the melancholy longing

of a girl vainly awaiting her lover:

"Wearily leaning on her embroidery frame, sad and still;

Slowly she lets fall her green belt, and her coiffure hangs low.

In Liao-yang spring has gone, and still there is no news.

The magnolia blossoms have opened, and the sun is again in the

West."

A handscroU attributed to Chou depicting court ladies engaged in

various activities is in the Palace Museum, Peking (reproduced: Ku-
kimg po-wii-yiimi ts'ang-hua, II, Peking, 1964, pis. 9-15). One section

of that handscroll portrays three women embroidering. Comparison of

the two illustrations of the same subject suggests that the Freer album
leaf, which quite probably was originally part of a larger composition,

is based on an earlier version.

A number of paintings bearing the title Chiuw-hsiu f 11 are listed in

Chinese records, usually in association with the two artists Chou Fang
and Chou Wen-chii (active 961-975).





Children Flay in ii.i6if

Ming dynasty, i6th century

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 25.3 cm. (9 15/16 in.); width: 26.9 cm. (10 9/16 in.)

Seven children arc shown pla>'ing in a garden. Two of them are

amusing themselves watching goldfish in a large basin, while the others

are engaged in a rough-and-tumble quarrel.

Paintings of well-bred children as an independent theme were espe-

cially popular during the late Northern Sung period. T^^'o Northern

Sung artists who specialized in the genre, both natives of K'ai-feng, were

Tu Hai-erh and Liu Tsung-tao. Tu is known in Chinese texts only by
his popular name ("Child" Tu) rather than by his proper given name.

One of Liu Tsung-tao\s paintings described by Chinese writers depicted

several children pointing at their reflections in a large water vessel. This

famous composition may have influenced the depiction of the two chil-

dren in the extreme right of the Freer album leaf. During the Southern

Sung, the tradition of painting children was continued by artists like

Su Han-ch'en (active 12th century), who is represented by a large

hanging scroll in the Palace Museum, Taiwan, which shows children

spinning a pointer (reproduced: Osvald Siren, Chinese Fainting: Leading
Masters and Frinciples, vol. Ill, pi. 269).

By Ming times children playing in a garden had become a standard

theme in the repertoire of every conservative artist. In the hands of most

later artists, the theme itself became more important than the individual

details, which had been such an essential feature in Sung paintings. In

the Freer album leaf the facial features of all seven children are virtuallv

identical; the artist made no attempt to depict individual personalities.

The rocks, flowers, balustrade and tree are merely indicated in a general

way. Similarly, the drawing of the drapery is summarily handled, al-

though the artist did use white shading to suggest transparent fabrics.





Soft Drink Peddler ii.i6ig

By Chiang Yin (i6th century)

Ming dynasty

Album leaf; ink and color on silk

Height: 24.3 cm. (9 9/16 in.); width: 25.2 cm. (9 15/16 in.)

An elegantly clad woman accompanies two children who are about to

buy a drink from a peddler. One child holds out a small bowl into which

the peddler is ready to pour a cup of beverage. Although the painting is

badly worn, it is still possible to discern the fine draftsmanship of the

figures and that of the elaborately constructed bamboo stand which is

joined by a pair of elephant tusks and topped by a large umbrella.

In the lower right corner of the album leaf is a two-character seal,

Chiang Yin. Relatively little is known about Chiang Yin, other than that

he was a native of Huang Hsien, Shantung province, that his tz/i was

Chou-tso, and that he excelled in painting figures and flowers. A scroll

depicting the legendary visit of King iMu to the Queen Mother of the

West (reproduced: Kokka, no. 63) also reveals Chiang Yin's interest in

painting elaborate textile designs, coifi^ures, flowers and luxurious acces-

sories. Somewhat different in style is a painting by Chiang Yin showing

a rock and banana plant (reproduced: Chiing-kiio li-tai ining-hiia cbi,

[Peking, 1965], vol. IV, pi. 89). There appears to be no reason to ques-

tion the authenticity of all three paintings attributed to this obscure

Aiing dynasty artist.

Also affixed along the right edge of the Freer album leaf are two seals

of the Ch'ing dynasty collector and connoisseur, Kao Shih-ch'i (1645-

1704).





Travelers in Landscape i ' • 5 3 9

Ming dynasty, i6th century

Handscroll; ink and color on silk

Height: 31. i cm. (12 1/4 in.); length: 58.4 cm. (23 in.)

Genre scenes, sometimes having outspokenly satirical overtones, were

especially popular among artists of the Che school during the Ming
dynasty. Although some biting social comments did occasionally appear

during earlier periods, usually as incidental details of large, orthodox

Buddhist paintings, the presentation of such genre scenes as the central

theme of a painting enjoyed a special vogue during the Ming dynasty

and later.

In this short handscroll, the artist has emphasized the differences in

the social positions of the travelers by the contrast of their clothing and

behavior and by the use of differing brush strokes. The two men astride

donkeys and their two servants at the beginning of the handscroll are

well clad and look back in amusement at the behavior of the other

travelers. A drunken carpenter is supported by two helpers while be-

hind them are two farmers with hoes slung over their shoulders accom-
panied by a boy and a dog. The humorous, slightly caricaturish attitudes

of the figures are heightened still further by the subtle contrast of the

curvilinear brush strokes delineating the riding figures and the more
abrupt, staccato strokes seen in the disheveled clothing of the workmen.
The summary treatment of the foreground plane, background trees

and wall, and the way they are cut off by the edges of the scroll are

compositional devices often employed duriiig the Aling dynasty.

The Hsiian-ho seal in the upper left corner and the simang-h/ng

round seal in the upper center of the scroll are spurious. The seal in the

lower left corner is that of Pan Yen-ling, a nineteenth-century col-

lector. The two seals in the lower right corner have not been deciphered.
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Hsiian-hsiu-lou , 9.

Hsiian-te |f|: , Introduction.

Hsiian-tsang § , 26.

Hsiian-t'ung|^,i^,43.

Hu An-kuo ^ ^ , 41, 42.

HuChihi^i , 21.

Hu Chih-fu ^ _! ^ , 21.

Hu Ching
, 3, 10.

HuHuai 1flj|,n.62.

Hu Tsuan-tsung , 41, 42.

Hu Yen n , 46.

Hu Yuan ^ , ^i, ^2..

Hun chicv , 1, 20, 25, 45.

Hua-ch'ing ^ ]^ , 43.

Him-shih ,
n.59.

tJia77 ^ , I

.

Hua-yeu Sfitrci ^ '^ii^ , 16.

Hua-yin Mountain ^ f| zi, , 5.

Huai-yin v/i f'^ , 35.

Huan I ,45.

Huan Wen ^ ^ , 5.

Huang Chi-shui -ag 7j<. , 9-

biiavg-cbiimi yit-fi/ uw-siiii cbi-cbhi

ff^^fi^ ^f#.|fj,9-

Huang Ch'iian
, 1 1, 37-

Huang Hsien ,58.

Huang I-Iin t; '. , i

.

Huang-po , 33-

Huang Shen , Introduction; 50.

Hmvg sbib-i tzn %\ - 4-,, 54.

Huang T'ing-chien
,
Introduction; 4, 41, 42, 44.

Hiiavg-fhig cbing ^ , 9.

Huang Ying jj^ ,4^4--

Huang Yiieh , 34.

Huang Yung-ch'uan ^ , n.85.

Hui-an yiian 18, 19.

Hiii-cb\'ii SiVi hi 4 ^ ' 3-

Hui-huakuan ^|/^, 14.

bui-sbib ^ , 14.

Hui Shih-ch'i^.-t-^, 48.

Hui-tsung :^ , sec Sung Hui-tsung.

Hung Kuo i^.ii, ,41,42.

Hung Mai , 41, 42.

Hung Niang ,4i
, 1 5.

Himg-toii'Sbu-kuan sbii biia cbi j.^ |. Itf If ^ $ »^ , 14-

Hung Yai 1^ % , 35.

Hung Yii-lin y^. i ^j:. , 41, 42.

I-mo - f^' , 20.

I-nan ^ , n.i8.

I Ping-shou f 1 -5-

I-Shao
I; , 18, 19.

I-sbii ts'2mg-pien ^ t0 J .^jgf
, 1 3-

I Shun-ting % , 17.

I-tu , I

.

7-3/ mr/; t\vi-%vang ^ |^^^,, 41, 42.

Inukai Tsuyoshi -f; |- , i.

JiVig-li-kt/aii ktio-yeii hi

^i^fl^|i!:9?.4 -^'*^'-^''^--^^•

Jen Jen-fa {i S-J^ , 47.

Jen Po-wenR i^,47.

Jen Shou-chung -i-?: ^ *. ,25.

Jissoji Sadahiko \ i$^-k%, i-

''Josbisbi z/ikaii * ifl n.20.

Ju-chi -h: ic , 20.

Ju-kin -in: ^1 ,20.

Jufukuji + Tl-f , 18, 19.

Jung Ch'i-ch'i Introduction.
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K'ai-feng ^ It , 57.

K'ai-hsien Temple t ^ ^ '7-

k'ai-shu |, , 9. 54-

K'ai-yiian P|| i,, 43-

Kan Chen fII f^Ui^..

"'Kan Kitai Yacn Zukd || ^ ft f- H"^ n.57.

K'an-shu f it
, 13.

K'ang-hsi ^ 4.9, , 15, 54-

Kao "] ,22.

Kao Chaii-shib % ^ , 49.

Kao Hui
, 39.

Kao I 1; I; , 37.

Kao Li-shih |, ^ ^ , 5.

Kao Shih ,11.

Kao Shih-ch'i -1:^ , 20, 35, 49, 54, 5S.

Kao Tan-jen 1^ 1 see Kao Shih-ch i.

Kao T'ing-ts\in |7£_f^ , 41, 42-

Kao-tsu ^, , see I 'ang Kao-tsu.

Kao-yang ^ , 5.

Keng Chao-chung ^ Sc 1 5-, 53, 55.

Keng Chia-tso f-K^^^ ^ S-O'S-

Ke/zg-c/:!//; H , 7, 8.

7ve«g ,7.

King Ch'eng (Cheng wang ^.^ ), Introduction.

King Hsiang of Ch'u (Ch'u Hsiang w ang ^ J-fg i), i.

King Mu (iMu wang j. ), 58-

Ko Chiang , 5'

ko-hsiieh fl^, 54.

Ko Hung I i^. , 9.

K'o Ciiiu-ssu -^i^ ^ 3, 1 1, 44-

Kobaj aslii Yukio "f^ tj £g , n.62.

Kohamha shina meiga senshfi S'^t | if_
•> 9-

Kohara Hironobu ^ * -(^ ,
n.20, n.57, "-65; 2, 4-

Koyasan ^f^j^ ,
17.

Ku Ch'ang-k'ang ^ , see Ku K'ai-chih.

Ku Ch'i-yiian x, 4'' 4^-

KuChien-lung Hl^fl^, 35.

KuFu l^fl , 10, 54.

Ku Hung-chung t. Introduction.

Ku K'ai-chih lift £. ,
Introduction; i, 2, 10, 13, 37, 38.

KuK\v-chih ycn-chiu i.

Ku Kai-chih yeii-chhi tzii-Uao^'^l 5, ffif ,
n.19.

Kii-kuvg chi-k'aiii^% \ v] ,
n.77.

Ku-kuug chou-k'an tt^ii^^j , 32, 49-

Ku-kiiug i-i shii-hiia-vni chiao-chii

VL'&d.i^iisft U . 5, 41^ 42' 43' 44-

Kii-kiiiig i-i shii-hiia i>iii-hi ssii-chung

nt^i^^ii i li's^t ' 3, ,43-

Kii-kiiiig ming-hiia ^%,n.6i.

Kii-kiing ?}2iiig-h//a saii-pai-chimg

Vit ^z I i i ^ , 1, 10, 34.

Ku-kimg po-wn-yiian ts'ang-hiici'^X. t^'^^Pt. ^i^^^ ' S^-

Ku-hmg shit hva lu |^ | ,
1 1 •

Ku Lin-wen ^ §^ ,
n.88.

Kii-wen yiiaii ^ti,-, 9.

Ku Ying ll^^ , 44.

Kuan ^ , 14.

Kuan-hsiu cj^ ,
Introduction; 26.

Kuan-> in |(,^, 16, 32, 45.

Kuang-ch'ang an , 10.

Knang-cb' itan bua pa^ i-| 1^4', 13.

Kiiei-chi ticii-lii ^ ^ ij-^ , 9.

Kiiei-ch^ ii-lai ^ 4.

Kuei Chuang , 41, 42.

K'un-shan 1^ , 44-

Kinidaikmi socbuki "1^ f |1 ^ » *i. , 2 i.

kiing-chaii %\ ,3.

Kung Hsiang-lin 5-

Kung Hsiu^f|^ ,35.

KungK'ai^
f^j , 35-

K'ung Kuang-t\io^L ^ Pi? ' 54-

Kiiiig-nioii 1^ , 50.

Kung Ts'ui-\ en
|| ^ ^ see Kung K'ai.

Kuo-ch'ing Temple j^- , 29.

Kuo ChHi-chich |^ 14.

Kuo Heng-chih|^ | Li see Kuo Ch'ii-chich.

''Kiio-kvo fi/'jen yii-ch'uii f ii f|. ^ ^: If T ri-50-

Kuo Pao-heng ^ • 7-

Kuo Pi Ip^, 41, 42.

Lady Ch'in-kuo |: t , 35.

Lady Feng «t t?^ , 5.

Lady Kuo-kuoif^ l|] t ^ ,
Introduction.

Lady Wen-chi i <^ ,
Introduction; 4, 6.

Lan-t'ing ^ f , 9^ 12.

Laiig-hsicb ]f\vig Cbing-mei shih shoii-ts'ang fii-shii
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Lang T'ing-chi , ii.

Lao-picn t'i-tien 20.

Lao-tzu -^^^
, 9.

Lei-7fM fit . 35-

Leng-yen cbiug-f^gy-^,y..

Li ChK^>p ,4',4^-

Li Chicn^f|,34-

Li Chu-rsing-
|: ^ ^

Inrroeiuctioii; 12.

Li Ch'iian-t'ai
f: j^^ 1 33-

Li Hou-ciiLi ^ f^i, sec Li Yii.

Li Hsiin
J:

,4''4^-

Li Lchi tp-|^,5-

Li Kan |. ^ 4>' 4--

Li K'an , i.

Li Kung-lin \ Introduction; i, 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13,

14,18, 20, 21, 26, 34, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 52, 53.

Li Lin-ts'an | ^ it^^ , 37, 4I1 4--

Li Ling , Introduction.

Li A'lin-piao , 34-

Li Ming-feng |:p|i|L. 35-

Li Nan-shou.|- ^ ^ , 41, 42.

Li Pao-hsiin ^ f^^^fg], i.

Li P'eng t t) . 4-

Li I g, ^
Introduction; 1 1.

Li Po-shih ^ \^ , see Li Kung-lin.

Li Shang-ch'uan 'k.'^)T ' '7-

Li Shih-ciio ^^i^.yS-

Li Sung. ||,, 37, 55.

7./-;^j/ chu-lii h/ia viii ^ i\4 i^t ^ ^
-o, 43^ 44-

Li-tai iniiig-hiiii chi

^ i\ •f^ld. ,
Introduction; n. 27; 1, 16,25.

Li-tai 7fiing-pi chi-iheiig ^ ^i- , 52, 53.

Li T'ang |; g:- ,11.

Li Tao-tan | , 41, 42.

Li Tsai ^ ^ , 37.

Li Tsai-hsien
, 41, 42.

Li Tsan-hua ^ , 46.

LiTz'u-niing ^ i;j.,4i,42.

Li Wen-clieng ;! t iL
'

Li Yen-shih l^ji^ , 3.

Li Ymg t ,1 , 3.

Li Ying-chcn t , 9.

Li Yii
I; , Introduction; 3, 14, 52, 53.

Li Yiian-chi , i-j.

Li Yung t
,^ , 38.

Liang Chang-chii 1^^^ , 4-

Liang-ch'i ^^t^
, 44.

Liang Ch'ing-piao iji f^ ,
i, 10.

Liang K'ai i| ^ ,
Introduction; 2 1, 52, 53.

Liang-feng tao-jen \^ ^ ^ v ,
sec Lo P'ing.

Liang Ling-tsan i^/^?*^ , 37.

Umo-ning shei/g po-nxii-kuan ts\ing hiiii chi

ii ^^ t| ^Mt t > "•5^>; 34^ 37-

Liao-yang ^ |;|, , 56.

Liu-cbi cheng-tsiing ^ L^. ,33, 46.

Lin T'ing-kuei i^tL%^ 18.

Lin-\vu shan-jen ^, ,
sec Ts'ai Yii.

Ling-chao ^ 9?
, 45.

Ling-kao f||; , i.

Ling-kuang Hall ^ "t^*^ Introduction.

Ling-yen-ko :^ *"9
f'^ ,

Introduction; 41, 42.

Liu Ch'ang-ch'ing t|.| ^ , 14.

Liu Chen ,11.

Liu Chill ,41, 4--

Liu-chih chu-shih ^ it * see Chou T'icn-ch'iu.

Liu Ching i% , 5.

Liu Chii-chi g ,
see Liu Ching.

Liu Chiieh 'j^ if. , 9-

Liu Ho %\ |b , 10.

Liu Hsiao-chi ;^ 51.

Liu Hung (it ,35.

Liu I ^ , 10.

Liu Kuan ^ ^ 4'' 4--

Liu Kuan-tao
^/'j ^ ^ 39-

Liu-li-t'ang f,rit^t ' '4-

Liii-li-faiig iven-yiian fii f^^^ <^(9i 14-

Liu O
'f'j -(tj^, , 10.

Liu Shu fr] 15. , 12.

Liu Sung-nicn +::-Sf , 8.

Liu Tsung-tao %^^(^ , 57-

Liu Ts'ung ^ij
,
Introduction; 10.

Liu Yii "I-j ,
Introduction.

Liu Yiian \^ , 10.

Liu Yung , 2, 34.

Lo Chcn-yii 5-

Lo-lang ^ , Introduction.

Lo P'ing ^j^, 9.

Lo-shei? fii ifX' ' ' 9-
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Lo-shen fu i^J;^ ifl , i, 2.

Lo Shu-tzu ^ ^ , n. 1 9.

Lo T'ien-ch'ih \t ,48.

Lo-yang {%- , i.

Lou Shu ^4 ' 7^ ^•

Lou-tung Pi Viian ^ "i , 47.

Lu Erh-ch'iian - 10.

Lu Hsi-ch'ing ^ , see Iai Shih-tao.

Lu Hsin-chung \\ *.
, Iiitrnducrion.

Lu Hsin-\-uan ^| , 3, 9.

Lu J" i if ^ 44-

Lu K'uci PI , 27-

Lu Li-pu^^^ tj^ , sec Lu Shih-tao.

Lu iMci-niang 45.

Lu Shih-hua f|r ,
20.

Lu Shih-tao ^ g^jf , 9, 5 i

.

Lu Shu-ch'eng(!|. ^3 ^ , 3.

Lu Shu-sheng p|. ^rf ^ , 3.

Lu T'an-wei ^3^^ f^i ,
Introckicrion; 2.

Lu Tao-kmg ^^^f, ^-5-

Lu-tung-tsan ,
Introduction.

Lu Tzu-ch'uan ^ }\'^ , see Lu Shih-tao.

Lu Yii-ch'ing f|--S;,lif.[ , 34.

Lii Tsu-ch'ieng 41, 42.

Lii Wen-ying g i , 55.

Lii Viian-kuei g ^S^. 35-

Liing-hsi ffivt , I.

ALi-ch'ang
1^ ^ , Introduction.

MaCliao.l 9? ,41,42.

Ala Chi-tso ^|,f|_t^ , 9.

iMa Ho-chih ^^i, Introduction; 6, 20.

Ma Ku
, 9.

A4aLang-fu |7ti'<s^, 45.

Ma Lin I,^ , 40, 45.

Ala Ts'ai ^^,n.i()\ i.

Ala Tsu-ch'ang
|, ^ , 41, 42.

A4a-\vang-tui
|, j ^ Introduction.

Ma-wei ,1,% , 35-

ALt Yu-lin^^,i|f^,44.

A/Ia Yuan ,40.

Alampukuji
j|, 33.

Mao K'un ^ , 12.

Aiatsunioto Eiichi ^^.f-^ -
,
n.40; 17, 26.

A'lei Chmg^ff, 34.

Meng-hs! pi-fan ^ |^ , 41, 42.

Meng-yihvi shu hua In ^ .25.

'
ri-43-

Ml Fei ^ ^, Introduction; n.59; 52, 53.

Aiiao-chiieh-fo Temple -^^^j^^ , 41, 42-

Aliao I-chen ^ 5i jL, 35.

A4ieh-\\ eng Wen-li iff ^ - 3-

Mm Shin gii Dwkin okii ^'if ^ g ^ 40-

Mindai kaiga-shi keiikyu sekiba

Aling-fcng t|,
(|[^ , see Li Aling-feng.

Miiig-tai ss/f ta-hua-chia ^ \\, "Sr , <).

Aiing-tsung % , sec Yiian Aling-tsung.

Alo-lin shan-ien "^-^^i^ ,7.

AloShih-lung 1^^,47.
Mo Tiiig-han shib , \-]

.

Mo-y/iiiii hiii-kiian J "-371 "-5^; 43-

Alochizuki Shinjo ^ |, 17.

AIou I .-^^ , 2, 34.

Aiou-tsung 1^:^^ , see Fan-lung.

Alount Lu (Lu-shan ), 17.

Alount T'ai-po (T'ai-po-shan fe? j, ), 21.

Alount T'ien-t'ai (T'ien-t'ai-shan A ^ ), 19, 29.

Alount T'ien-t'ung (T'icn-t\ing-shan a "f ), 22.

Alu-an ,33.

Mti-an fao yiii i^j^ -fv^Sf , 33.

Alu-ch'i 'ft. , 22, 32.

Alyoshinji , 23.

Nagahiro Toshio s^tlp. , n.zi

.

''Nan-cbing Hsi-sbaii-cb^iao Nan-cb\io vni cbi ch'i

cbitav-k'o pi-bita

^% ^^^4 i'l 1 1 "-^
'

•

Nan-hai , 45.

Naii-7/?i/ viieb-cheng-pao Sbih-cbia-7uo-ni fo-biii

Nan-shan \|] J., , 4.

Nan-ya//g viing-biia lu if'f^ a $^ ^ ' -+7-

Ni-kii lu t'tl^ ^ '3-

Ni Tsan 1*^ 5^ , 35.

Nieh Ch'i-hsiu |; , 7, 8.

Ning-hsiang ^^^j , n.3.

Ning-hua ^ ,^ , 50.
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Ning-po
, 19.

Nononinra Kinsaku '^'\''t\\ < i-

Nii-shih cheii fu -fr t ^ ill , ' •

Nii-wo -ij-*^ , I.

Nu->'ing -lif ^ , 9.

O-huang
, 9-

Odagiri Masunosuke ,1. \s i-V i , i.

Odes of Fei {Fei-feng J^j^ j^l ), 6.

Omura Seiga <!; ^ ^ , i

.

Ou-yang E^si-hsiin
}lxf-}B:- ' 4'. 4--

Ou-yang Hsiu r^, 41, 42.

Pa-i /\ «^ , see Lad>' Ch'in-kuo.

Pa-ling g ^ 5-

Pai-ch'iieh-ssu is% ^ , 9.

pai-7wao ^ tg, ,
Introduction; i, 6, 34.

Pai T'ing ^ 7^ , 35.

Pan-shan , Introduction.

P'an Cheng- wci ^ , 54.

Pan Shih-ch'eng -| |^ ^, , 34.

P'an T'ien-shou n.19; i.

P'an Yen-ling
, 59-

P'ang Wen ^ , 45.

P'ang Yiian-chi
/||_ t , 26, 27, 35, 47, 52, 53.

Pei-yiieh Temple
,
Introduction; 38.

P'ei , 5.

P'ei Hsiao-> uan 1/^,, i.

F'ei-weii-chai shu-hiia p'li \^% p^, 10, 14, 43.

P'eng A4in-sun p \ii 38.

P'eng Nien , 9.

P'eng T'ai-p'u \\ ]f^,
see P'eng Nien.

Pi Hsi-wcn 41, 42.

Pi Lung ^-^l , 3, 35.

Pi-sha-men-t'ien g, i^f^ ^, 25.

Pi shih^ l\ , 41, 4^-

Pi Shih-ch'ang ^ , 41, 42.

Pi Ylian ^ il, , 47.

Fieh-sheng >j $ ,20.

Pien-ts'ai ^ , 9, 1 2.

Pien Yung-yui^
,

2 ^, 35, 54.

Pin-feng ,6.

Pin-fevg chhi-kuan Vj.
|, |(_ , 6.

Ping-chou # +^| , 5.

P'ing-i ,\.

P'hig-sheiig chiiang-knan ^ ^ 54-

Fing-teng-ko pi-chi^^f^ |-|^ , 41, 42.

Po-ch'ih Weng |5t 35-

Po Chii-i
"I |. , 3, 41, 42, 56.

Po-hai j|t , 46-

po-shih ti| -t , 9.

Prince Ch'eng (Ch'cng Ch'in-\\ ang ^ ), see Yung-

hsing.

Prince Kung of Lu (Lu Kung Wang ), see Liu Yii.

Prince Ning (Ning Wang ^ £ ), 35.

Princess Tung-hsiang (T ung-hsiang Kung-chu

'^^,U),

Princess Yung-t'ai (^'ung-t'ai Kung-chu ^f^^i).

Introduction; 51.

"Pu-nie7! fii yii Ling-yen-ko Kujig-ch'en fii

*|f-^pt^^f|^^SlD,"n.29.

P'u-chi -|- , 22.

P'u-hsien ^ , 30.

P'li-fien k\v-kiio \rf^ ^ ,}7-

Reimeikai ^ o^v^- , 27.

Sa-ying-ap|^p-
, 3.

''Saisetsu So vw Shfi Biiukyu Kyfichfi zii

/f]i-)^ Iti," n.6o.

Snv-yii-fang shii-hiia ?mi -^-/^ 'I: |; ^ g , 10, 35.

Sekai hipitsii zenshfi .f^ k '^^j % '45-

Shan Chien J-^i, 5.

''Shii7!-I.wi Ta-fiing Shih-chia-tsai Pei Wei Ssu-ma CKm-

liing vm A.^t IS] :g ^ 1 jt ^tH % ," n.22.

Sban-hii-waiig hiia In ^^f^ ^ ^ , 10, 43.

Shan T'ao J, , 5.

Shang-kuan Chou _h ^ |^ , 50.

Shang-lao ^ , 4.

Shang-ts'ai ± , i.

Shao-bsij/g ^ , 1,8,9.

SI:iiio-t\ing ssii-shii-hiia yiii ^ f; Erj^
, 54.

Shao Tsung-wo Pp ^li^^j^ , 25.

Shao Yung J'fji^ , 41, 42.

Shen Chou ^ /f) ,
Introduction; n.76; 9.

Shen Hao v't-f| 1 4-

She?i Hsiao-ts'avg shen-tivg shu-hiia chi



Sheii-bsieJi chi'ian
7-f ij^ , 9.

Sheu-ni'i fii -^^^^^ , i.

Shen Ping-yiuin ?t 41^7+^ ' 33-

Shen Shih-hsing ft^^f , 41, 42.

5/.7e/7 Shih-fieii yii 1^ P , see Shen Chou.

Shcn-ssu-chai 3-

Shen Tu >!t /J ' ' ' 3 •

SJ?eng-ch\io viiiig-hiia p'iug ^ 1^ /3 7-

Sheng-kuang l eniplc ^ "t- ^, 16.

Sheng-yii '4''4^-

Shih-an fc ^ , see Liu Yung.

Shih-aii chieii-shiiiig chib yiii i^''^ l ^ ^ ^

Shib-cbi t tc ^ 5-

Sbib-cb'i , see Kao Shih-ch'i.

Sbib cbiiig ^ ,
Introduction; 6, 7, 8.

Sbib-cbl/ pao-cbi fc i| ^ , i, 8, 54.

Sbib-cb'ii pao-cbi bsi'i-pieii

,

t 4 f ."4 ^^'^ ' 7i " , 34' 43, 47-

Shib-cb'ii pao-cbi saii-picii

t'ltf.^-^.;--.o,4U4^44-

Sbib-cb'ii s/ii-pi % f^"^, 5'-

Sbib-f// f , see Ch'iu Ying.

Sbib-bsaJi-loa c-bei/-ts\v!g ^ f<\ 1^ 46.

Shih-hu ^ , 9.

Shih K'o t , 54.

Sbib-k'/i-fa/ig slni-biia biii k\io

•t^ p f'll f.'<' , 10, 25, 35, 41, 42 . 54.

Sbib-liii Lo-ban tii-sbiii f ii t ,a| '\ ^'1 4<-!l| , 20.

Shih-nio-shu-lou c f -|: see Weng Fang-kang.

ShihPo tfe^ , II.

x/.v7.i i-men /// 1\, ^ ^ i|, , 2 i

.

sbib-faiig 1 , 3.

Shih-te , 29.

''Sbikydzu to Kdkydzii |^ is^*- f| h^l ^.^ if];," n.65; 2, 4.

Shima ,21.

'"Sbiiiso kail no cbikiniii Sbicbiketi to Eikciki no gazu

Sbodd zeiisbfi \ > ^

sbii ^i*
,
n.43.

Shu f , 35.

Sbti-hiia cbiW ll , n.52; 10.

Sbu-biia cbieii-ivcii piao ^ % 1 f|]^ , 54.

Sbii-biiii inii/g-bsin In -% % li^ ^' ^ , 45-

Sbii-biia mii-lu
I" J g J^^ •>

i •

sbiiang-lmig ^ , s9-

Shuang-\vu ^ , 9.

Sbtii-ch'ing-Iiang shan-fai/g cbeii-ts\ing

S^^i\4< '4-

Shun , 9.

Sbiiii-cbii , 1 2, 43.

Sbiiii-cbii yiii-clMi/!g
, 43.

So-cbic/i t"/i 'l,\p^\V\, Introduction; 10.

''So 7/10 Sb/l Biivkyo Kyilcbil zii

t^-~^ti^%^i^r n.6o.

"SJ 7f/o Sbil Buiikyo KyucbTi zii no sbiinitvipen

Sogej! no Kaiga ,27.

Somikau kinsbo % -^-f^'i tr^ n.36; 35.

Son-sbo// f ii f% J, il', , 37.

"'Soii-sbaii t' ii-cbi'iaii ti clfii-pii faii-fao

Sdunji^f ^, 18, 19.

Ssu-ma Chao ij ^s^, 1

.

Ssu-nia Chin-lung
s) ^-^l, Introduction.

Sst/-7//ii jaug-ting ^4^^^,n.^.

Ssu-nia Kuang g =(t ^ 4i, 4^-

SuCh'e ^Ifi, 13,41,42.

Su-clVien i.

Su Han-ch'en 48, 55, 57.

Su Shih,^^^"
, 13,41,42.

SuSung ,41,42.

Su Wu ^J^^ , Introduction.

Suchou -f+j , 49.

S/fi-ya/ig v:i/ lao fit g|i , 41, 42.

Sun Wei , \ o.

Sun uan-ch'en a^^^ 35.

Sung Che-tsung =^ , 44-

Sung Chill-wen ^ ^ fl^ , 11.

Sung-ch'uang ^'2. 1^ ,
see Ch'u Te-i.

Sung-ch\iang i-jen "(g ,
see Ch'u Te-i.

Sung Cbiiiig-bsing-kiian-ko cb^ ii-ts\rng t^ii-btia cbi

Sung Hui-tsung

%\^\ ,
Introduction; 3, 10, 13, 14, 47, 55.

Siiiig-jcn biia-ts\' % ^, 52, 53.

Sung Jen-tsung % 41, 42.

Sung Kao-tsung ^ 1^ ,
Introduction; 3, 6, 7, 8,

Sung Lien |.;|. , 14.
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SungLo
, 2, 17.

Sung Wu ,35.

Sung Yii , i.

Su'/.uki Kci i'? ^ , n.75.

Tir a-lo-haji Nan-fi-ini-to-lo siio sh//o-fti rhi/-rhi

-:i % 1^ i- It li f|

,

Ta-hsiiav X% , 33.

ra-kiiiVi , ^5.44-

Ta-li Kingdom A. f^, 17.

7;r-/// Aj-rMi ^ f^j^ |i,„ 37, 41,4--

Tii-ts\iii < .-^ , 9.

Ta-t'ung 4; is] , Inrroducrion.

"Ta-t"ung Pci Wei Ssu-nia Chin-lung nau

tl?JL al|?.^f||_," n.22.

Ta-tz'u Temple ^. , 17-

Ta-ya X f|i ,

Tai Chih -f^ ,

T'ai-chen t\j^ , 43-

Tiii-clfhig
.,e|^ , Q.

T'ai Pu-hua
|^

t^.^
, 41, 42.

Tai-shih Xt ^ '3-

T'ai-viian , 27.

T<rw/.w Shmshfi Dalzdkyd 7Aizd t £ % I't" 5.'^ ,
17-

Tamura Jitsuzo ^f'tjl;, n.62.

Taii-jeii =1 'n.
, 54.

T'an-vu , 19-

T\vi(>;-clfao vi'wir-hiia hi %^ i f . 10, 25.

T'ang Hou Vv, ^ , 1, 20.

T'ang Hsicn-tsung ^ , 45.

T'ang Kao-tsu 35-

T'ang Li II-i II him chi 1^ f: -itc't: ^- ,

T'ang Ming-huang ^ f ,
Introduction; 5, 35, 43, 51.

T'ang Shih-niou \S ef-#? , 35.

T'ang Shun-tsung % v||
, 45.

T\vig Sung biia-cbia jen-i/zing tzii-tiev

'^%tt^-y. If ^,n.26.

T'ang Sung Yuan Ming hua-bsiian ^ ^ i ' 3-

T'ang-tai jen-wu-hiia hsiiaii-cbi ^ 'K.
'^'^^ ' "+•''

T'ang T'ai-tsung % t. \, Introduction; 9.

T'ang Yin , Introduction; 4S.

''^T'ang Yiing-fai Kung-chu vni fa-chiich chien pao

k^.k::i%'k% S]$/i",n.47.

Tang Yiing-fai Kung-chu vni pi-hua chi

^^Iz 'Ilit llf. ,n.47.

Tao-chi , Introduction.

T'ao Liang ^ ,14.

T'ao 'N'uan-ming ^P, , 4.

Te Cliu ff. , 34.

Tcng Chii-cii'uan g, 41, 42.

Ti Atan-nung )^^|- , 41, 42.

Ti Pao-hsicn ]^
jf. ^ , 14, 41, 42.

Ti P'ing-t/u ]^ sp^ , sec Ti Pao-hsicn.

T'ieh-ch'uan , 20.

T'ich-cli'uan chii-shih '^^^-t , sec T'ieh-ch'uan.

Tieh-ti wai shib % ^ 4-

Tieh-waiig shan-bii ^ r.)^
^ffff 35, 41, 42.

T'ien-kiian ta-fu 'f'-.'pt^ 47-

Tien-lai-ko chiii-ts\vig Siing-jeii bua-ts'c

Tien-li ^^f- , 2.

T'icn-shiii chin/ fii-shii yiii l|] ^ C]- . 54-

T'ien-shui ping-.shan In t, -K "^ ^vt^ ^ 43-

T'ien-t'ung I cmplc x ^ ^,21.

Ting-hsiang-kuci y |- ^ , 35.

Ting Kuan-p'cng Xfi il, 55-

Ting Kung-ch'iT^ »'^, 10.

Ting Nicn-shcng T .i- % ^ ' - •

T'ing-fan-lou shii-hua chi f^.'^t % , 54-

T'ing-sung shan-jen J. <^ , 20.

To-chia-hsiian 5 ?l^f ^ 7-

7V7 SV; Gc'/7 Mm vieiga taikan ^ %t ^ I ^ t f^, , 20.

Tonkd-ga no kcnkvu tfj t| ^ .-^ J/j^ , n.40; 17, 26.

Toyo hijutsu taikan 4 i^T'C i^C 122.

To\-otonii Hidcx oshi ^ g ,
1 K, iq.

Ts'ai Chiu-k'uci ^ -^^^ , see Ts'ai Yii.

Ts'ai Hsi-^\'en ^^i, 33-

Ts'ai Hung-chicn ^ 35.

Ts'ai Yii |- ^| , 9.

Ts'ai Yung ^,,9.

Tsau-chih fu ^ iD , X.

Ts'ang-ch'uan ,i|
, 17.

Ts'ao Chien ^ , 41, 42.

Ts'ao Chih f ^ , i, i i.

Ts'ao Chih-pof^^, 34.

Ts'ao Hsii f tff 1 9-
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Ts'ao Ming-tou ?^ lo.

Ts'ao O f ^tfv , 9-

Ts'ao P'ei J , i.

Ts'ao Ts'ao 'f ^ , i.

Ts'ao Yiian-yung ^ /^^ , 41, 42.

Ts'en Shen r^.*^ , 1 1.

Tseng Yu ff , Introduction.

Tso Tsung-t'ang
^.'I;' , 41, 4:.

Tsitav-hshi lia//g-ch\io shih hi %. ^'f" th- ^^'^^ ^ -o.

Ts'ui Hao I ^ , II.

Ts'ui Tzu-chung ^ 4- ^. ,
Introduction; 30.

Ts'ui Ying-) ing '5-

ts'nu fjd ,
iH, 54.

^'Tsniiir jv-hiiii f/i-pen hsiao-yivig shiio-tao Hang chiictn

Siiiig Iji/it—Chiio yi/iiii hsicii chai/g fii

\t %% l-'l ^ :]- h ^'f 4 ^ I ffl t iJ^^t I r "•4^>-

Tsung-\ en ^ ^-rj , 35.

Tsung '^Tian-han ^ i/^^ , -o-

Tu Hai-crh til^*^ , 57-

Tu Hsiao -pi.
'f

, 54-

Tii-hiia chieii-wci! chih ^ % if^ , 10, t!,j.

Tii- jen chiugp^ ^ ^ Q-

TuMu^§ ,35.,

Tu Pen , 4'^ 4--

Tu Shang ,9.

Tu Wan i±. ^.f , 41, 42.

Tu Yen iri- nj , 41, 42.

Tuan-fang jr^-j
, 13, 17.

Tiian-peii tciig-yiiaii |- '-^ ' 39-

Tun-huang tfj; ''S , 16, 26.

Tung Ch'i-ch'ang , i, 13, 20.

Tung-tan Wang ^ Ji3- i , see Li Tsan-hua.

Timg-f ii hsnan-lav pica if] ^ ,
i4-

Tung Yu f , 13.

Tung ^'ung , Introduction.

Tzu-ang ^ ^ , 54.

Tzii-tzn siin-siin yinig-pao yiing-hsiang

Tz'u-yun chii-ching e ^ ?i , 22.

U)i ^--^ ,33-

Wan-yen Ching-hsicn % ,
i, 35, 37, 38.

Wang Cliao-chiian ,"t% ,|.£ , 17.

Wang Shen i ,13.

Wang Shih ,35.

Wang Shih-chcn
, 20, 47.

Wang Shih-chen 3.

Wang Shih-mou
i. -Kr ^ , 47-

Wmig shih shii-hua yiian L %\ ,13-

Wang Shu i -t^
, 47.

Wang Shu-an -^t^** , 38.

Wang To i , i

.

Wang Ts'an ±- ^ ,11.

Wang Wan jl ^ , 12.

Wang Wei i ?^ ,11,13.

Wang Ya-i t'$-% , see Wang Ch'ung.

Wang Yiian i , 9.

\\'ang Yiin J. , i

.

Wei Chi^r# , 2.

u'e/-r/.V/ If ^ , 3.

Wei-ch'ih I-seng
,
Introduction; 25, 33, 47.

Wei Chiu-ting ft"! ^ -•

Wei Huan-ch'u |^ i'tf?; , 41, 42.

Wei Lang |%, f.^ , 9.

Wei iMing-ti ,1.

Wang Chen-p'cng j,ff^ ^^f^ , 55.

Wang, C.C. (Wang Chi-ch'ien ), 24.

Wang Ch'i-han i ^ #4^1 , 13.

Wang aSi-hav viiao pi i 'It^II ^ f ' ' 3-

Wang Chih i. |i , 41, 42.

Wang Chih-teng i ^ ^ , 6, 9, 10.

Wang Chin-ch'ing i-f vff , see Wang Shen.

Wang Ch'ung ^'^^ ,9.

Wang Hsi-chih i |; ^ , 6, 9.

Wang Hsiao-w eng x-fl-f^-, 35-

Wang Hsien-chih L |,t! i , 1,9.

Wang Hsing £ ,4.

Wang Hsiin 1 £^ ,4i,4--

Wang Huan i. 1^ ,41-

Wang I i I , I.

Wang Ku-hsiang i |S: ^ , 9-

Wang Li-heng i f|_^, 3.

Wang Meng i , 5.

Wang Ming-ch'ing L Bf^ i| , 3-

Wang Ping-en i "^B., 17.

Wang Po-niin i l& -$1 ,
n.42, n.51.
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Wei-ta-ti i-shii ch''iimi-f iiii^ fii-hi

Wei Wcn-ti H , I-

Wen Chao-t'ung ^ ^ ,
n.19; 9.

Wen Chen-meng , 13-

Wen Chcng-niing ^ ^^"i: iJ^
,
Introduction; n.77; 2, 3, 6,

y, 12, 41, 42.

Wen Chia t4 ^
^i-

Weii-hsiiav \^ , i,9-

Wen-min ^ , sec Chao Meng-fu.

Wen T'ai-shih i t. , see Wen Chcng-ming.

Wcn-ti 5."^ , sec Yiian Wen-ti.

Woi-'V^lt tt^T^ , 13,41,42,53.

n'c'//-a:7/ ching-huci ^ 'f-, , n. 1 3.

Wen Yen-po ^ ^ , 41, 42.

Weng Fang-kang -y^.!^ , 4, 9, 17.

Weng Shih-hung ^ , 4.

Wu Chao ^ ,17.

Wu Chen ,44.

Wu Ch'i-chen 4: 4 ,
n.52; 10.

Wu Chin ^ 1^ , 38.

Wu-chiu ^' i. , 20.

Wu-chu-tzu ^. , 27.

Wu-hsi ^ , 53.

Wu-hsing ,20.

Wu Hu-fan ^ \^ fq, , 9.

Wii-hiia-via fui, ;^,|?/|/,, 44-

Wu I , 7, 8.

Wii-}-yu-i-ch:ti liiii-hiia shih ^ ^ -^^, ^^^|: , 41, 42.

Wu Jung-kuang
, 3. '7' 54-

Wu K'ang-yti , 10.

Wu K'o-kung^ 44.

Wu K'uan ^ ^ , i, 3, 41, 42, 44.

Wu-kung ^ ITS , see Hsii Yu-chen.

Wu Liang tz'u Introduction; 35.

WuPin ,32.

Wu school ^ f/^ , Introduction.

Wu Sheng ^ *t , 25.

Wu Shih-ch'u ^ ,
n.35.

Wu Tao-tzu !^ ^ ^ ,
Introduction; 24, 25, 27, 35, 37,

38, 49.

Wii-teii^r bui-ynan 3. i^^^i,, 22.

Wu Tsung-yiian ^ Introduction; 24.

Wu-yiieh so-chien shii-hua hi ^^ yj. £

Yangchou
,
Introduction; 50.

Ycmg-choii pii-rhiii shih-lmo1^, \ "^i^pf--, n.88.

^'ang Chung ^ , 44.

Yang Huai-chung^ f^ , 25.

Yang Kuei-fci %^'*L
,
Introduction; 5, 35, 43, 51.

YangSheiig-aii chi ,25-

Yang Shou-ching ^ ^i. , 1, 17.

Yang Wan-li , 4'- 4--

Yao Kuang-hsiao ^ || , 41, 42.

Yao Shih ^ ,7, s.

Yao Sui 41, 42.

'S ashiro 'S'ukio \i | , n.6().

Ych K'o I 1^7 , I.

Ych-lii T\i-> ii <• , sec Li Tsan-hua.

Yen Li-pen
f||) i ^ ,

Introduction; 10, 12, 30, 37, 3S, 41,42.

^'cn Li-tc £ tf- , Introduction.

Yen-Hng
, 44.

Ycn-lo w ang f^T^J. , 17.

Ycn-shan-t'ang|ri, f ,47.

Yen shih shti-hiici chi ,21.

Yen Shu I 5^ , 41, 42.

Yen Sung 1^
* ,21,43,44.

Yen Tz'u-yii
f^^ -a f , 52, 53.

Yin ,16.

Yin-t'ai |' ,10.

Yin-yiian
f|. ,33.

Yiiig-chcn hsicii-hsiaiig fu ^, ^ t{,i5iS , 20.

\'ing ^ang %. , w.

Yu Cli'iu t if-^ , 41, 42.

Yii-hsiiig shih-iiii fii ^ jj-f^-fr/f), 54.

Yu-shih (51 'I , sec Wang Ku-hsiang.

Yu Yen-ming ^-^i*^ ^ , 41, 42.

Yu Chi I )| ,41', 42.

Yii Chicn-hua %.]^- ,
n.19.

Yii Ch'uo ^'1 , 41, 42.

Yii Hsien ,|i
, 44.

Yii Hsien-chang 3^ -^-^^ 'O-

Yii-hsiii shih-'ivang sheng-ch'i chivg f l t -t tft ,
i?-

yii-jen l|] />, ,47.

YuLi ,44-

yii-fi I3rfM , 44.

'S'li Tuan-li ^ii$r^ ,41,42.

Yn-yii-t\tiig shii hiia chi ,9.
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Yiian Chao 5. ,1.

Yiian Chiung '% ^ , 9-

Yiian Hsi fi^ , i

.

Yuan Hua ^ , 44.

Yiian-iiiing kiici-yiii fii tk-f%^ ^ 4-

Yiian Ming-shan 1 , 41, 4:.

Yiian Aling-tsung i /f, , 2.

Yiian-sou , 20.

Yiian Tsun-ni ^/!c , 9.

Yiian \\'cn-ri ^ i , 2.

Yiian Yii ft , i.

Yi'icb-cbou Sbib sbih ^-h] g\ ,9.

Yiicb-bsi'icb-loii sbii-biia ///

Yiiu-bsi lao-'jeii ^' vS-^.
, 4.

Yung-chcng % £ , 7, 8, 15.

"S'ling-hsing t|
, 54.

Y firin taikwi %fX^i ,6.

(7,10 (7.1/7.1 }'/// L Ff 1 4-
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